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I saw it coming
MARK McGhee was sacked at the beginning of his

fourth season at Brighton & Hove Albion. Now the
dust has settled the former manager has plenty to say
and he’s talking exclusively to ICN.
BRIGHTON & Hove Albion
Chairman Dick Knight
informed Mark McGhee he
was being relieved of his position,
McGhee felt let down, but not
surprised. He told Insight City News,
“I’ve been in football long enough to
recognise the signs.”
Albion Director Tony Bloom
reportedly wanted McGhee out in
the summer, but Knight and Chief
Executive Martin Perry decided that
McGhee was still the right man for the
difficult job and insisted he stayed.
“I wanted to continue, but in
hindsight I should have left in the
summer,” said McGhee. “I trusted that
people would be realistic and appreciate
what a difficult job I had. I was forced
to leave the club because people had
forgotten this. Because the full board of
directors weren’t behind me, it fed the
fans’ negativity towards me.”
McGhee was offered other jobs,
but wanted to stay loyal to Albion.
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In the pink
Brighton & Hove set to become the
world’s gay wedding capital
RIGHTON TOURISM is getting a boost from the
pink pound, as party planners Pink Weddings
set out to make the city a global capital for
civil partnerships.
Now that civil partnerships have been legally
recognised and give gay couples the same rights
as heterosexual brides and grooms, Pink Weddings
want to share the joy by enticing gay couples from
less accepting countries to come here and affirm
their commitment. They’ve teamed up with the Visit
Britain website to promote the idea, and are focusing
largely on the US, where gay marriage is banned in
most states.
Gino Meriano (pictured far right with partner Mike
at their wedding), the company’s founder, says, “We’re
offering people something special, even if the ceremony
won’t be legally recognised in their home countries. To
continues page 4
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“Survival in the championship was
supposedly not a factor in whether or
not I kept my job. There were other
jobs on offer at the time which I could
have taken – like many of the previous
managers had done – but I stayed
loyal.”
“I was assured I would be backed
under restrained conditions. When we
dropped down a league I needed the
chairman’s support. I needed the club
to be more open with the supporters
at this point. I feel I was used as a
smokescreen.”
Money was a major issue for the
club during McGhee’s tenure, and
during his time with the team he sold
£2.85m worth of players and spent
£100K. These sales included key
players including Adam Virgo, Dan
Harding and Danny Cullip. “When I
arrived at Brighton I was left in no
uncertain terms about the severity of
the financial crisis at the club. Without
continues page 11
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and especially Brighton. The stigma’s
finally going.”
Pink Weddings also run the UK’s only
gay wedding fair, held this year at the
Hilton Metropole on 22 October, as well as
in Manchester. It covers all the usual bases
– caterers, photographers, venues – but
with a difference.
“We don’t have a fashion show,” Gino
says. “We make suggestions but we don’t
stick models on a runway; we won’t dictate
how couples should dress on their big
day. The market’s trying to categorise
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gay people into something it
understands, and we don’t want
to be part of that. We don’t have
any bride and groom imagery on
show. In all my years of weddings
I’ve only ever done two where
one of the girls wore a traditional
wedding dress. We’re keeping it
open and letting our customers
make up their own minds.”
Words: Nicky Falkof
Details: www.pinkweddings.biz

Initiative increases support and options for those with mental health problems
World Mental Health Day falls
on 10 October. It is a timely reminder
that at any one time approximately
one in six adults in this country have a
mental health problem and numbers are
rising. Yet, despite its prevalence, mental
health problems are still stigmatised,
which itself presents a challenge for
mental health professionals. The Primary
Care Mental Health Team plans to mark
World Mental Health Day by holding an
event at 10am outside the Jubilee Library.
At the beginning of this year, Brighton
& Hove City PCT in partnership with
Sussex Partnership NHS Trust launched
a Primary Care Mental Health Team to
support local GPs.
The objective of the team is, in essence,
to make access to mental health care less
intimidating. So patients with common
or moderate mental health problems
or alcohol issues will feel more at ease
talking about their difficulties. The team
also aims to support people with severe
and enduring problems but who are stable.
The fact is the majority of problems
presented in primary care are caused by
anxiety and depression and, in most cases,
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Shadow Education Secretary visits our city

New team helps beat the blues
HIS YEAR
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An eye on Sussex

continued from front page
get married here you have to be resident
in the UK for seven days, so we get a lot of
Americans who come over for that short
visit, go home to plan their weddings
and then come back to get married. It’s
wonderful for them because they get to see
England and experience our open-minded
culture.”
He continues, “People get complacent.
They think that now we have civil
partnerships the struggle is over, but
it isn’t. By helping couples from other
countries to marry, we’re hoping to get
them to pressure their own lawmakers,
to continue the fight until gay people
everywhere have the same basic rights as
straight people.”
Pink Weddings offer ceremonies
around the country, with everything from
luxurious and traditional to high-camp
hilarity available. They can arrange the
entire event, can suggest the perfect gayfriendly suppliers or take over on the day to
make sure things run smoothly.
Brighton local Tamsin Gale, who is
marrying her partner Jenny in January,
says, “My girlfriend and I are totally
committed to each other, and it’s great
that we get to make that official. It makes
you really appreciate living in England,
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can be resolved or controlled.
The team, managed by Nandani
Maharaj-Monro, presently consists of six
Primary Care Mental Heal Practitioners,
all of whom are RMHNs, and Julie Sides,
a Graduate Primary Care Mental Health
Worker.
Julie is now piloting a computerised
cognitive behaviour theory programme
(CCBT) called Beating the Blues. The
eight-part scheme helps people who have
developed bad or destructive thinking
and behavioural habits by teaching them
healthier ways of being and thinking.
The programme, though relatively new,
has been widely adopted and is presently
on trial at two Brighton & Hove surgeries.
“This year is really the pilot to see how
well it works,” Julie said.
Books on Prescription is another
innovation that was started in June in
collaboration with the Jubilee Library.
“They are self-help books that have proved
to be an effective intervention for people
with mild to moderate mental health
problems,” Julie said.
They are prescribed in the same way as
medication and the books are lent by the

library in the usual way.
“All our transactions are treated
confidentially,” assured Joanne Harvey,
Librarian.
Nandani summarised the benefits her
team delivers. “It provides people who
have mental health problems with easier
access to more services when they see
their GP. As the service is available at the
surgery there is less stigma attached to
seeing a mental health professional.”
On the same topic, a new co-operative
has been formed to help those living with
mental health problems. Formed by Odi
Oquosa three months ago, Inner Visions
includes mental health service users and
survivors, professionals working in mental
health, carers and other supporters.
Describing Inner Visions as a form
of self-help group, Odi said, “It is place
where people can talk about their distress
or what they call their ‘innerness’ and
get support to help them make sense of
their circumstances.” If you would like
to join the group, please contact Odi on
odiado10@yahoo.co.uk
Words: David O’Connor Thompson

MP David Willetts paid a visit to Sussex on 27
September, in order to take a look at the area’s educational
facilities. Mr Willetts, Shadow Secretary of State for Education
and Skills, visited City College Brighton & Hove, the University of
Brighton’s Fresher’s Fair, and Newlands School in Seaford.
Accompanied by Prospective Parliamentary Candidate Mike
Weatherley, Mr Willetts was keen to take in as much as he could
during his brief visit, “I’m here for two main reasons,” he said, “one
is that I’m keen to see the institutions, and of course everything
I see helps me develop my own policies on education.” As well as
meeting Ann Smith, the principal of City College, Mr Willetts also
took the opportunity to talk to students and former students and
quiz them about their recent experience of the further education
system. “I’m always interested to hear a different take on things,”
he said.
Mr Willetts, the MP for Havant, pointed out that he thought
politics and education should consist of a two-way exchange. “A lot
of colleges and universities can be wary of politics, but politics is a
very strong part of life, and student life in particular. It’s a shame
when institutions want to steer away from it, especially when there
is the opportunity for them to really get young people interested
through societies. No wonder voting figures are so low amongst the
young!”
Although a general election is not expected for several years,
Mr Willetts was considering a Conservative approach to education,
and found that he was impressed with the local outlook. “There are
a lot of good things happening already in terms of education here.
I think one of the things I’ve learnt is the truth of the adage, ‘if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it’! I think new governments have a tendency
to want to stamp their authority on institutions with some new
initiative or scheme. If things are working, I don’t feel obliged to try
and change anything. You have to trust the colleges – they want to
succeed as well.”
Ann Smith, the principal of City College, was keen to take the
opportunity to talk to a politician, and articulate education policy
from the college’s perspective. “Here, we have a commitment to
creating a really good educational experience. We help students
with further progression in a nice atmosphere, with a working
environment and high quality staff. We’ve got many plans to
continue and progress though, so it’s important to talk to people.”
Mr Willetts seemed confident of Brighton & Hove’s educational
future. “There’s a strong sense of development here,” he said
“People want to move to Brighton and there isn’t much point unless
the education system is in place. It’s a wonderful area and locals
and people can come and be trained here to give something back to
the city, and help make it their own.”
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Words: Mark Dishman
Pic: Ian Williams

Award-winning hair and beauty
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Brighton beauty represents England in the Bahamas
Lindsay Fergusson is shooting for the
top as she competes in one of the world’s most
prestigious beauty pageants. The 25-year-old
former Miss Brighton has been hand picked to represent
England in the Miss Intercontinental
contest, run by the World Beauty
Organisation (WBO). The event will
be held in Nassau, the Bahamas this
month.
Lindsay, who holds a degree in
advertising marketing, hadn’t planned
on entering pageants when the Miss
England organisation tracked her down
in 2004 via her modelling work and
invited her to participate. “I would
never have fallen into this otherwise,”
she says. “But it’s been amazing and
it’s really changed my life.”
Since winning Miss Brighton in
2004, Lindsay has travelled the country
and participated in international
pageants, as well as organising a wealth
of appearances and events around
Brighton & Hove. She took last year off
to focus on her modelling and acting;
but then the call came from the WBO, an organisation
that promotes women as cultural ambassadors.
Lindsay says, “They emphasise beauty with a purpose.
In my degree I looked at the portrayal of women as
objects or as idealised perfection so at first I felt a bit
hypocritical being in pageants, but I’ve realised I was

B
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CCTV Star
OVE STATION,

as we know it today, started life
in 1866 as Cliftonville station before being
re-named West Brighton in 1880 when
the original station closed. In 1895, the station
building was enlarged and renamed Hove. Since
June, however, things have moved on again.
Over the past 128 years the building has been
used as a parcels’ office, staff office, Station
Masters’ accommodation and even a first floor
flat. 12 years ago, the living accommodation
in the Grade II listed building became vacant
when a severe case of dry rot rendered it
uninhabitable. Since then, the building had
deteriorated, with original fireplaces and fittings
having been stolen.
In 2003, Southern Railway, in partnership with
Network Rail and The Railway Heritage Trust
took the decision to sympathetically restore the
building and bring it back into operational use,
with the objective of turning it into a state-ofthe-art CCTV centre.
There was much to be done to restore the
building to its former glory. Under the guidance
of The Railway Heritage Trust, work included
repairing and redecorating the exterior of the
building, renewing sash-windows and door
openings while removing 20th century alterations,
which were insensitive to the building’s listed
status. Inside, existing joinery was retained
wherever possible or replaced, by matching the
original carpentry work undertaken when the
building was first built. Interior redecoration
(including the installation of Victorian fireplaces)
completed the work to make the building ready
for the CCTV centre to be put in place.
The building now looks astonishingly fresh

H

Hove’s station buildings
continue to evolve
and houses one of the most up-to-date CCTV
centres in the country. The centre monitors 18
Southern railway stations 24 hours a day, 365
days a year, from Littlehampton to Eastbourne.
Public Address systems at the stations are also
hooked up to the centre so announcements
can be made in direct response to the images
portrayed on the screens. But CCTV isn’t just
about being able to catch criminals in the act;
it’s also about preventing crime from happening
in the first place, and identifying where
passengers could be behaving in a way that
could be unsafe. This is where the PA system
comes into its own, and quite often, a live
announcement sent to the station acts as both a
deterrent and a safety tool.
The centre also has a unique facility for looking
after crime victims. It is a relaxing environment
where interviews can take place and where
children can enjoy a safe, fun place to play.
The centre is run by Southern’s Data
Controller, Mark Gagne. His team, who monitor,
review and assist the British Transport Police,
use state of the art digital CCTV equipment to
keep tabs on any wrongdoing that might occur.
Mark is passionate about ensuring that not only
are Southern’s stations made safer and more
secure by constant CCTV monitoring, but also
that people have a right to privacy. Mark firmly
believes that our passengers are now confident
that they are protected whenever they use
Southern stations that are covered by CCTV.
The centre was officially opened in June this
year, proving that Victorian fireplaces and hi-tech
CCTV equipment can exist side by side in perfect
harmony!

wrong. All the women who compete are attractive and
well groomed, but there’s no size limit. We don’t look the
same, and we don’t look like we’ve just stepped out of a
fashion magazine. There are all kinds of girls involved.”
She continues, “I’m hoping to do
quite well. I’ve done a lot of catwalk
work and I thrive on stage. The week
before the contest we have lots of
interviews and press calls, and I’m really
confident about my communication
skills. Some girls just work on what they
look like; I know there’s a lot more to
being an ambassador.”
The prize includes $30,000 and the
use of an apartment for a year. The
winner will be expected to attend all
sorts of international events, from
openings to charity appointments. But
even if she is victorious, Lindsay’s
unlikely to lose the down-to-earth
cheeriness that’s made her so many
friends on the circuit thus far. “In the
first international pageant that I did, I
got dubbed the typical British girl,” she
laughs. “Lots of the other contestants
were putting cucumber slices on their eyes and making
sure they got their beauty sleep. But I was, ‘like, where’s
the bar?’”
Words: Nicky Falkof
Pics: Jerry Lebens

Celebrating diversity
A dynamic programme of events is underway for Black History Month
OASTING ASIAN, West African and Caribbean food,
storytelling, steel band music and an impressive
Capoeira performance, Black History Month runs for
the entire month of October.
The fourth year of Black History Month celebrations in
Brighton, this year encompasses the theme of journeys
and focuses on four main strands; film, literature,
business and food. Co-organiser and co-ordinator,
Althea Wolfe, has great hopes for this and forthcoming
celebrations,
“We wanted a programme of events that would have
the same impact on Brighton as Pride. Our main aim is to
make it register on Brighton’s calendar and be something
that the whole community can look forward to.”
If the reaction to the launch is anything to go by,
BHM in Brighton has certainly caught the community’s
attention, providing the opportunity to commemorate
black and minority ethnic people’s contributions to our
society. With people from different ethnic backgrounds
making up six per cent of the population of Brighton and
Hove (Census 2001), it also provides a reflective time
for shedding light on areas of history that are sometimes
glossed over or forgotten.
One highlight of BHM to achieve this is Bert’s Family
Bus, a historical tour of black landmarks in Brighton.
Suitable for families and people of all ages it makes
several stops around our culturally diverse city, and is run
by Brighton and Hove Black History chair, Bert Williams,
who has spearheaded much of the BHM research over the
last four years.
Other interesting events include film nights held every
Wednesday night at Jubilee Library and The Millwood
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Centre, a networking event for black and minority ethnic
business owners and entrepreneurs at the popular
Momma Cherri’s Big House, a lecture on pan-Africanism
and a dub poetry evening with special guest performer
Jean “Binta” Breeze.
Whilst these and other programmed events and
lectures undoubtedly help to provide black and minority
ethnic individuals with a sense of identity and heritage,
Althia stresses that BHM in Brighton is very much about
wider community involvement and a sense of inclusivity
and cohesion.
“It is primarily about raising awareness and bringing
different cultures together. Anyone can be a part of it and

the important thing is that it is a community initiative. I
just help to facilitate it by pulling together people from
the wider community to create their own projects.”
With such a huge range of exciting events lined up for
this year’s celebrations, there is bound to be something
to suit everyone’s tastes so don’t miss out. For a full
programme visit www.sankofajourneys.com
Details: Black History Month continues until 30 October
at venues across Brighton & Hove.
www.black-history.org.uk Tel: 01273 234835
Words: Cassian Ledger
Pic: Bert Williams
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TV teacher

The hub of new media

Actor and writer tutors at City College

Technology conference comes to Brighton

is a fiery east-end
modern-day moll on your
TV screens, chances are
it is actor Carol Harrison.
Best known for her TV
appearances as Gloria in
Brush Strokes and as
Martine McCutcheon’s
on-screen mum in
EastEnders, Carol has an
equally successful career on
the silver screen, treading
the boards of theatreland,
and as a screenwriter.
The award-winning
actor will be passing on her expertise in
a Screen Writing Course at City College
Brighton & Hove this month. Aspiring
screenwriters will have the chance to learn
‘the tools of the trade’ – from original
idea to final draft – from an industry
professional.
The course aims to cover the
fundamental skills of film and scriptwriting
through a combination of inspirational
workshops and practical exercises.
Students will be taught how to pitch an
idea to a producer, choose the right style
and genre, structure a plot, develop threedimensional characters and create original
dialogue. Carol will be holding both
weekday classes and Saturday workshops

won’t have heard of
d.Construct 2006, unless you are a
‘geek’. But if you use the Internet
then you will surely have come into
contact with the subjects discussed and
dissected at the event. Started in 2005,
this annual sold-out industry conference
gathered together developers, designers
and technologists to discuss how new
technologies are transforming the web.
The second edition of the one-day
conference took place on 8 September
at a packed Corn Exchange. It featured
speakers from the big names that fuel the
Internet economy, like Google, Yahoo and
Amazon, and those who are helping set
the standards and trends that are shaping
our current and future web experiences.
The topics – Web Services for Fun and
Profit, to The Joy of API – are a barometer
of important topics in the virtual domain.
They illustrate how the Internet is moving
from a static publishing platform to one
that includes dynamic web applications
that allow you to store and share photos,
movies and music.
As befitted an event so focussed on
the new technologies that are powering
the social web – what has come to be
known as Web 2.0 – this conference
also adhered to the new model of the
technology conference, where attendees

I
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One true voice
Want to exercise your vocals? Join Brighton Festival Chorus
RIGHTON FESTIVAL Chorus is holding an
open rehearsal on 10 October. One
of the most sought-after choirs in
the UK, the 150-strong organisation that
performs regularly in the UK and abroad,
is hoping to recruit 50 new members for
its jam-packed 2006/2007 programme.
Founded in 1968 as part of Brighton
Festival, the choir has gone from strength
to strength, performing with all the major
British orchestras, forging links with
a number of European orchestras and
being led by some of the most celebrated
conductors of our time. Daniel Turner,
Brighton Festival Chorus Press Officer,
explained how added numbers would
further boost the choir’s credibility,
“We need 200 voices to allow us to
perform alone in places like The Royal
Festival Hall,” he says. “At the moment
we often have to join forces with another
group to get the sound needed for the
bigger numbers.”
The choir’s recent highlights have
included the world premiere of the concert
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version of Sir John Tavener’s The Veil of
the Temple, performed at the Royal Albert
Hall as part of the BBC Proms, and the
opening concert of the European Capital of
Culture 2004 celebrations in Lille.
Despite these high profile events,
Daniel stressed that, although the choir’s
standards are high, new members don’t
have to have a classical music background.
“Our members are a diverse mixture
of young and old, male and female, from
housewives to company executives. An
interest in singing and a good voice is all
they need.”
With more exciting opportunities arising
for the Festival Chorus year on year, new
recruits can expect a busy schedule of
concerts and tours with weekly rehearsals
every Tuesday from 7.30pm to 9.45pm.
Details: Open Rehearsal, 10 October,
7.15pm, BSMS Lecture Theatre,
University of Sussex. Tel: 07010 706235
Words: Cassian Ledger
Pic: Matthew Andrews

The purest sound
From gospel harmonies to Buddhist chants, you can hear it
all at Brighton’s World Sacred Music Festival
USICIANS, SINGERS and dancers have
come from across the globe to
perform inspirational music
in Brighton this October. It’s the only
festival of its kind in the country and has
an exciting programme of concerts from
a variety of faith traditions. Highlights
include the UK’s first practising Muslim
female band, masked dances from Tibetan
monks and hair-raising Gospel harmonies
from the ever-popular Black Voices.
“At a time of much conflict between
different faiths it’s a good way of bringing
people together,” said festival director
Kate Whyman. “I’m particularly looking
forward to the Sunday evening concert.
It’s a combined evening of music by 12th
century Christian mystic Hildegard von
Bingen and Jewish prayers and psalms
sung by the gentlemen of the choir of
London and Cantor Steven Leas from
the London Central Synagogue. A great
juxtaposition of music from different
traditions.”
Also performing in the festival are the
monks from Tashi Lhunpo Monastery. Now
based in India, the refugees from Tibet will
be chanting Buddhist texts, performing
masked dances and building a mandala of
sand over six days. The monks have been
touring since 2002 to a very warm and
receptive audience.

M

“The response has been absolutely
dramatic,” said tour manager Jane Rasch.
“The children we visit in shcools in
particular love meeting the monks. The
performances are very colourful, unusual
and exotic. It’s important to keep Tibetan
culture alive in exile, but we try to explain
the background without preaching.
People come not knowing what to expect
and leave with a taste of a completely
different culture. All profits from the tour
go towards supporting the monastery in
India, building a debating hall and raising
money for their daily needs.”
The festival started small in 2004,
with local artists from different traditions
performing for no fee. It has continued
to increase in popularity since then and
now a new outreach programme is taking
it into schools, hospices, care homes and
prisons. And it doesn’t stop there.
“Next year we’re hoping to stage
collaborations between artists, performing
their own music but creating something
new together,” said Kate Whyman.
Alongside the music we want to build
talks and opportunities for discussion and
debate. We’re continuing to build bridges.”
Details: www.worldsacredmusic.org
Words: Lorraine Mullaney
Pic: Courtesy of Georgina Cranston
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at the college. The first
evening course starts on
16 October and the first
Saturday master class is on
21 October.
Since beginning her
career in the early 1970s,
working at the cutting
edge of new writing in
theatre, Carol Harrison has
become one of the UK’s
most successful and prolific
actors. Credits include
joining the Royal National
Theatre Company to work
with legendary playwright Arthur Miller
(Death of a Salesman), The Liverpool
Playhouse (Alfie directed by Alan Parker),
as well as TV shows like Kavanagh QC
and Touch of Frost. She has been a
professional screenwriter for 15 years, and
her TV credits include The Bill and Gems.
“I just wanted to give something back
through teaching. I enjoyed the process
of going to college, so now I’m based in
Brighton it made sense to start lecturing. I
hope the course will give my students the
language, the confidence, and the inspiration,
to go for it and write their own story.”
Details: 01273 736491
Words: Calandra Balfour
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were present to listen to the speeches,
while also tapping away on their laptops,
connected via wi-fi to the virtual
conference. Brighton software solutions
company Madgex, an event sponsor, had
developed a web application for the event
called backnetwork (dconstruct06.madgex.
com) as an online meeting place for
delegates. Backnetwork allowed attendees
to communicate and network with each
other, post information and collect
commentary from their weblogs, while
also gathering images from online photo
community Flickr captured at the event.
Much is made of Brighton & Hove as
a hotbed for the creative and new media
industries, but it is only with the emergence
of successful events like d.Construct that
we can see this vibrancy more clearly. The
conference was organised by web design
and development consultancy Clearleft,
who have already committed to carrying
out another edition next year.
In the meantime, you can get up to
speed by downloading the presentation
slides and podcasts from the conference at
2006.dconstruct.org. Even if you already
know your Amazon from your eBay, they
might help you join the info-elite who can
also tell their AJAX from their RSS.
Words: Matt Hanson
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Sweeter than sugar
…or is it?

constantly exposed to health
scares, of which some are plausible and
scientifically justified, and some are
completely far-fetched and unfounded.
This has resulted in more and more people
ignoring all health scares, justified or not. However, one
in particular recently caught my attention, concerning the
potentially neuro-toxic and carcinogenic effects of a food
additive called aspartame. As a firm believer in healthy
natural living, I was intrigued by this matter, which
has, over the last few years, escalated into a web-based
propaganda war.
Aspartame (marketed as NutraSweet and often
labelled as E951) is an artificial sweetener used as a
sugar substitute in a number of low-calorie products
such as diet sodas, as well as some fruit juices marketed
for children. Various reports (mostly personal accounts)
can be found online which claim that consumption of
aspartame-containing products causes or aggravates
symptoms of several neurological disorders, including
multiple sclerosis, systemic lupus, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), migraine and epileptic
seizures. Some even go so far as to claim that excessive
consumption of Diet Pepsi and Diet Coke by soldiers
fighting in the Gulf War is at least partly to blame for
Gulf War Syndrome. Advocates of the anti-aspartame
campaign, led by several medical doctors who have
written books on the subject, say that heavy lobbying of
the US Government by the manufacturers of aspartame
prevents all initiatives to regulate or ban its use.
(However, it’s important to remember that these doctors
earn royalties from their books about the dangers of
aspartame consumption!)
The American Council on Science and Health (ACSH)
dismisses all these claims as being a hoax aimed at
spreading fear and mistrust. They argue that the use of
aspartame is actually beneficial to us in that it will reduce
the prevalence of obesity as well as of dental problems
caused by excessive consumption of sugary food and
drinks. Aspartame is only really dangerous to a small
number of people suffering from phenylketonuria, a rare
inherited metabolic disorder.
This ACSH statement would be convincing were
it not for the fact that this agency is heavily funded
by the industry and has previously promoted various
questionable ideas, such as the idea that high intake of
saturated fats (cholesterol) from junk food is only a minor
risk factor contributing to heart disease.
Yet the ACSH are not the only defenders of aspartame.
A number of respectable scientists have also voiced their
opinion on the matter because they felt that nutritionists,
wellbeing experts and journalists often show a simplistic
and selective approach to evidence.
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The
aspartame
debate:
Is it safe?

Acceptable (safe) daily aspartame intake limit has
been set at 40 mg per kg of body weight per day (about
2600mg per day for a 65kg person) and it appears that
adults need at least ten cans of a drink fully sweetened
with aspartame alone to reach this limit. Most diet drinks
contain a combination of sweeteners, not just aspartame
alone, so that even high level consumers rarely exceed 10
mg/kg of aspartame a day, argues Professor Michael Lean
of the University of Glasgow. Then why has aspartame
been demonised by the world’s press and countless
websites? Lean claims that the aspartame witch-hunt is
directly related to another controversy. “A company called
Monsanto, which produces aspartame, was accused of
enthusiastic dissemination of genetically modified plants
and foods. People resent interference with foods, and
synthetic food components are regarded with suspicion.”
So perhaps the whole aspartame scare is just based on
people’s attitudes rather than any real evidence.
Indeed, evidence for neuro-toxic effects of this food
additive seems very weak. Dr Nick Finer from Cambridge,
one of the UK’s experts in obesity medicine, supports Dr
Lean’s view and dismisses the studies which revealed toxic
effects of aspartame on the brain, on the grounds that

massive doses of aspartame (equivalent to drinking 600700 cans of soda at once) were used to produce this effect.
But what about those anecdotal reports on the web,
about people who were developing symptoms of various
disorders and then miraculously recovering as soon as
they stopped drinking diet sodas? Surely, even if they
cannot be treated as ‘scientific evidence’, they still
suggest that heavy consumption of aspartame-containing
products can have detrimental effects on some people.
But health-conscious people who eat a balanced diet are
unlikely to consume five or ten cans of diet soda every
day! These individuals probably had other risk factors in
their lives, not just diet soda consumption. People with
existing disorders – migraine sufferers, for example – may
be more sensitive to the effects of aspartame.
While the neuro-toxic effects of aspartame may be
questionable, a large-scale study published this year by
scientists from Bologna, Italy, demonstrated that daily
consumption of aspartame, even in the lower range of
doses, equivalent to those consumed by humans, may
indeed be carcinogenic. This is certainly something to be
wary about, considering more than 200 million people
worldwide regularly consume aspartame through foods,
beverages, drugs (such as chewable vitamins), and
hygiene products (such as toothpaste).
A recent study by Dr Karen Lau and her colleagues
from the University of Liverpool outlines another
potential danger of aspartame consumption. They have
demonstrated that consumption of low doses of aspartame
in combination with another common food additive
(Quinoline Yellow) may reduce brain cell growth. This
effect would be strongest in childhood (when brain cells
‘blossom’) and may contribute to various disorders later
in life, particularly ADHD. This finding supports the calls
of anti-aspartame campaigners for aspartame-containing
products to be proclaimed unsuitable for consumption by
pregnant women and young children.
While a causal link between aspartame consumption
and various illnesses may be difficult to prove (or, indeed,
may not exist) not one well-controlled study has been
published which supports aspartame’s supposed weight
loss effects. Therefore anyone consuming sugar-free
drinks as part of a weight-loss plan should think twice. A
balanced diet that includes healthy beverages rather than
diet sodas seems to be the only solution to long-term,
healthy, weight loss.
All these reports should not make us panic. Consuming
either an aspartame-containing product or a sugary drink
every now and then is unlikely to do us harm. As with
most things in life, ‘everything in moderation’ is the best
strategy.
Words: Dr Jelena Nesic dr.nesic@gmail.com

comprehensive service
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McGhee: my story
continued from front page

the money that I generated the club would
be in far greater trouble. I understood we
would be a ‘selling club’. I was prepared
to accept this because the chairman
convinced me that he and the board would
understand the difficulties this challenge
presented.”
McGhee also believes that until the
club gets the new Falmer stadium – and
consequently more money – there will be
no change in the Seagulls’ situation. “It is
difficult to find players who want to come
to the club with the lowest budget in the
competition, and it is difficult to persuade
players to come to a club who play in a
municipal stadium.”
Although McGhee was intent on
helping Knight fight for the new stadium
– a project that has been plagued with
difficulties, he proclaimed, “I had no
problem with Withdean – but Withdean is
a problem for the club. The only reason
I was ever critical of Withdean was to
support the Chairman’s case.
It wasn’t all bad news as manager, and
in McGhee’s first season in charge he
led Albion to the playoff final where they
beat favourites Bristol City 1-0 to win
promotion to the Coca-Cola Championship.
“When I came to the club this looked
impossible, but I engineered it through
reorganising and improving the team’s
self-belief and fitness. I had been through
it several times before and knew what was
required. The players responded brilliantly
to me.”
The ex-Scotland international has
won an array of medals as a player and
a manager including the European Cup
with Aberdeen. He said, “Winning the
playoff final at the Millennium Stadium
is one of my fondest football memories. I
consider promotion, and the subsequent
achievement of staying up in the
Championship the greatest triumphs of my
career, in particular staying up.”
“Relegation, when it came, was a huge
disappointment to me, but it was not a
surprise. We lost our top players to bigger
clubs and had no possibility of replacing
them. How can a club that has just been
promoted by the skin of their teeth then
be expected to stay up if they don’t
strengthen the squad, but instead they
weaken it? But we stayed up once, and
that was a huge feat.”
Some fans questioned McGhee’s tactics
and decisions on the field but the former
manager insists he had to improvise
and be creative with the squad, players’
positions and the systems. He said, “If you
have two good players for every position
the job is a lot easier. More often than
not we did not have one player for every
position.”
He also faced criticism for the lack of
new talent brought to the club. “It’s a
myth that there are a lot of players out
there that we could have attracted on loan.
I was being asked to bring in great players
for nothing. It’s not possible.”
He said, “I repeatedly spoke to Dick
Knight about players – but we never
had the money. I wanted to sign Steven
McPhail, Michael Chopra and Roger
Johnson. We had nothing to make them

Cultural exchange
Newlands School, in Seaford, played host to some very
special guests last month when the UK China Culture
Festival arrived, bringing with it a Chinese circus.
TRADITIONAL DANCING golden dragon
started the main event, leading
honourable guests into Newlands’
hall before embarking upon a fierce and
hypnotic dancing display. Students and
families from Newlands and surrounding
schools were then treated to displays of
Chinese acrobatics, health and dancing.
Rosemary Collict, the Mayor of Seaford,
was delighted the event was taking place:
“It’s great for Seaford. I hope that people
attracted to the town by the circus take
the opportunity to have a look around – it’s
well worth it.
Particularly breathtaking were the
acrobatic demonstrations. In “Rolling
Lights”, the performer showed tremendous
poise and strength, balancing more and
more glass candles on her feet, hands and
face, until 108 separate pieces were held
aloft while she manoeuvred gracefully
around. A plate-spinning display followed,
but with an ensemble of performers lifting
each other into a series of poses.
Next was a calmer display of healthbuilding Qigong, and a wide variety
of performances unfolded throughout
the afternoon, informing as well as
entertaining. The “Face Changing”
sequence, as well as being dramatic,
taught many of the audience about

A
come. All three are now playing for top of
the Championship Cardiff.”
McGhee was particularly keen to sign
a striker, although this is usually the
most expensive position to fill. “I would
have liked to have brought in quality
experienced players to help me develop
the young talent, especially a striker. With
no money it was like trying to find a lost
diamond on Brighton beach. Impossible!”
For the club to progress McGhee advises
the Board to be honest to the fans. “It is
at least a three-year plan (that’s needed)
and that’s if they can hold on to the young
players. If the club sells players like Joel
Lynch then don’t expect the team to
get better. The board has to be realistic
and more sincere to the fans about the
financial constraints.”
When asked if he thinks Dean Wilkins
should take over as manager he said with
no hesitation, “I believe Wilkins is capable
of doing a good job at Brighton, as long as
there is no ambiguity as to what has to be
done there. The young players need to be
developed. He’s popular with the young
players – they trust him. The only reason I
can see for Wilkins to be replaced is if the
club suddenly finds a huge pot of money
and someone more qualified is needed
to manage older and more experienced
players.”
“The real job Brighton has now is to
develop the club all the way through. So
when they have a new stadium and the
ability to bring in better players everything
is in place. I thought that was my job
and that is why I feel let down, because I
wasn’t given that chance.”
McGhee said in reflection, “After three
years in Brighton I have made many
friends here. I love the city and intend to
settle here. I may take another managerial
job, but I have other interests to pursue.
I look forward to one day buying a season
ticket in the new Falmer stadium but
suspect that there are some difficult times
ahead before that happens.”
Words: Joe Nicholls
Pics: Ian Williams

Sichuan Opera during the reign of the
Qing Dynasty Emperor Qianlong.
Ke Yasha, Cultural Counsellor of the
Chinese Embassy, was one of many
honoured guests, and said that he was
“very pleased to be able to join you in
celebrating Chinese culture. In the last
few years we have improved the relations
between the two countries and it is
important to continue this.”
Another impressed attendee was
Norman Baker, MP for Lewes. “It’s great
to foster relationships between Britain and
China in this way. I was lucky enough to
see the show in Lewes and it’s fantastic”.
In the interests of cultural exchange,
an exhibition took place, featuring a
display of Chinese art, jewellery and
embroidered bags and clothing. “Newlands
is traditionally keen to embrace new
cultures,” said headmaster Oliver Price,
“and I feel passionately that it is important
to keep doing so.”
“The event lived up to its name,” said
Xuexian Bei, Chairman of the UK China
Culture Association, “I hope everyone here
has a good impression of China”.
Words: Mark Dishman
Pics: Ian Williams
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In brief...
Breaking band wins
NME competition
Local band My Device has won
the NME.com Breaking Bands
competition, hosted to celebrate
the website’s tenth anniversary.
Their prize was to open
NME.com’s birthday bash at
Camden’s famous KOKO venue,
share the bill with Kasabian,
and play to an influential
crowd. NME New Music editor
James Jam said, “They’re not
a virtuoso band, which is cool,
because Rock n’ Roll shouldn’t
be about that: it should be about
heart and passion and ideas and
romance.” www.my-device.co.uk

Brighton’s hearts
are healthy
Brighton’s well being situation
is as healthy as its music scene,
according to the government’s
Testing the Nation’s Hearts
campaign. Blood tests carried
out on over 70,000 people
across Britain showed that
residents of Brighton and

Banbury had lower levels of
cholesterol and high blood
pressure than the rest of the
country, with the worst results
coming up in Huddersfield and
Glasgow. More than half of those
tested had high cholesterol
levels and two thirds had high
blood pressure.

Sussex kids on
Omega 3 trial
Sussex children have also been
taking part in clinical trials, for
the Omega 3 fish oil supplement
Eye Q Smooth. Since research
started in November 2005,
children have shown marked
improvements in behaviour and
learning ability. Lead researcher
Elspeth Bunker said, “The
results have demonstrated that
improved nutrition can be very
effective, so I hope parents will
feel inspired to improve other
areas of their children’s diets
where needed.”

News
Call for parents to
adopt older children
Brighton & Hove’s adoption
team is making an appeal for
prospective parents who’d
consider adopting children
of three and over, or who are
in sibling groups. Adoptive
parents often seek children from
as young an age as possible,
making it more difficult to find a
match for older ones. Children’s
Services Councillor Pat Hawkes
said, “You often meet people who
say they like children but don’t
like babies… and there are also
people who do not have children
for whatever reason but wish
they did. I’m inviting them to get
in touch with us.” www.adoptioni
nbrightonandhove.org.uk

Taboo wins erotic
retail award
Adult Boutique Taboo was
named UK’s Best Independent
Retailer 2006 at the Erotic
Trade Only (ETO) fair, beating
off competition from 96 other
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shops. Dale Bradford, ETO
editor, said Taboo’s “wide stock
range, quality of presentation,
relaxed atmosphere and helpful
staff” helped it to win. The
shop caters for as many tastes,
genders and preferences as
possible, and delighted owner
Tim Richardson said, “Taboo
will continue to provide
quality products at reasonable
prices in an environment of
high customer service. I’m
hoping ‘Best Independent
Retailer 2007’ beckons!” www.
tabooshop.com

New radio station rocks
On 6 October a new internet
(and Brighton) based radio
station called Play Rock UK
was launched. The team have
assembled a stellar line-up of
guests (including Big Brother’s
Pete) and live sessions from
Steal Back Your Life and Pure
Reason Revolution. Radio
Reverb, a community-access
station already streaming online
is raising money for their FM
licence. “Founders” who come
up with £500 will be invited to
all Radio Reverb events, and
included in the on-air launch in
January. www.playradiouk.com
www.radioreverb.com

The polecat’s back!
Polecats have returned to
Sussex! Penny Green, from
the Sussex Biodiversity Record
Centre (SxBRC) spotted the
fourth polecat sighted in two
years this April, and it is in
autumn that their young are
likely to be sighted. It was
thought that the weasel-like
creature, identifiable by its pale
facial mask, was extinct in the
region, but with the current,
more enlightened attitude to
animal conservation, it could
become re-established. If you
see a polecat SxBRC would like
to hear from you, especially if
you have a photograph. Contact
pennygreen@sussexwt.org.uk
Words: Mark Dishman
Pic: David Green
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Newlands
Co-educational day and boarding 0 - 18 years
• HIGH QUALITY TEACHING • SMALL CLASSES • EXCELLENT RESULTS • WARM, FAMILY ATMOSPHERE •
• COMPETITIVE FEES • OUTSTANDING SPECIAL NEEDS PROVISION •
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• NATIONALLY RENOWNED PERFORMING ARTS COURSE • NEW PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL COURSE •
• Visit our 'Wonderful school' (The Times) to find out more! •

Newlands • Eastbourne Road • Seaford • East Sussex BN25 4NP
Telephone 01323 490000 • www.newlands-school.com
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Enjoy the three star tourist treatment

Old photos are
all that remain

***

of a once tightly-

3 Star Quality
in Tourism rating from
VisitBritain.

knit community

Backyard Brighton
ACK IN the 1930s some small-scale
Brighton houses were demolished.
When they disappeared, it was the
end of a close-knit community.
At that time Brighton Borough Council’s
Environmental Health Department
commissioned a photographer, from
Vawdrey studio, to record the houses
that they proposed to demolish. An
Environmental Health officer wrote
at the time, “the photographs were
taken principally to form a collection of
records relating to clearance and also…
to demonstrate elements of disrepair,
dampness, lighting, ventilation, sanitary
arrangements…” Yet, extraordinarily,
many of these photographs are
exceptionally beautiful, dramatic and
emotive. Undoubtedly, some of the houses
would have been much sought after today.
The inhabitants of these houses were
united by poverty, and built up strong
support networks within their community to
help them survive the rigours of their lives.
Not everyone had extended families, but
everyone had neighbours. The demolition of
a neighbourhood is not just the destruction
of buildings, it is also the destruction of a
complex social support system. People felt
that they belonged to an area of the town, a
very small collection of streets around their
home, and everyone knew where that area
began and where it ended.
In the late 1980s the Lewis Cohen
Urban Studies Centre at the University of
Brighton, and QueenSpark Books produced
a book, Backyard Brighton, based on this
collection of photographs.
As a result of articles in the Evening
Argus, the Brighton & Hove Leader

B

and broadcasts on Radio Sussex, people
who remembered and lived in the streets
depicted in the photographs, recorded
their memories of these streets, terraces,
houses, cottages and courts. They
provided a close-focus view of their lives,
often through their eyes as children. We
contrasted the dry language of official
documents with the warm accounts by the
inhabitants of their lives in these houses.
Some of the people lived, went to
school, married, set up home and died
within a few streets of their birthplace.
When I asked one woman why she never
left her house, she replied, “Why should I
want to? I have a very nice backyard!”
Another woman described how,
although she lived opposite a butcher’s
shop, she would not cross the road to it,
but sent one of her children, pointing to
the piece of meat she wanted to buy. When
mother and child had identified the right
piece, the child fetched the butcher out of
his shop and the whole process of pointing
to pieces of meat started again, without
the woman leaving her house. Perhaps
these women had spent so many years in
their houses and backyards, looking after
children, cleaning and washing that they
suffered from agoraphobia and could not
venture beyond their front doors.
Most of the children had one Sunday
school outing per year, often to a park in
Hassocks. One lady said that she wondered
whether she would ever get home again.
The contrast with our expectations of life
in the 21st century is dramatic.
A resident of Gerrards Court wrote, “I
recall life in the Court as being one of utter

bliss. It seems we had only sun and long
hot summers, no rain, wind or snow. Of
course this was an illusion, but then life
here was just magic. The Court seemed all
protecting and we were a little colony not
caught up in the outside world. Indeed this
may be extremely close to fact, we lived
our lives here and played in the Court, it
was our world.” Though the writer admits,
“Of course this was a child’s viewpoint…
an adult’s view would embrace the
economics and politics of existence where
wages, if any, were low…”
Without doubt many of the houses were
cramped, with tiny backyards separating
them from the backs of houses in the next
street. The sanitation was primitive and
the buildings were often neglected by their
absentee landlords. To the Environmental
Health officers these houses were slums,
but to their inhabitants they were home.
When the houses were demolished
the owners received only the value of
the cleared site as compensation. The
inhabitants were moved out to Whitehawk
and Moulsecoomb, their social support
networks broken up, and far from their
previous employment opportunities.
Sadly Backyard Brighton, which ran to
three editions, is now out of print, though
a copy can be viewed at the Brighton
History Centre, where they still have some
of the original photographs on which the
book was based.
Words: Selma Montford
Pics: Reproduced with the permission
of the Royal Pavilion, Libraries and
Museums (Brighton & Hove)

165 self service bedrooms, all including
microwave, fridge, kettle,
toaster and TV.
Rooms with sea views.
Internet.
Concierge offering
insight to the city’s
amenities.
Open 365 days a year.
Brighton’s only 24 hour
self service restaurant.
Room rates per night
from £29.50 single
to £59.00 double with
en-suite bathroom.
info@abbeyhotel.biz
14-19 Norfolk Terrace
Brighton BN1 3AD

+44 (0) 1273 778 771
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Streets paved with Golden Grills
BOOKED YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY YET??
WHY NOT DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
THIS YEAR AND JOIN US AT OUR
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DON'T WORRY
WE STILL HAVE PLACES LEFT.

FOUR COURSE MEAL, DANCERS,
LIVE BAND, FUN CASINO, DODGEM CARS,
SHOOTING RANGE,
BUCKING. BRONCO
AND DISCO TILL LATE
INTERESTED?
THEN VISIT US AT
WWW.ABSOLUTE-PARTIES.CO.UK
EMAIL: SALES@ABSOLUTE-PARTIES.CO.UK

OR CALL
01273 611582

Do You Like This Car?
INFO RIVERVALECARSCOM
WWWRIVERVALECARSCOMPRESTIGE
6EHICLE $ETAILS
-AKE 0ORSCHE
-ODEL  #ARRERA   4IPTRONIC #ABRIOLET
#OLOUR ,APIS "LUE -ETALLIC
4RIM -ETROPOLE "LUE ,EATHER
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#APACITY  CC
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Over 20 years experience...
Excellence in Beauty for Men and Women...
Decleor AromaGold Plus Award...Guinot Crown Salon Award...
British Beauty Awards finalist 2005... Healthcare Commission Approved...

Multi Award Winning Salons and Day Spas
* IPL Hair Removal & Skin
Rejuvenation
* Laser Tooth Whitening
* CACI Quantum Treatments
* Jan Marini Face Peels
* Endermologie Cellulite Treatment

* Jinny Lashes
* Jessica Manicures & Pedicures
* Facial and Body Treatments from
Carita, Decleor, Elemis and
Guinot
* Gift Vouchers Available

* Many more salon and spa treatments available for both Men & Women

Exceptional therapies from around the world...
Right up your street...
HORSHAM
HOVE
GODALMING
01483 416438 01403 240489 01273 822476
47 Bridge Street

32-34 East Street

65 Western Road

www.beautysecretssalonandspa.co.uk
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Mon-Fri 8.30-8.00 Saturday 8.30-5.30 & Sunday 10.00-4.00

Momma Cherri
and her team
Say a sad good-bye to
The Soul Food Shack
@ 11 Little East Street
We have served our last
meal there and are putting
all our soulful energy
into making
Momma Cherri’s Big House
The no. 1 Soul Food Place
2-3 LITTLE EAST STREET
BRIGHTON
01273 325305

WE ARE NOW TAKING BOOKINGS FOR
MOMMA CHERRI’S ANNUAL
THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 23
WITH NO LESS THAN 20 DISHES TO
SATISFY YOUR SOULFUL TASTE BUDS.
ALL AT £25.00 PER HEAD
THIS IS TRULY A FAMILY DAY NOT
TO BE MISSED
Book Now for Your
CHRISTMAS PARTY CELEBRATIONS
SPECIAL MENU AT
www.mommacherri.co.uk
bookings.mommacherri.co.uk

He started out flipping
burgers. Now he owns
a chain of restaurants
and an international
property portfolio.
Meet the man who
owns The Golden Grill.

you fax the
afternoon he went to a college in
questions through
Leicester Square for three hours
to me for approval
and in the evenings he waited
first,” he said. There was an
tables in a Turkish restaurant in
uncomfortable silence. I didn’t
North London. The job helped
know whether he was serious
him to learn the trade, practise
or not. Then he laughed, “don’t
his English and save enough
worry, I’m just joking,” he said.
money to buy his first business
“Come to my office tomorrow and – a burger van in Orpington, Kent.
I will answer your questions.”
It wasn’t the most glamorous
The following day I found
of enterprises but it enabled
myself stepping gingerly through
him to save £20,000, which he
piles of rubble to get to Nigel
used to buy his first restaurant.
Caglayan’s office on Church Road. By then it was 1983. He called
The flat downstairs was being
the restaurant The Golden Grill
refurbished. There were builders
because they were “golden days”.
and clouds of dust everywhere. I “It was more than running a
could tell that things didn’t stay
restaurant,” he remembered, it
the same around here for long.
was a way of life. I was working
“There’s a housing shortage,”
with the public, I was making
he said. “People need somewhere good money and having a lot of
to live. Come into my office, it
fun. It was a good life.”
will be quieter in there.”
Three years later Nigel
He closed the door to shut out
opened the second Golden Grill
the sound of the building work.
in Uckfield. Then came the
Above his desk was a map of the
third in Lewes and the fourth in
world, with one of the pins stuck
Eastbourne, both in 1987. “I like
in his native Turkey from where
new challenges,” he said, “and
he came back in 1978, with £500 I like to create new things. I get
in his pocket.
bored easily.”
“It was a lot of money in
It was boredom that led him
those days,” he said. “In my
to sell the first chain of Golden
first job I earned £190 a week.
Grills and go into the shipping
It was a good wage. Back then
business, then truck haulage...
20 Rothmans cost only 65p a
and then back to restaurants. By
packet.”As well as Rothmans,
1992 he had opened the first of
Nigel’s wages also allowed him
his second Golden Grill chain
to pay for English lessons. Every
at 91 Church Road, Hove. At a

M
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time of recession it took a while
to establish. Unemployment was
high and business was quiet,
but Nigel didn’t give up. He
opened a second restaurant at 22
Church Road in 1997, followed
by Boundary Road in 2002 and
Western Road in 2003. Now
business is booming and Nigel
employs 30 staff. He’s keen to
emphasise that it’s not just about
money – he has a real love of
the community and a love of
Brighton & Hove.
“I respect everyone. Even if
people come into my restaurant
drunk, I treat them with respect
and I never have any trouble,”

he said. “People come to me
with their problems, I feel like
a Samaritan! My food is healthy,
kebabs are better than pizza, my
meat is good and my salad is
fresh. It’s a good combination for
the body.
“I would recommend England
to anyone who wants to start a
new business. It’s the land of
opportunity for me. With hard
work, determination and a
positive mental attitude you can
achieve anything you want here.
“I work 18-hour days – from
10.30 to 4.30am. But I’m not
complaining. I’m basically a
happy person. I love my work
and I don’t want to be a parasite,
I want to make a contribution to
society, otherwise I get bored.
“I’ve still got a long way to
go,” he said. “I’m expanding my
property portfolio internationally
and locally. I want to leave my
mark on this city. I love it. It’s
beautiful and it’s progressing
forward all the time.
“I would love to serve the
community more, maybe as a
councillor and eventually Mayor
in five years’ time. I would make
Brighton & Hove a tax-free
haven, it would really be good for
the UK.”
Words: Lorraine Mullaney
Pics: Ian Williams
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Headmaster
Top Brighton hairdresser in honoured at the prestigious
British Hairdressing Business Awards

I started hairdressing my parents thought it was a
dead-end job, they thought I should go back to school and
do A-levels,” grins Mark Woolley, owner of three Saks Hair
and Beauty salons including Brighton, and winner of the prestigious
Salon Manager of the Year Award at this year’s exclusive British
Hairdressing Business Awards in London.
Relaxed after a holiday with his three children and talking from
his trendy office above the salon in Ship Street, Mark is in between
meetings for Creative Wasp Studio – his company with photographer
Peter Webb, which specialises in tailor-made photo shoots for the
fashion and hairdressing industry. It’s hard to imagine him ever being
in a dead-end job.
“I’m so grateful that the people I went to work for – the guys
who set up Saks. They gave me the opportunity and shared their
knowledge with me, which is what I do now.” This experience helped
him to beat five other salon managers in the UK to become Salon
Manager of the Year – one of the most exciting categories within
the British Hairdressing Business Awards as it highlights the salon
managers that have the skills and qualities required to manage a
successful salon business within the highly competitive industry.
Saks has built up a reputation as the place to come if you want to
be recognised as an artistic hairdresser. The staff work on industry
shows all over the world, fashion shows, shoots for trade and
consumer titles worldwide. “My main campaign for the award was
giving people opportunities, taking what we’ve got here at Saks and
sharing it with other people, and they in turn make it a success.”
As well as training people to do session work (photo shoots and
fashion shows) Mark, along with business partner Pete Webb,
has set up Creative Wasp Studio to give those that want to go
down the creative path and be recognised for their artistic
abilities the opportunity to work with magazines.
“All the ambitious hairdressers want to do shoots but
to most salon owners it’s not feasible, it’s too expensive.
But we thought, we’ve got a partner who’s a top fashion
photographer, we’ve got hairdressers in house and makeup
artists and top stylists come to us anyway, so now we can do
it for our staff and give them new opportunities.”
Mark believes there are two routes in hairdressing.
One is to go down the creative path, the other is
to take people down a business path and develop
management experience with a view to setting up
their own salon. Having owned his first salon at
the age of 21, and set up two salons for other
people – one in Reading and one at Brighton
Marina – Mark has the knowledge to pass on.
“We get key people to give management
experience and develop trainees over a
couple of years, and we actually give them
their own shares, and then some people
use that as a stepping stone to go on
and open their own salon.”
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief of
Hairdressers Journal International,
Jayne Lewis-Orr, said, “To be
chosen as a winner at the British
Hairdressing Business Awards is
a tremendous testimony to Mark
Woolley’s inspirational business
acumen.” Acumen that includes
organising a team building beach party
every September for his “down to earth,
close and friendly” staff where they all
have to get in the water, no matter what
the weather. “We’re definitely the busiest
salon in Brighton, and there’s some pretty
heavy competition. But we’ve got a really
strong team that we’ve created around us.”
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Words: Poppy Smith
Pics: Courtesy of Saks
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National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
To mark National Breast Cancer Awareness Month this
month, Ten nail care store will be offering breast cancer
nail art designs using pink breast cancer nail colours and
hot pink Swarovski crystals for £3 per nail, £2 of which
will be donated to Breast Cancer Campaign. And fingers
at the ready because Ten will also be holding a ‘Pinkie
Painting Challenge’ in Churchill Square shopping centre
between 12pm and 1pm on Thursday 19th October in
which they will attempt to break the record for painting
as many little fingers in the breast cancer colour ‘Pink
Positively’ by OPI in one hour. To get involved call the
store on 01273 748910.
This is also the month to buy something from Origin’s delicious range of ginger products as
they’ll be donating £1 from the sale of their ginger range to the Breast Cancer Research foundation.
Our favourite is the Incredible Spreadable Scrub Ginger body smoother, a rich exfoliating scrub,
which leaves the skin glowing. Follow with the Ginger Souffle Whipped body cream, which smells
good enough to eat. www.origins.co.uk

My
Beautiful
Life
Makeup artist
Lucille Dee on
what’s hot
this month

Phew, it’s been a busy couple of weeks! I was at the London
Fashion Week where I was working for Elizabeth Arden at the
exhibition in the Natural History Museum, showcasing the
new autumn/winter makeup looks on the catwalk. Then it
was off to Glyndebourne Opera House near Lewes to make up
the principal opera singers in a flamboyant 1940s burlesque
style – and that was just the men!
This Month my must-see beauty event in Brighton is the
Bio Scan roadshow at Boots, North Street (01273 774952),
on Thursday 19 and Friday 20 October. Have the condition
of your skin checked in 10 seconds and receive a free sample
of Biotherm’s Source Therapy – a rich serum packed with
thermal plankton, known for its skin-regenerating powers.
Immediately soothing and easily absorbed this is an absolute
must for radiant skin. £25
This is the time of year to kiss goodbye to summer’s fruity
lip glosses and embrace their more serious sister, the lipstick.
Reds and plums are big news this season and these are the
best of the crop:
• The new Rouge Dior collection shows a promising
selection of colours and leaves a beautiful satin finish
on the lips. No. 999 is a fantastic shade with a real wow
factor. £16.50 at Dior
• Chantecaille’s “Poppy” at Space NK has gorgeous creamy
texture with intense colour and a silky gloss finish.
£21 at Space NK
• YSL’s Rouge Pur has pure pigment, which allows the
colour to remain true and lasts for hours leaving the
lips smooth and supple. My favourite shade is No. 131,
Opium Red, with SPF 8.
£16.50 at YSL
• Mac’s latest “VIVA GLAM VI” in warm terracotta-plum has
a pearl finish. A must have! £11 at Mac
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Radial glam balm
So you thought Elizabeth Arden Eight Hour Cream
did it all? Well move over mamma because there’s
a new kid in town and it’s got 100 different uses up
its sleeve. Rodial Glam Balm is like the Swiss army
knife of beauty products;
if you had to choose one
product to take to a desert
island, this would be it.
It’s an anti-ageing multipurpose skin treatment for
face, lips, neck and hands,
which works as a wrinkle
eraser, lip plumper, eye
cream, face mask, hair serum,
massage balm… the list goes
on. Clinical trials have proven
the wonder balm to reduce
wrinkles and fine lines by 30
per cent in four weeks and
shown a 40 per cent increase
in lip volume. Containing
Pomegranate Ellagic Tannin (a beauty secret
from down under) which firms and tones, myrrh,
vitamin C and Calendula, it’s already achieving
cult status amongst Hollywood celebs, and at £62
is a true indulgence, but one worth investing in, if
only for the amount of room it would save in your
bathroom cabinet.
Available from Space NK. www.rodial.co.uk

Origins Smileage
Plus Liptint

Did you know that a smile is the most frequently
used facial expression? And that a smile boosts
your immune system and increases the number
and activity of antibodies that fight infection?
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WANT TO LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER?

The people at
Origins do, which
is why they’ve
created their
new Smileage
Plus Liptints for
autumn in six
different shades. Made from organic beeswax, the
liptints are conditioning while adding a hint of
natural colour, from Eco-Pink to Off-Beet. Organic
coconut and sunflower oils, along with cocoa butter,
help keep lips hydrated, while aloe leaf and jojoba
oil comfort and soothe. Mixed with an essential oil
blend of tangerine and lime, they smell as good as
they look.
www.origins.co.uk

THE APPEARANCE OF LINES & WRINKLES
REDUCED WITHOUT SURGERY!

• SMOOTH FOREHEAD LINES, FROWN LINES &
CROW’S FEET, METHOD AS USED BY FILM & TV STARS
• PLUMP OUT FACIAL LINES WITH RESTYLANE, PERLANE,
COLLAGEN & HYDRA FILL
• TREATMENT FOR EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION
• FACIAL PEELS • LIP ENHANCEMENTS

MOR Cosmetics

MOR means ‘peacock’ in Hindi. A strange name
for an Australian beauty brand, but not so strange
for the founders, Deon and Dianna. Their shared
passion for travel, food and the arts led them to
foray into the
world of, erm,
beauty products.
Deon saw a street
sign with the word
Mor from the back
of a New Delhi
cab, and the rest is
history. Exclusively
stocked in Cinco in Kemp Town, the Dolce range of
exquisitely packaged bath and body products come
in three mouthwatering flavours; Sorbet, Gelato
or Marshmallow, inspired by the pastel Vespas,
sherbet shades and gelato flavours of a Roman
holiday. Slather yourself in the body soufflé, relax
in the bath soak or slick on some lip nectar for a
luxuriously fruity fix. Cinco 01273 674100

IN

PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON TREATMENTS & MONEY SAVING
SPECIAL OFFERS

LOSE WEIGHT, FAST!
• SUCCESSFUL TRIED AND TESTED
MEDICAL TREATMENT SUPERVISED
BY QUALIFIED DOCTORS
• ALL MEDICATIONS AND
DIET GUIDES INCLUDED
• FREE SUPPORT ONCE TARGET
WEIGHT ACHIEVED
• SUITABLE FOR WOMEN AND MEN
• NOT AN EXERCISE METHOD
PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
TREATMENTS & MONEY SAVING SPECIAL OFFERS

National Slimming & Cosmetic Centres
20 New Road, Brighton, Tel: 01273 67 44 88
Est. over 20 years

w w w. c o s m e t i c c e n t r e s . c o . u k
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Tale of the
unexpected

All around
my Anahata

When Gordon Leicester went for a routine back
massage he got more than he bargained for

Kemp Town complementary therapy clinic branches out
HERE’S GOOD

LEICESTER used
to think alternative
therapies were for
“nancies”. As managing
director of Facelift – a leading
company in the access
hire industry – he was an
extremely busy man working
in the male-dominated
construction industry. One
day he happened, by chance,
to walk past Planet Janet in
Hove. Feeling a bit run down,
he went inside for a back
massage. Little did he know
that this would solve a chronic
health problem that had been
affecting his life for the past
10 years.
Gordon had been suffering
from severe headaches. So
severe that he was taken to
accident and emergency for
a brain scan. The consultant
diagnosed cluster headaches
– an attack of severe, onesided headaches that occur
over several weeks. Gordon
was told that he would be
suffering from them for the
rest of his life.
“I wouldn’t wish them on
my worst enemy,” said Gordon. “They’re
so painful you think there’s something
seriously wrong with you – like a brain
tumour. Women compare the pain of
a cluster headache to childbirth. It
feels like someone ripping your face
off, it really makes you panic. As far
as my headaches were concerned I
was resigned to the fact that I was a
sufferer.”
But massage therapist Robert
Hodgetts (pictured above) didn’t share
his resignation. Noticing that Gordon’s
back was particularly tight and tense
around his head and shoulders, he gently
probed around the spine and discovered
that his top vertebrae had seized up
and was rubbing against the base of his
skull. Here was the root cause of the
headaches. And Gordon remembered the
moment when it all began.
“I can pinpoint the moment when the
problem with my neck started,” he said.
“My brother was chasing me around
our school and I ran into this this fire
door, headbutted it and it split in half! I
remember rocking my head backwards
and forwards and how weird it felt. It
hadn’t been the same since.”
It took Robert eight weeks of gentle
manipulation to get the vertebrae to
move. Eventually he released the joint.
Gordon has never forgotten that moment.

news for MBS-obsessed
Kemp Town residents who are
sick of trudging to Hove for their
complementary therapies. Now the Anahata
Clinic on Edward Road is branching out
to offer everything from homeopathy to
ethically self-indulgent pamper days.
The clinic has been up and running since
April this year, and, say the organisers, it’s
been popular with locals – many of their
customers have just wandered in off the
street after realising they could get the same
treatments at Anahata as at Hove’s many
complementary clinics and practitioners.
Acupuncturist and organiser Deborah
Wolfe says, “We have so many people
knocking on the door or phoning up just
because they’ve seen the signs in our
windows. It’s obvious that loads of people
were desperate for something like this in the
area. I used to drive past the building every
day when I was taking my kids to school,
and it stood empty for ages – it seemed a
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Holistic health for all
Ear acupuncture benefits range of people and ailments
BRIGHTON PROJECT
offering low-cost
holistic health to
people suffering from
stress and addiction
celebrated its 10th
anniversary last month
by launching ‘Ten 4 Ten’,
a £10,000 fund-raising
campaign, with a party at
the Sussex Arts Club.
Pathways To Health,
which started 10 years
ago, runs three ear
acupuncture clinics
across Brighton & Hove
treating people with drug
and alcohol dependency,
mental health issues,
Hepatitis C/HIV infection,
depression and ‘21st
Century disease’– namely
stress, anxiety and
insomnia.
Whereas a private
acupuncture session would
normally set you back
about £30, Pathways, a
registered charity funded
in the past by grants from
local organisations, charges
between £3–10 for its
drop-in communal sessions,
making complementary
therapies an affordable
option for people on
benefits and low incomes.
Ear acupuncture
has been proven to be
particularly beneficial in
the first stages of drug
withdrawal and is the
only help for crack and
cocaine abuse where there
is no equivalent to the
methadone programme
used for heroin addiction.
“The reason it’s so good
for people who have

A

substance abuse issues
is that it decreases your
stress,” says Pathways
acupuncturist Charlotte
Stone. “People use drugs
to manage stress, so
having a strategy for
putting needles
in your ears
instead of your
arm is a good
thing.”
The dropin sessions
are open to
everyone, not
just those with
drug or alcohol
problems.
“The protocol
we use at
Pathways
originated
in addiction
treatment
clinics in New
York City,”
says Charlotte, “but I’ve
seen plenty of people come
in just for the relaxation
– and let me tell you, it’s
very gratifying to hear a
patient tell me she was
able to sleep for the first
time in weeks after a
treatment!”
One patient of the
clinic at The Allen Centre
who suffers from asthma,
panic attacks and osteoarthritic pain described it
as “a complete revelation
and an almost instant
success.”
Each treatment consists
of five needles inserted
into each ear, while slowly
breathing in and out.
As with reflexology, the

different areas of the ear
relate to different parts of
the body. The needles stay
in your body for 35–45
minutes. Meanwhile, you
can relax and drink the
detox tea on offer.

Since it started,
Pathways, run by highly
trained voluntary and paid
workers, has expanded its
treatments, all of which
are based on a system
of traditional Chinese
medicine. Now patients
can benefit from full-body
acupuncture, Qigong
classes, which focus on
blow movement and deep
breathing to aid relaxation,
and well-being courses
that teach practical ways
to manage the symptoms
of stress and anxiety in
everyday life.
Details: 01273 720200
Words: Poppy Smith
Pics: Ian Williams
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really good idea to turn it
into something to benefit
the community.”
Anahata is offering
a series of one-off
health days on the first
Saturday of every month.
Instead of open days or
drop-in classes, these
events give people the
chance to really focus
on the specific areas of
their lives that need
improvement.
The next
programme, on 14
October, is a gorgeous five-hour pampering
day for people who want to give themselves
a proper treat – but healthily rather than
indulgently. The package includes your
choice of two treatments, interspersed
with yoga and meditation sessions and
loads of fresh fruit and salads to help tired

“Absolutely
“I nearly passed out,” he said. “I
realised that I’d had pains in my face for
years and years. After a while you start to
accept that you’re in pain and it becomes
normal. My eyesight improved, colours
were brighter, it was like walking into a
different world. I haven’t had a headache
since. My sleep was so much better, I
realised I hadn’t been sleeping for years. I
used to lie awake in pain until 5am when
I’d eventually drift off for a couple of
hours, exhausted.
“Robert told me it would be the end
of the longest hangover I’d ever had. He
was right. I feel like I’ve got a new life.”
“The amount of practice and skills that
I’ve acquired mean that I can tune into
people on different levels,” said Robert. “I
have a wide base of different disciplines
to draw on, including Swedish deep
tissue massage, shiatsu and cranio sacral
healing. The body is a complex thing, it’s
like a map of our life history. Everything
is connected. Working on the skull can
help us to find all sorts of imbalances and
calm down the entire nervous system.
“It’s the most rewarding job. It’s about
really being there for others as a genuine
human being. That’s something that the
world needs more of.”

brilliant
massage.”
– Sean Moodey: Rock musician

R O B E RT H O D G E T T S
07787 524769
Therapeutic massage in Brighton & Hove

All massage should be this good
SPINAL
FAT I G U E C I R C U L AT I O N

Details: Robert Hodgetts 07787 524769
Words: Lorraine Mullaney
Pic: Ian Williams

HEADACHES SPORTS
PA I N P M T

PROBLEMS CHRONIC
PROBLEMS DEPRESSION
INJURIES INSOMNIA NECK
S T R E S S

W H I P L A S H

bodies detox. Further one-day specials
include Change Your Life’s Direction, in
November, and Take Charge of Your Health
in December.
Anahata has also teamed up with the
Hanover Homeopathic Clinic to offer dropin days and homeopathy for women. Their
downstairs studio plays host to classes and
workshops from yoga and Qigong to the
more unusual art of ayurvedic cookery.
Deborah reckons part of the reason
Anahata is so popular is the way it’s run.
“We’re a collective,” she says. “We work as
a community of therapists. We have monthly
meetings and we swap sessions, so we all
get to know each other properly. It’s a really
lovely way to raise awareness. It means
each practitioner can properly recommend
the others, and we all know exactly what
everyone’s about. It gives the whole place a
wonderful feeling of togetherness.”
Details: Anahata’s Pamper Day package
costs £60. www.anahatahealth.com
Words: Nicky Falkof
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Force for
nature
Refined on the road, a
beast off it, the Santana
PS-10 can handle the
toughest terrain

well be Mexican
guitar twiddler Carlos that
first comes to mind when the
name ‘Santana’ is mentioned, but
there is another, equally noisy,
force that bears the moniker.
Metalurgica de Santa Ana (later
to become Santana Motor SA)
was a Spanish engineering
company that built Land Rovers
under licence from the late
1950s.
Local content and parts were
gradually increased, and these
days, Santana’s vehicles share
nothing with Land Rover’s. If
anything they are now a bona
fide rival to the (currently) Fordowned company, in particular its
ubiquitous Defender model.
The PS-10 is available in a
range of styles, from the loadlugging Pickup to the Double
Cab Van. Bespoke varieties have
also been built, to allow for extra
space. All of the models are
powered by a 2.8-litre Ford Iveco
Turbodiesel engine, and all are
equipped to cope with anything
the road – and beyond – can
throw at them.
Gradients, for example, are
no problem. The Santana can
be driven up a 45-degree hill,
and will travel laterally along
a 40-degree slope, depending
on the load it’s carrying. This is
only a factor as the machines can
cart up to one tonne, as well as
tow 3.5. It doesn’t really matter
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what you’re carrying either, the
interior fabric is robust, and
simple to wipe clean.
Ground clearance is also
exceptional on the 4X4, and with
212mm to play with; only the
biggest of rocks is likely to cause
trouble on rough ground. This
also allows the driver to take to
the water, and wade to a depth of
500mm.
On the road, you might expect
a machine with such brutish
off-road ability to be somewhat
unrefined. In fact, for a beast of
its size and weight, the Santana
is surprisingly acquiescent.
Steering is as light as that on any
modern road car, and the seats
are comfortable, although you
wouldn’t choose this vehicle to
lap the M25 with. The enormous
brakes inspire great confidence
in the driver, whether on or offroad, scrubbing off speed with a
minimum of fuss. The gears, too,
are easy to use, and these factors
all combine to make town driving
far less stressful than you’d
imagine, to the point that when
you get out, you’re surprised at
how big it is.
The Santana is no Chelsea
Tractor, however, and was built
to exploit its off-road capabilities.
It isn’t really at home in the city,
despite the fact that the Station
Wagon we drove could – thanks
to the drop-down seats located
in the boot – easily house nine

people, making for an efficient
school run.
Speaking of efficiency, one
of the most interesting features
of the car is the gearbox. Via
an additional lever, rear-wheel
drive can be selected when offroading isn’t on the menu. This
saves fuel, and doesn’t affect the
on-road handling characteristics
at all. The car can easily be
slipped back into 4X4 mode
when greenery approaches,
and for really steep inclines, a
low ratio four-wheel drive is
also selectable, making those
intimidating hills far easier on
your right foot.
Farmers, builders and anyone
with a load to bear or rough land
to traverse will find the Santana
an intriguing alternative. Its
comparative rarity alone adds to
its appeal, as does the starting
price of £15,349 for the two-door
Work4orce Pickup. You can find
out for yourself at the Santana
Test Drive event at Northall
Clay Pigeon Club on 12 and 13
October. The event is open from
10am to 4pm and you ll be able
to talk to sales staff and test
drive the vehicles yourself, on a
specially constructed course.
Details: Contact Mark Pugh
at Facelift, Santana’s Sussex
dealers: mpugh@facelift.co.uk.
www.santanauk.com
Words: Mark Dishman

1,000kg payload
3,500kg towing

from just £15,349
facelift

access and safety made easy

For more information on the Santana range of commercial and leisure vehicles, please call 01444 881188
Facelift, Westside, London Road, Hickstead RH17 5LZ

+ vat
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Don’t spare the horses
With good looks,
superb control
and reliability
the MX-5
is a coupe
worth handling

MAZDA’S engineers
first thought of the
MX-5, they decided
that the Japanese ideal of Jinba
Ittai would be the perfect basis
for their new model. Jinba Ittai
refers to the symbiosis between
rider and horse, and although
it might seem a slightly bizarre
starting point for the most iconic
sports car of the last 20 years, it’s
brilliantly logical.
Instead of focussing on speed
alone, the idea was to provide
drivers with a machine that
was ideally balanced, and fun to
drive. Simple, really. But it’s this
level of simplicity that made the
original Lotus Elan (the MX-5’s
other obvious inspiration) such a
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success.
It’s clear that the thirdgeneration MX-5 was built with
the driver in mind. The engine
sits in the middle of the car, and
other heavy components have
also been moved as close to the
centre as possible, so that with
two people on board, weight
distribution between the two
axles is a perfect 50:50 split.
The science may be of little
interest until you take the MX-5
to your favourite B-road. It’s
wonderfully balanced, constantly
feeding back information as
and when you need it. You can,
should you be feeling frivolous,
easily provoke the tail into a
slide, but it’s far more fun to

work with the car, making use
of the communication from the
direct steering and firm sports
suspension to propel you from
point to point. The engine (choose
from 1.8 or 2.0-litre units) seems
to be urging you along as well,
providing a throaty soundtrack to
your journey, and never failing to
supply all the torque you need,
whenever you need it. Superb
brakes add to the feeling of
confidence.
You know a car is fun when
even changing gear brings a
smile to your face. The small,
chunky lever is exactly where you
want it to be, and it’s tempting to
specify the six-speed ‘box just to
have another ratio to play with.

Of course, you can’t spend
all your time in driving nirvana,
so it’s good to know that the
MX-5 works well in other
environments. Motorway driving
is painless, and the car is as
stable at 120mph as it is at 20.
Around town, to describe it
as “nippy” would be a gross
understatement, and that direct
steering is a great advantage
through twisty streets.
Looks are, of course,
subjective, but it’s difficult to
dislike the simple but effective
dimensions of the MX-5. The
“cola bottle” shape of the
previous models has been
abandoned in favour of a wider,
more aggressive stance, which

provides more interior space. It’s
good to see, however, that the
design eschews unnecessarily
macho wings and splitters in
favour of unpretentious, almost
feminine, lines.
There’s something special
about driving with the top down,
too. Lowering and raising the
canvas roof can be done easily
and quickly while still in the
car, meaning the unpredictable
British weather won’t catch you
out.
There’s a hard-top on the
way, however, in the guise of the
Roadster Coupé. It looks superb,
and the driving experience
shouldn’t be compromised by only
3.5kgs of extra weight from the
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Win a Mazda
Readers’
Offer
MX-5
for a week

roof, which, like its counterpart,
doesn’t take up any boot space
when retracted, although this
one will do so at the touch of a
button. Coupe owners also get
iPod connectivity and air-con as
standard.
It seems that the Jinba Ittai
ideal is still alive and well in the
world’s most successful sports
car. You might even say Mazda
has outstripped its blueprint:
symbiosis between horse and
rider must feel great, but the MX5 is at least as fun, a lot quicker,
and much less smelly.
Details: Rivervale Cars
Tel: 01273 707007
Words: Mark Dishman

It’s true!
For your chance to drive the Mazda MX-5 for one
week, simply drop in a postcard with your name
address and contact details to
Rivervale’s show room at
Victoria Road, Portslade BN41 1XQ.
(Entrants must be 25 or older with a full driving
licence.)

The Multi-award winning Mazda MX-5
now with retractable hard top
• Worlds fastest retractable hard top12 second opening
• No compromise of boot space when
roof is down
• Climate control air conditioning
• Alloy wheels
• ipod compatible

The new Mazda5 MX-5 Roadster Coupe
from £18,210
Visit your local dealer or www.mx5roadstercoupe.co.uk for details

Rivervale Cars

Victoria Road, Portslade, Brighton. Tel: 01273 707 007
For full stock list and special offers visit

www.brightonmazda.com
Fuel data: The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Mazda MX-5 range: Urban 25.2 (11.2) - 28.5 (9.9), Extra Urban 43.5 (6.5) - 48.7 (5.8),
Combined 34.5 (8.2) - 38.7 (7.3). CO2emissions (g/km) 174 – 193.
MX-5 Roadster Coupe 2.0i Sport with OTR £20,710 with optional metallic paint (£325). On the road prices include VAT, number plates, delivery, 12 months’ road fund licence, 1st registration
tax, 3 year or 60,000 mile warranty and 3 years’ European Roadside Assistance.

Mazda. Britain’s favourite sports cars. Now that’s Zoom-Zoom.
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technical side of things.
How do you get work?
Companies that are dedicated to
providing music for film and TV
will get in touch with me and
brief me. In particular, my work is
promoted by Abaco music, based
in Florida, which mainly provides
music for Hollywood, Miami
and New York-based production
companies. In the UK I work
with Boosey and Hawkes, one
of the oldest music publishing
companies. They’ve been around
since the 19th century and were
the first music distributors to
create a company specifically for
television and film music.

The DVD interview
David Van Day interviews
Brighton-based Argentine
composer Diana Frangi,
whose music has been
the backdrop for TV
programmes like Sex and
the City and ER.

You are now a well-established
Brighton citizen, but how did
you first end up in the UK?
I was born in Buenos Aires,
Argentina and I first arrived on
these shores fleeing the harsh
military regime that seized
power there – the same one that
invaded the Falkland Islands.
I intended to return when the
troubles were over but by that
time I had settled in England.
How did you like England?
It’s very civilised, with a great
respect for human rights.
Argentinians are great admirers
of the British. Polo and rugby
are very popular and in Buenos
Aires we have a Harrods and
even a replica Big Ben! There is
a saying that goes, ‘Argentines
are of Italian descent, they speak
Spanish but they feel English.’ So
I felt quite at home here.
Where did you base yourself
when you arrived in the UK?
In Putney, London. I rented a
room in a big house along with
several other artists – pop singer
Adam Ant was among them. The
house was a hive of activity and
it wasn’t long before I met the
man who would become my first
husband. Three children and a
move to Brighton followed.
Why Brighton?
Buenos Aires means “Good airs”
and the first thing that struck
me about Brighton was the clean
fresh air. We visited some friends
one weekend and loved it. Like
many people we never looked
back. It’s such a vibrant and

cosmopolitan city I can’t imagine
ever living anywhere else.
How did you become a musician
and composer?
My very first job in Argentina
was singing backing vocals
on records for RCA. I also did
backing vocals for Argentine
pop stars. Later I became the
producer of a late-night music
programme called Ghost Train
with Daniel Morano, who is now
one of Argentina’s biggest rock
promoters. There we started to
compose bits of music-jingles for
our own programme.
You are a composer who creates
music for music libraries. How
does this work?
Well, producers of TV shows
always need pieces of music
for their programmes and they
usually find this through music
libraries, which contain not just
my music but also that of many
similar composers. If they choose
one of my pieces, I then receive
a royalty payment every time it
goes on TV. I have a studio at my
home in Preston Park and I am
helped by my son Alex, who is a
great guitarist, and by my sonin-law Marty, who is working for
the Dixie Chicks. We are quite
a musical family. My daughter
Laura was the sound engineer
for Sanctuary; she did the MTV
awards and other shows, and
later went to live in Los Angeles
to work for singer/songwriter
Seal. My youngest son Adam is
now studying music technology
at Northbrook College, and has
become a great help with the

What styles of music do you like
to compose?
As a TV music composer, you
have to be able to provide a wide
range of styles. My most popular
style combines the rhythms of
South America, such as tango,
with modern Western idioms. I
also compose rock and electronic
music. I don’t do rap, although
it is becoming more popular for
background tracks.
What inspires your music?
When I compose I can’t help
being influenced by The Beatles,
they were my university of music.
Also Brian Wilson from The Beach
Boys, he writes like an angel and
his music comes from heaven.

Where can we hear your music?
My music has been the backdrop
for programmes like ER, Sex and
the City, CSI Miami, Friends and
Nip/Tuck. I also have a reference
of the different styles I compose
at dianafrangi.com
How does it feel to watch TV and
recognise your own composition?
It is very exciting. One occasion
I never forget is when I went
to the cinema in Argentina and
before the movie started there
was an advert for olive oil using
my music – a jazzy Cuban tune I
composed. I started shouting to
my friends, “That’s my music!
That’s my music!” Then I noticed
the whole cinema looking at me
like a mad woman. It can get very
embarrassing for my friends.

What are you working on now?
I’ve been asked to do some
tango-ish Hip Hop, which is
going to be a challenge. It’s great
fun composing something new
and unusual. I’m also composing
music for a cartoon for pre-school
children – a car called ‘Beepo’.
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Winter wonderland

What do you find difficult about
your job?
In the past I used to have lots
of problems with computers
crashing and there were times
when I lost songs that took two
or three months to write, that
can be very frustrating! When I
have to update my studio with
the latest technology or a new
computer it can make things very
difficult for a while – it’s like
learning everything from scratch.
Do you suffer from writer’s
block?
Well, obviously there are times
when inspiration isn’t there.
Normally I get plenty of time
to write the music for my
publishers, but occasionally there
is a deadline and this can create
writer’s block. But I have to get
inspired if I want to keep my job.
I find the best way of dealing
with it is by getting my sons to
write with me, if they are about.
Or, I get all my music DVDs out
and watch something I really like.
One of those pieces of music will
inspire me to write.

Do you ever go back to
Argentina?
Yes I do, as frequently as I can.
I have my sister and her family
there, and I am also in touch with
many of my old music friends. My
mother is getting frail and I like
to visit her as often as possible.
Would you ever go back to live?
Sometimes I’m tempted because
it is an incredibly beautiful
country, which has put its
troubles behind it, and also
the property prices are about a
fifth of what you have to pay in
Brighton! But my life is here now,
so, sadly, I have to say, ‘Don’t cry
for me Argentina!’
Words: David Van Day
Pics: Tim Richardson

Bells
jingle at
Stanmer
House for
the start
of the
Christmas
season

HRISTMAS DAY arrived three
months early at Stanmer
House this year, as reindeer,
a choir, a snowman and a small
team of Santa’s elves helped
launch Winter Wonderland,
Stanmer’s Christmas package.
The event was also the launch
of ‘A Song For Sussex’, a brand
new competition that aims to find
the best new Christmas carol in
the county. Anyone can enter, and
choirs around Sussex have been
specifically invited to take part,
giving them the chance to sing a
song they’ve written.
Wendy Walton, General
Manager of Stanmer House, said,
“We want to tap into the creative
minds of those in the area. The
winning entry will be performed

C

to celebrate Stanmer’s first
Christmas at the house for many
years.”
“It doesn’t matter if the carol
is an entirely new piece, or
new words to a familiar song,”
added Hannah Carter, one of the
organisers. “It would be nice
if the song encapsulated what
Sussex means to the writer. It’s
a very local competition in that
sense”.
The brand new carol is set
to be one of many features of
Stanmer House’s Christmas, as
the eighteenth-century building
will be playing host to a series of
Winter Wonderland parties. The
house will be elegantly decorated
and is offering exclusive events
or the chance for smaller parties
to join forces at one of the mixed
occasions. The lavish menu will
include Galia melon, rum-soaked
Christmas pudding, and of course
traditional roast Sussex turkey.
Those who feel they have the
Xmas-factor required to write a
Sussex carol have until Friday 10
November to get their entries in,
allowing plenty of time for the
judges to make their decision.
“We want people all over the area
to get involved so that we receive
as many entries as possible,” said
Wendy Walton. “It will be a tough
competition to judge but we are
looking forward to the challenge
and hope it sparks interest from
the people of Sussex.”
Details:
www.stanmerhouse.co.uk
Words: Mark Dishman
Pics: Ian Williams

Listen...

FREE ENTRY
Club RED - DJ Music & Dance
Every Saturday 9.30pm ’til very late
Membership is compulsary but complimentary
Photo ID required (+18)

BRIGHTON MARINA ■ 01273 605602
WWW.RENDEZVOUSCASINO.COM/BRIGHTON
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Make a difference,
by going on holiday

29

Southern
Railway’s London
deals offer ICN
readers the chance
to explore the
capital

We worry about our carbon footprint when taking our 10th short flight of the year, but
what about going that one step further and actually making a positive impact on the
environment when going on holiday?

Streets of London
ANCY A three-month
expedition to Brazil in which
you’ll hang glide over Rio
de Janeiro and travel from the
golden coastline to the darkest
depths of the Amazon?
Sound good? It’s just one
of the South American and
African projects run by Quest
Overseas, a locally-based ethical
travel company with offices
in Haywards Heath. You may
think you’ve heard it all before,
and granted there are plenty of
companies that do gap-year and
career break expeditions, but

F

none that contribute to their
projects on the scale of Quest.
In the last 10 years, they have
raised £1m for their projects in
South America and Africa by
sending people on life-changing
expeditions. They also contribute
more per participant than any
other similar organisation and,
whereas a lot of volunteer
organizations give shortterm aid, all Quest Overseas
projects are set up as long-term
partnerships with local grassroots
organisations, so after a team
leaves there is still money to
support the projects. In fact, they
are quite strong in their view that
for organisations to simply leave
and not provide any long-term
support for projects is unethical,
naïve and very short-sighted.
Far from creating a carbon
footprint on one of these
expeditions, participants will
be making a tangible positive
impact on the environment and
the community because Quest
use local accommodation, employ
a local workforce, buy local food
and support local businesses
to enhance their impact on the
community. With their Brazilian

Coastal Community Project, based
in Cairu, local shop owners put
five per cent of the profits from
sales to Quest groups back into
the community.
And Quest also works hard
to be green throughout the
organisation. All of their projects
are Carbon Footprint Approved,
they plant trees in the Borde Hill
Estate to offset their past Carbon
Emissions and they also expect all
of their team members to offset
the carbon produced from their
flights through Climate Care, a
service that helps individuals
and organisations to repair the
damage they do to the climate.
Quest offer a variety of
expeditions, not all of them
voluntary based, and will tailormake packages for gap years,
career sabbaticals or just the
holiday of a lifetime. Prices are
more than your last-minute
package deal, but once you’ve
picked up their brochure, a lastminute package holiday just
won’t have the same appeal.

This Christmas, 14-year-old Ruby Reynolds

Details: www.questoverseas.com
Words: Poppy Smith
Pics: Courtesy of Quest Overseas

to make a donation, please visit

and Yasmin Robinson from Blatchington Mill
School in Hove will be going to Serrekunda in
The Gambia to help build a school for the local
children. Organised by Hove YMCA as part of the
Make Poverty History campaign, the teenagers
will help to build and paint classrooms and
donate teaching resources to the locals.
“I’ve always wanted to go to Africa,”
said Ruby. “I thought it would be a once in a
lifetime experience and I want to go out and
help people who are less fortunate than me,
especially at a time like Christmas.”
Whilst out there, Ruby, who is a keen
filmmaker and recently won over £2,000 for her
school in the national film competition ‘Show

T’S EASY

for us
Brightonians to get
comfortable in our lovely
city by the sea, but with
London less than an hour
away it makes sense to
take a trip outside your
comfort zone. And now
that Southern Railway is
offering train users a whole
variety of exciting two for
one or discounted offers in
London, there’s no excuse
not to put on your glad rags
and experience something
out of the ordinary.
There are many options
for days out, and most of
them are easily accessed
by tube from Victoria
Station, Brighton’s link to
the capital. From culture
vultures to family flings,

I

London has attractions to
suit most palates.
Not too at home in
the big city? Then take
advantage of cheap deals
on the Original London
Sightseeing Tour, an opentopped bus with a fun,
informative commentary
to help orientate you in the
urban sprawl.
Kids will be thrilled
by the world-famous
Science Museum, in South
Kensington’s museum
district. From 21 October,
visitors can explore the
history, culture and
technology of video games
in the museum’s Game
On exhibition. Pollock’s
Toy Museum in historic
Bloomsbury is also sure to

be a hit with the younger
generations.
Nature lovers will enjoy
London Zoo in Regent’s
Park, West London’s
gorgeous Wetlands
Centre, and the Aquarium,
conveniently situated on the
South Bank, near attractions
including Big Ben and the
iconic London Eye.
The Britain at War
Museum will impress
history buffs, as will the
Cabinet War Rooms, part
of the city’s permanent
Churchill display. Some
of London’s most famous
historical sites, including
St Paul’s Cathedral and
the Tower of London also
feature offers.
For the artistically

Racism the Red Card’, will be making a film
about her experience.
The girls each need to raise £967 for their
trip, half of which will go to Gambia. If you’d like

www.urmumfilms.co.uk

FOR A CHANGE OF ENVIRONMENT

Worldwide volunteer travel that is environmentally and ethically responsible.
Make a positive impact on the environment as well as expanding your horizons by going on a journey with a purpose.

To request a brochure or for more information call 01444 474744, emailus@questoverseas.com or visit www.questoverseas.com

PICK UP A LEAFLET FROM YOUR LOCAL STAFFED TRAIN STATION OR VISIT

www.2for1entry.co.uk

TOP ATTRACTIONS
INCLUDE:
London Dungeon,
Westminster Abbe
y,
London Aquariu
m, Tower of Lon
don,
Theatres, Restaura
nts
...and many mo
re

inclined there are deals
for West End musicals
including the epic Les
Miserables, based on Victor
Hugo’s novel of 1862.
There are also entry offers
for some of the capital’s
finest galleries. These
include Tate Britain, which
currently hosts a free
exhibition celebrating the
work of George Stubbs, and
the Design Museum, which
is exhibiting “Formula One:
The Great Design Race”
until 29 October. Iconic
F1 cars from the 1950s
to the present day are on
show, including Fernando
Alonso’s championship
winning Renault R25.
Foodies can enjoy
excellent deals at
restaurants like Maxwell’s
and the Rainforest Café.
Vinopolis, the famous wine
tasting experience near
London Bridge station
also has offers, and on 21
October, you can join grape
connoisseur Oz Clarke for a
tasting.
So this month, why
not get up, get on that
train and get out there to
do something completely
different? Just go to www.
southernrailway.com, find
your favourite attraction
and download and print off
the voucher, for a thrilling
day in the world’s most
exciting cultural hub.
Words: Nicky Falkof

Be BETTER OFF
with Southern

3 great ways to save – www.southernrailway.com/promotions
• DaySave Only available online and needs to be booked in advance. Just £5 per
adult in a group of 4 or more and £1 each for kids takes you anywhere on the
Southern network weekdays, weekends and holidays. Fewer than 4 in a group
is still only £10 each adult.
• GroupSave 3 or 4 can travel for the price of 2 adults. Kids for £1 (up to 4
accompanying), under 5’s travel free. Just turn up at your local staffed station and
ask for a GroupSave ticket.
• FlyByTrain Save time and money when you're going to Gatwick Airport.
Book tickets in advance online for travel between Gatwick and London stations and
other Southern stations throughout the south. And you can click onto a £5 saving
on services between Gatwick and London Victoria compared to Gatwick Express.
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Boy
meets
girl
Masculine and
feminine style
combine in one
big androgynous
cocktail this season.
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5 of the best…
Man Bags
Stylish, practical…
where did men keep
all their bits until now?

week you might have
thought you’d stumbled into the
menswear shows by mistake. The
catwalks saw model after model
in tailored suits, biker jackets, brogues and
trilby hats, and it’s a trend that’s shaken
up not just high fashion but also the high
street.
Catwalk style does not always translate
well onto the high street (and onto your
average size 12–14 lady). Many trends are
eagerly picked up by retailers, desperate
for the next big seller, only for them to die
a hasty death at the consumer’s hands.
You try flogging harem pants to, well, just
about anyone really.
This androgynous trend, however, is
one that’s going to last. There are two
reasons. Firstly, it works. Just think of
Bianca Jagger, Diane Keaton and Lauren
Bacall. These women wore traditionally
male clothing and created iconic images of
effortless style.
And it works for mortals
too. I have just bought
myself a perfect parka from
Topman’s Lens designer
section (on the advice of
a certain Sunday style
magazine – and what
great advice it was).
Now, I am a size 10 of
diminutive height, shall
we say, and the jacket
is a man’s size medium.
Subtly deconstructed in
a perfect bright khaki
with great toggles,
amazingly it looks
brilliant on both me and
my broad, 5ft 11inch,
husband. (He is of course
insisting that we share
it and doesn’t seem too
perturbed that this makes it
impossible for us to go out together
this winter). This parka is miles better
than any I’ve seen for women, precisely
because it makes no concession to
ideas of what a women’s coat should
be like. Its design is forward-thinking
but totally honest to its concept as a
practical garment.
That brings me to the second
reason that this trend is going
to last. Menswear is quite
frankly a lot more exciting than
womenswear at the moment.
(Okay, Stella McCartney can do
no wrong, but that is precisely
because she uses masculine
tailoring and successfully
interprets male garments for
women, like summer’s sexy
oversized silk shirt-dresses.)

D

URING FASHION

Even male celebs have taken over from
women in the style stakes. It’s boys like
Russell Brand and Pete Doherty who are
stealing column inches, because they have
the balls to look different, to wear a more
feminine cut of cloth or indeed just borrow
their girlfriend’s togs. And that’s just it;
they are more, not less of a man for it.
On the catwalk, menswear designers
like Hedi Slimane at Dior Homme are
making clothes so drop dead gorgeous
that women just don’t want to miss
out. His suits with razor sharp, knife
slim silhouettes in luxury fabrics and
exquisite detailing – all in such perfect
proportions they bring tears to your eyes
– ooze sophistication and intellectual
sensuality. That a bedraggled Pete Doherty
can change into a Dior suit after a night
of debauchery and be transformed into
the epitome of cool, sexy elegance (in
appearance at least) is a testament to
Slimane’s talent.
In fashion, as in life, the grass is always
greener, so having drowned under a sea
of boho smocks and frilly dresses for as
long as I can remember, women are not
prepared to let men outshine them in the
style stakes. We want it all, not just a man
in Dior Homme but also a Dior Homme
suit of our own.
For that reason it’s refreshing to see
girls dressed as boys on the catwalk.
It celebrates experimentation and
freedom of self-expression, which is
what great fashion is all about. So often
we are constrained by notions of what is
appropriate garb for our gender and too
often fashion falls back on conventional
stereotypes of what is sexy. Just ten years
ago I was shocked to discover from a
friend that her department’s male boss in
one of the top City Auditors had banned
female executives from wearing trouser
suits. Unbelievable I know, but in the same
way why shouldn’t men incorporate more
womenswear shapes into their wardrobes?
It’s an old cliché but the kilt really is one of
the sexiest garments around, so why not?
Then the days of his and hers
wardrobes will be over. Well, maybe. Don’t
get me wrong; I am all for gender equality
so long as it’s on my terms. I might be a
woman in man’s clothing but I am still a
woman underneath. So while it’s perfectly
right and proper that I should have equal
access to his Dior suit (if only to share
the eye-popping price tag), and yes, I
will reluctantly let him wear my Topman
parka, I just hope my husband realises that
sharing my new Westwood dress will be
one step too far for mankind.
Words: Sara Chong Kwan
Pics: Courtesy of French Connection

1. Mask Courier by
Upper Playground
(Artist: Sam
Flores), £49 from
Eclectic Threads,
20 Gardner Street.
01273 693308

3. Vegan Man Bag by
Matt & Nat, £70 from
Narcist, 39B Sydney
Street. 01273 681721

Get me to the
church in style
New bridal shop offers a range of prices,
styles and accessories
Summer is over, and with it the wedding season. The endless round of (very expensive) weekends spent watching happy couples
say their vows has come to a close, so it seems an odd time to be opening a new bridal shop in Brighton.
But Leonie Claire knows exactly what she’s doing. “It all starts in September when the designers release their new collections.
In March one or two pieces might be added to the collection but what you see now on the rail is brand new, so it’s the best time
to start looking.” This is why she chose to open her shop on Upper North Street, a sanctuary from the madding crowds of Churchill
Square, in September.
Having graduated with a fashion degree from Nottingham Trent, where she specialised in occasion wear (“I always wanted
to do something a bit girly”), Leonie was immediately snapped up by top wedding designer Caroline Parkes, who taught her
everything she knew.
At only 28, Leonie brings a young, fresh approach to bridal wear. As well as her own designs, which include short shift dresses
and trouser suits, she stocks five of the leading wedding dress designers – top-end London based designer Suzanne Neville,
Somerset based Kate Sherford, Justin Alexander, Mikaella and Romantica – all of which are made to measure, but at made to
order prices.
From really slinky, no-structure dresses through to the big tulles, the diversity of the collection means that there’s something
to suit every taste. “Not everybody wants a big meringue or the big tulle, some people want something they can pack in a
suitcase and get married abroad in.” And to go with the dresses is a delicious range of accessories including shoes, jewellery,
tiaras, headdresses, veils, and garters.
Prices range from £500 up to £3,000, or if the sky’s the limit, Leonie offers a couture service, but she warns it will be
expensive, as she won’t let anything out of the shop without it being perfect.
The shop itself is vast, with a spacious changing area, and sofas for friends and relatives. “The last thing the bride wants is to
spend £3,000 on a dress and not be able to try it on and walk round,” says Leonie, who recommends brides book an appointment
so that she can give you her undivided expert attention, and a glass of champagne.
Words: Poppy Smith. Details: 01273 711458

2. Small Weekender by Tiger,
£45 from Badger, 25-26 Bond
Street. 01273 722245

5. Nicole Farhi,
£179 from Mottoo,
15-16 Dukes Lane.
01273 771093

+VTU0QFOFE
4. Messenger by Gucci,
£239 from Profile, 3 Dukes
Lane. 01273 733561
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9 Meeting House Lane, The Lanes, Brighton
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01273 733217
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allthatglitters.co.uk
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Do your homework
With 3.1 million of us doing it, is working
from home really as good as it sounds?
N THE words of Dolly Parton: “Workin’
nine to five, what a way to make a
living… it’s enough to drive you crazy
if you let it.” Which may be why at least
3.1 million people in the UK are now
regular home-based workers, 2.4 million
of which are teleworkers (people who
use computers and telecommunications
to work at or from home). The survey,
taken in 2005, does not include occasional
homeworkers or people who work from a
garden office, so in actual fact 3.1 million
is probably a wild understatement of the
phenomenon, which has been one of the
most marked features of the workforce
change in recent years.
This change is strongly linked to the
increase in self-employment – 41 per cent
of self-employed people are teleworkers
and 39 per cent of small businesses are
home-based. 20 years ago, it was the
luxury of novelists and artists; everyone
else went to their office, with their
power suits and big hair, to work a nine
to five day. But with an increase in selfemployment, or freelance work, the rapid
evolution of technology making it possible
for us to work from pretty much anywhere
(there’s even wi-fi between the piers on
Brighton beach), and employers starting
to recognise that sometimes working
from home is more productive, it is fast
becoming the norm.
So for the sake of the article (let’s call
it method-writing) today I am working
from home. Not unheard of for journalists,
particularly if you’re freelance like

I

SPECIALIST LIGHTING DESIGNER
INSTALLER
LUTRON SPECIALIST
TELEPHONE: 01273 625 660
EMAIL: JPGELEC@YAHOO.CO.UK
WWW.JPG-ELECTIRICAL.COM

J.P Garrett
Electrical Ltd

Cathy Struthers who lives and works in
Brunswick Square and has been selfemployed for three years. “I commuted to
North London for four years and I was sick
of it,” she says from her ‘office’ – a room
in her flat with magnificent sea views.
“I didn’t even have a window where I
worked before. I would work on the train
on my laptop, and you kind of rationalise
it, but now my quality of life has vastly
improved.”
But, she warns, you have to be quite
self-motivated and organised to work at
home, and you also need to invest in a
good chair and a stand for your laptop to
stop yourself getting backache. So, I have
already failed on both counts. I got up
early with good intentions of going for a
swim before work, planning to be at my
laptop ready to go by 9.30am, the time
I’d usually get to the office, but when
the alarm went off and I remembered I
could, in theory, go for a swim whenever
I felt like it, I hit sleep again, and again,
and again. I switch on my laptop (on the
kitchen table, a hard bench for a seat)
by 9am, albeit in my pyjamas and eating
breakfast at the same time, but I’m
checking emails and that’s work isn’t it?
“In the early days I’d be getting up
at 11–12pm and working in my pyjamas
for two hours,” Cathy admits, “but it just
doesn’t work. Then the danger is that
you work late and can’t cut off.” Which
is something musician Simon Pyke also
finds a problem. “I try to structure my day
– work in the day and have evenings off

– but I often find myself working into the
night because I do lots of work with people
abroad and sometimes their deadlines are
in the middle of the night.”
Simon has worked from his studio at
home for six years but is currently looking
for a studio elsewhere, to make more of
a division between his home and work
life. This is something that comes up
again and again when talking to people
who work from home. Being at home
all day means you want to be anywhere
other than home in the evening and at
the weekend, which can be a problem if
you live with a partner who works in an
office and wants to relax at home in the
evening, while you’re chomping at the bit
to get out. The solution, says Cathy and
photographer, Paul Hickinbotham, who
lives in Kemp Town, is to try and get out
as much as you can during the day. Meet
clients or interview people face to face, go
to the gym or meet friends at lunch time
– anything to stop yourself going stir crazy
by yourself all day.
Another downside is the lack of human
interaction for what can be eight to ten
hours a day. If you’re a sociable sort,
then you’ll miss the office banter. But it
also means you can get your head down
and be more productive without any
distractions, particularly for creatives who
need to get into a certain head-space to
work. “It’s a double-edged sword,” says
Simon, “because if I’m writing my own
stuff without any outside influences you
send yourself a bit mad and it can be very
frustrating to miss out on the stimulation
and opportunities of working with other
people.”
But there’s no fear of me blurring the
work/home divide and working late, I’m
going to whiz through my work with none
of the normal distractions, like finding out
what everyone did at the weekend and
catching up on the latest office gossip,
but first I’m just going to hang that
washing out and pop to the letting agent
– something I’d have to fit into my lunch
break on a ‘normal’ day.
Already it’s becoming apparent that
there are lots of pros and cons to working
from home. You can manage your own
time, which means if you get your head
down in the morning you might be able
to go off in the afternoon and sit on
the beach or go shopping, which feels
thrillingly like bunking off school. And
you don’t have anyone telling you when
to work. Great if you are self-motivated,
but the possibilities for procrastination at
home are greater than in the office, as I’m
finding out. A quick bit of cleaning can
become immensely appealing when you’ve
got work to do.

“One of the initial downsides,” says
Cathy, “is that it’s not good for diet
because you’ve got your fridge just there
and it’s so easy just to go and get some
munchies. And now I’m on decaf tea
because I used to have ten cups a day just
to punctuate the day.” Another health risk
is getting back ache from sitting on nonergonomic chairs and hunching over your
laptop. So invest in a good chair, and get a
laptop stand with a separate keyboard and
mouse.
There are also no office politics to
get involved in, but also no air con or
IT support, which can be pretty nervewracking if you’re not particularly
computer literate.
Of course the most obvious advantage
to working at home is the money it saves.
Your overheads get swallowed into the
domestic bills and there are no travel
costs. But there are other smaller perks
like not having to comb your hair or get
dressed if you don’t want to.
So how do you know if it’s for you? Life
coach Penny Loosemore says you have
to evaluate what you want to achieve.
Are you looking for flexibility, freedom
and simplifying your life, or will you feel
isolated working from home? And will you
get enough creative stimulation? Look
into ways of meeting other self-employed
people in your area to build up a network
of friends, like Cathy has. “You have to
make the effort to call people more,” she
advises. “I’ve built up quite a network of
friends who are also freelance and we’ll
chat over email and phone each other up
so you don’t feel so alone, because it can
be quite a lonely business.”
It’s also important to have a separate
room in your house to work in so that you
can shut the door on it at the end of the
day, rather than sweeping your papers and
computer to the side so you can eat your
dinner off the table.
So, having faffed around half the
morning doing small errands that could
have waited until tonight, I’ve actually
worked right through lunch and am
racing to finish so I can get that swim
in. It’s true, you do get more done by
yourself with no distractions, but I still
haven’t cleaned my teeth and I’m dying
for my flatmate to get home so I can talk
to someone. And I shan’t be staying in
tonight.
Details: Cathy Stuthers is editor of
Cooler magazine www.coolermag.com
Simon Pyke www.freefarm.co.uk
Paul Hickinbotham
www.positivenegatives.net
Words: Poppy Smith
Pics: Ian Williams
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Win a night at
Amberley Castle
CASTLE, located north
of Arundel in the Sussex
Downs, has a long history,
dating back over 900 years. For
the last 18 of those years, owners
Joy and Martin Cummings have
worked to turn the castle into
one of the UK’s foremost country
house hotels, complete with
award-winning restaurants in the
12th century Queens Room and
the Great Room.
A talented new head chef,
James Dugan, has now been
appointed, and will bring his
modern European style to
Amberley Castle. A strong
advocate for the promotion
of Sussex producers and local
ingredients, James has already
secured Michelin stars twice in
the past, and has also worked
alongside celebrity chefs Richard
Corrigan and John Burton Race.
Joy and Martin plan to make
full use of James, and he’ll be
presiding over the four-course
Gala Dinner and champagne
reception at Amberley Castle’s
New Year celebrations, which will
include live music and a firework
display as the oak portcullis
descends at midnight.
Insight City News readers have
the chance to take in Amberley,
the castle itself, and some of
James’s delectable food, by
entering our competition. Just
answer one question, and you
and a friend could find yourselves
enjoying a midweek dinner, bed
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OHSO ready
for winter
Brighton’s fabulous beachfront café is warming
up for the new season
along a walkway of slatted weatherworn wood, strewn with small stones
and fine wind-blown sand. It curves and bends its way off the beach and through
the gate past a weathered, wooden fence post and onto a spacious terrace. Large
planters crowded with sub-tropical plants are arranged amongst wooden tables and
chairs. Crossing the terrace, we step through huge floor to ceiling glass doors that open
up concertina-style and inside, waiting to greet us, is a spunky, roustabout type with a
fringe of brown, beach-tousled hair. His name is Ben Ranger. Sounds American – is this
a fab Malibu beachfront property? No, this is the fab Brighton beachfront restaurant and
bar, OHSO Social, and the dude with the impossibly film starry name is English and he’s
OHSO’s General Manager.
OHSO opened on 1 April, when the owner of Hove’s Freemasons Pub, Steve Simpson,
realised his vision of bringing a Brighton city centre bar to the seafront. Since then it has
enjoyed a full-to-bursting patronage throughout the summer, sensationalising tourists
and locals with its inspired international menu, tapas-style plates of easy-grazing foods
(still available year-round from 6-9pm), and its drinks menu of slick cocktails, wines and
thirst-quenching draught lagers. Now Ben Ranger and Steve Simpson are determined
to sensationalise us even further, well into the autumn months and the wintry beachy
beyond.
“I’ve got something for you,” Ben Ranger intoned as he showed us to a big round
table. Soon we were sipping on Floozies and Buttered Rums and, before long, tucking
into a chorizo that was slathered in a thick, scrumptious chickpea stew. Ben produced
mussels, each one huge and dripping with clear, garlic-infused white wine juice. Several
OHSO menu wonders followed, including macho prawns drizzled with aromatic garlic
butter and generous portions of succulent grilled tuna. OHSO’s head chef John Reid has
a strong commitment to the best in locally-sourced and seasonal produce.
Perfectly positioned for both summer and winter, OHSO will see you into the chilly
season with new brands of spirits and a winter bar list from Hot Toddies to Home Brews.
A heated, covered terrace is made oh so much warmer with open braziers for toasting
marshmallows and roasting chestnuts. Live bands and other music events are hosted
from Thursday to Sunday evenings, and don’t miss the OHSO Scorpio Full Moon Social
on 4 November. OHSO can cater for around 100 covers so remember to book early for
Christmas!
Details: 01273 746067
Words: Peter Jarrette
Pic: Ian Williams
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and breakfast (not including
December).
Send your name and contact
details to info@insightcity.co.uk
or our postal address, together
with the answer to the following
question: In which year did
the Duke of Norfolk purchase
Amberley Castle, ending
ecclesiastical ownership? Please
mark your email or envelope with
the subject line “Amberley Castle
competition.”
Details:
www.amberleycastle.co.uk
Words: Mark Dishman

Terms and conditions: Only one entry
per person. No purchase required. Entry
implies acceptance of these conditions
and is legally binding. No responsibility
can be accepted for entries lost in the
post or elsewhere. The judges’ decision is
final. No correspondence will be entered
into. All elements of prizes are nontransferable and cannot be exchanged
for cash: there are no alternatives. In
the unfortunate event of the prize not
being available, a prize of similar value
will be inserted by Amberley Castle.
The prize is valid until March 2007 and
excludes December 2006. Any extras
not included in the prize must be paid
for. Competitions and free prize draws

Graze on fine food

A new restaurant is bringing the first fine cuisine ‘taster’ menu to Brighton
RAZE OPENED its doors to
the public last month
on the Western Road.
Partners Kate Alleston and Neil
Mannifield, and chef Adrian
Geddes (formerly Head Chef at
Blanch House, The Saint) started
the restaurant because of a
shared love of food, “We wanted
to create a restaurant that we
would want to eat in.”
Instead of the usual starter,
main and dessert, diners at
Graze are encouraged to choose
between four and 10 courses,
eaten in succession. Each
dish is a main course but in
small portions, with the same
complexity in ingredients and
flavours. The cuisine can be
described as top-end modern
European, with a heavy lean
towards French and Italian.

G

Diners can select from over 20
meat (Rabbit with Pearl Barley
Risotto), fish (Roasted Crayfish
with Sautéed Cépes finished
with Garlic Foam) or vegetarian
(Wild Mushrooms and Jerusalem
Artichoke Salad with Truffle
Dressing Parmesan Galette)
dishes on the menu, from £4.50
to £7.50, to create a uniquely
combined meal (Kate is on hand
to suggest which dishes will
complement each other), or opt
for a Chef-chosen menu of five
courses for £23.50, seven courses
for £33.50 or the ultimate eating
menu of 10 courses grazed
over four hours for £47.50. Neil
Mannifield is vegetarian, so there
is strong veggie menu, unusual
for gourmet restaurants.
The extensive wine list
complements the food, with

wines from all around the world
including some quirkier varieties.
The simple cocktail menu
concentrates on classic cocktails,
such as a good champagne
cocktail or martini.
The interior is minimal but
comfortable, quirky but chic.
Spread over two floors, with a
bar on each, the bright and airy
restaurant can seat up to 54
people, although the lower floor
can be used for parties, functions,
conferences and meetings (it has
a built-in projector).
Graze is for people who
appreciate exquisite food, fine
drink and great service in a
comfortable environment.
Details: Graze 01273 823707
Words: Calandra Balfour
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Brighton’s
best pub
lunches
From traditional roasts to tiger prawn
curry, for your lunch in Birghton
GREAT EASTERN
103 Trafalgar Street,
01273 685681
Sunday Roast Beef Dinner:
£6.25

Roast beef, with roast
potatoes, cauliflower
cheese, red cabbage,
carrots, green cabbage,
yorkshire pudding and red
wine gravy.
Going out for a Roast
Dinner on Sunday is a
Brighton institution. I love
the fact that everyone
meets up on a Sunday,
and that it is possible to
get a quality meal at a
very reasonable price from
almost any pub... and all
day long!
The Great Eastern is a
tiny, cosy, floor-to-ceilingdark-wood-traditional-style
pub in the North Laine.
The Great Eastern is the
grown-up, meat-serving
alternative to the kidfriendly, veggie-haven that
is The George, which is
just opposite on Trafalgar
Street. Roasts are served
from 12 until the last of
the food is gone, usually
around 6pm, but during the
week lunch is from 12-4pm
and dinner from 6-10pm.
There is a standard menu,
with a selection of specials
that change. The idea is
to encourage customers
to pick from the specials
menu, where all the meals
are under a fiver. That way
the customer might try
something they wouldn’t
normally have chosen. The
specials menu is where the
food gets creative.
The Great Eastern bar
is known for its huge

selection of Bourbons, and
the menu is designed to
complement it – lots of
strong flavours, spices and
food that comforts. The
kitchen is famous for its
Chilli con carne (veggie or
vegan options are available
for almost anything on the
menu), Ploughman’s and
heartier winter dishes,
but has salads from Greek
to more exotic ‘Lemon
Chicken’. Only puddings
were missing from the
menu, so those of you
with a sweet tooth will
have to get your sugar fix
elsewhere.
BARLEY MOW
92 St Georges Road,
01273 682259
Sunday Roast Chicken:
£7.50

Half a chicken, served with
roast potatoes, Yorkshire
pud, broccoli, cabbage,
carrots, suede and sage &
onion stuffing
The Barley Mow is small
traditional-style pub tucked
away in Kemp Town, close
to the Hanbury Ballroom. It
serves food till 10pm, and
has an astounding choice
on the menu!
Apart from the usual
Sunday Roast fayre, there
must have been over 30
dishes on offer, ranging
from chip shop curry and
chips to ostrich steak, ribeye steak with a pepper
sauce, surf’n’turf, thai tiger
prawn curry, tuna steak
salad nicoise, baked whole
seabass, all served with
vegetables and potatoes
or rice. There were a few
veggie options instead of

the usual nut roast or nut
roast? Dilemma. They must
have an army of cooks and
a very big fridge hidden
upstairs...
The Barley Mow has a great
atmosphere, and even a
small patio out the back.
I got the impression there
were lots of locals among
the very mixed and friendly
crowd, from the kids
polishing off their chocolate
fudge cakes, to the big
group of party-goers
obviously comparing lastnight’s escapades, to the
older professionals chatting
over a bottle of white wine
chilling in a bucket of ice. I
think it must be the perfect
place if you’ve woken up
late, starving and with
a hangover that needs
soaking up.
FREEMASONS TAVERN
38 Western Road,
01273 732043
Beef Burger: £6.95

Homemade beef burger
(or veggie burger) with
bacon and melted mature
cheddar cheese, plum
tomatoes, fries, and salad.
As I ordered my burger,
I was accused of “not
thinking outside the box”
by another customer.
Maybe I can eat a burger
anywhere else, but if a
kitchen can get the staple
dishes right, it is an
indication of the standard
the rest of the menu is
cooked to. In this case
– delicious! My burger
was very tasty and well
seasoned, any leftovers
were due to quantity not
quality!
I did feel a bit boring
not choosing the spicy
beef burrito, lemongrass,
coconut, chilli, coriander
mussels with bread or
any of the other european
and Thai-inspired
dishes. All the mains
were reasonably priced
£5.95–7.50 with plenty
of vegetarian alternatives
on the menu (eg. lasagne,
bangers’n’sweet potato
mash), side orders and
dishes designed to be
shared or picked at. The
Lunch Special was £4.95
for one of four dishes from
the menu, £1 extra for
an accompanying drink
- a glass of wine, lager or
coffee. My meal arrived

promptly, so it is perfect
for lunch-break dining. The
menu is served from 123pm Monday to Thursday,
12-7pm Friday and the
weekend.
The Freemasons Tavern
is a beautifully-designed
über-cool pub/bar on
Brighton’s main drag, yet
manages to have a very
relaxed atmosphere. It is
a perfect people-watching
place, with tables outside
on the Western Road. The
huge front windows are left
open, so you can sit inside,
be sheltered from the wind
and rain and still feel like
you’re sitting outside.
THE EAGLE BAR &
BAKERY
125 Gloucester Road,
01273 607765
Free Range Spicy Style
Steak: £6.75

Rib eye or rump steak,
topped with a spicy tomato
and chorizo sauce, with
Cajun spiced potatoes,
salad and nachos.
The Eagle embodies the
‘Brighton Pub’: very laidback, wooden floors, big
squashy sofas, big spirit
measures and a kitchen
that opens early and closes
late. The pub is bright and
airy inside, with tables
outside if you want to make
the most of this Indian
Summer... The Eagle has a
staple menu with the usual
pub meals, all around £5:
burgers, tuna melt, etc,
as well as sharing options
like hummus and roasted
vegetables, nacho platter. I
counted 15 vegetarian and
five vegan options, so if
you are fed up of nibbling
at a bowl of chips because
they are the only meat-free
dish on the menu, go to the
Eagle! The kitchen is open
from 12-9pm Monday to
Thursday, 12-7pm Friday
and Saturday and 12-8pm
on Sunday.
The Eagle prides itself
on its Specials menu; the
15 dishes are changed
daily and are all under
£7. The menu has a wide
variety flavours from
potato, mushroom and
spinach curry, braised beef
and vegetables, smoked
chicken, sun-blushed
tomato and olive salad,
they even offer roast
dinners in case you missed
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yours on Sunday! All the
meat is free-range and
locally sourced, and you
can taste the difference
– my steak tasted happy!
The Eagle offers quality
home cooking at pub-food
prices, and since all the
mains come with lashings
of vegetables and salad, the
meals are not heavy – you
might even get some work
done when you go back
to the office – if you don’t
have any pudding washed
back with a couple of pints,
that is.
LION & LOBSTER
24 Sillwood Street,
01273 327299
Chicken fajitas: £6.25

Two flour tortilla wraps
stuffed full with marinated
chicken breast, peppers,
onions and garlic, cheddar
cheese with chips, salad,
salsa and sour cream.
The Lion & Lobster is
Irish-owned old-school
traditional pub, lots of
dark wood panelling and
antique books on the
shelves. It provides B&B
accommodation as well, so
that alone ensures a quality
menu – their guests don’t
have to leave the premises!
The Lion & Lobster want
to offer a pub-food menu,
but cooked delicately, so
they have employed a
gourmet chef who cooks
with care and attention to
flavour and seasoning. The
extensive menu is very
varied, from quick options
like scrambled eggs and
hot sandwiches (from £2),
to main meals (less than
£6) like beef bourguignon,
Thai fish cakes, penne
regate, as well as roasts
on Sundays for £6.95.
There were the standard
vegetarian alternatives
(meat-free bangers with
mash, vegetarian Lasagne),
and dishes for those you of
you with big appetites, 8oz
sirloin steak, gut-buster
Special Cooked Breakfast at
£8.50. Monday to Thursday
the kitchen is open from
noon to 3pm, reopening
at 5pm-10pm, Friday to
Sunday it is open from
noon to 10pm.
The Lion & Lobster is
hidden away in the back
streets behind the Western
Road, as a result, in the
daytime it is full of regulars

COMPLETE DESIGN AND INSTALLATION SERVICE
Quality products and Suppliers of
❒ Walk in cold rooms
❒ Stainless steel sinks
❒ Esspresso machines
❒ Refrigeration
❒ Extraction hoods
❒ Dishwashers
❒ Microwaves
❒ Cutlery
❒ Tables
❒ Crockery ❒ Combi-ovens ❒ Glassware
www.utensilsdirect.com ❒ Cookware ❒ Fryers
❒ Oven ranges ❒ Grills
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and appears to be a more
grown-up pub. In the
evenings, the crowd is
more mixed, but always
very popular!
SHAKESPEARE’S HEAD
1 Chatham Place,
01273 329444
Shakespeare’s
Bangers’n’mash: £7

Pork, sage and ale
sausages, roasted garlic
and olive oil mash, with
red wine and beef gravy.
The Shakespeare’s Head is
dedicated to the search for
the perfect sausage and
mash combination.
The menu board is divided
into three columns:
sausages, mash and gravy.
For the princely sum of
£7, you must choose an
ingredient from each
column, to make up your
unique combination of
bangers’n’mash. There
are 15 types of freerange sausage (including
four veggie and one
vegan), five types of
mash, and four flavours
of gravy. There are other
traditionally English side
orders on offer, like baked
beans and mushy peas as
well. The menu is about
to change to a winter
version, with salads being
replaced by ‘Colcannon’,
an Irish mash made
with cabbage, and root
vegetable mash.
I opted for the most
popular choice, the
Shakespeare Sausage, and
it was a delicious meal,
the sausages weren’t fatty
at all, and you could really
taste the pork and sage,
unlike most bland-tasting
supermarket bangers. The
roast garlic mash wasn’t
too overpowering, and the
gravy, well, I polished my
plate clean. The kitchen
is open Monday to Friday
5pm-10pm, Saturday
12-10pm; on Sundays,
roast dinners replace the
sausage menu.
The Shakespeare’s
Head typifies Brighton
publand and is owned
by Zel. Although Zel
own numerous pubs in
Brighton, they all have
their own individual
character.
Words and pics:
Calandra Balfour

Call our local office for friendly
advice and free brochure on light
and heavy equipment
Telephone
(01273) 628888
(01903) 823888
E-mail
sales@utensils.freeserve.co.uk

Food for Friends
25 years ago in November 1981 that
Food For Friends first opened its doors and
kitchen to the veggies of Brighton. That
makes F4F a Scorpio and F4F still has a delicious
sting in its tail. Presiding over this bastion of
healthy eating in the Lanes nowadays is the
magnanimous and friendly Khi Leonard, F4F
manager and host.
On Khi’s recommendation, our vegetarian
voyage began with two starters full of
expansive flavours and inspired combinations of
ingredients. I explored two light, golden, tender
tofu pockets; cases really, one bursting with
organic brown rice and wild mushrooms with
spring onion and avocado, the other stuffed with
pumpkin, brown rice and cheerful chunks of
silken tofu. Both were served with the reduced
sweet white wine sauce mirin, ginger, and the
vegan soy sauce known as tamari. My partner
cooed over her starter of Thai sweetcorn fritters,
pickled Japanese vegetables and sweet chilli dip.
Both starters were generous enough to be a meal
in themselves.
Vegetables are beautiful! What came next
was come-hither garden glamour on two plates.
For my partner, turned out in all its glory was
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Vegetarian
haven serves up
meat-free feasts!

a ravishing looking temptation of truffle fritter,
moistened in smooth olive oil, with an aromatic
slice of roasted butternut squash topped with
luscious emmental cheese nuzzling a handsome
fist of roast artichoke with a butternut tarragon
cream sauce. Now, in front of me a corpulent,
upturned Portobello mushroom cap invited me
to run my eyes over it and its chunky topping of
marinated feta cheese, sun dried tomatoes and
pine nuts accompanied by sweet potato wedges
and blanched green beans bathed in classic basil
oil. We gorged on gorgeousness.
F4F invites you to inform them of any
allergies or intolerances that you might suffer
before ordering so that adjustments can be
made to meals to accommodate you. The menu
indicates vegan options, gluten-free, low fat,
and nut content, to ensure that all needs are
catered for. The dining rooms that make up
the slick restaurant are easy on décor and a
suitably earthy olive green colour warms most
walls, some of which are adorned with artworks
displaying organic and abstract forms. At the
western end of the wedge-shaped restaurant a
multi aspect curved window invites in natural
light and makes for good people watching. Rice

paper drum-shaped pendant lamps, wooden
floors and accent wallpaper pull together an
urban, un-fussy dining atmosphere.
Khi introduces us to Jago, the F4F head chef
for the past nine months. Jago has several years
of experience behind him in a diverse range
of restaurants. Throughout he has pursued,
perfected and promoted his outstanding
enthusiasm for classic fusion vegetarian dining.
“To enjoy good food you must have a good
sense of taste” Jago rightly states. He cites
“presentation and healthy products” as integral
components to the enjoyment of vegetarianism
by all, even dedicated meat eaters. Jago
possesses inspiration and flair – our dynamic
and delectable meals easily confirm this. Jago’s
kitchen enjoys a happy relationship with most
of the region’s best suppliers of organic produce
and, as in the case of those artichokes; seasonal
supplies might sometimes come from as far away
as Peru. But Food For Friends is here, and near,
all year ‘round.
Details: 01273 202310
Words: Peter Jarrette
Pic: Ian Williams

Drinks
38
The jewel of
Kemp Town
The Hanbury Ballroom is soon to reopen as a members’
drinking club
Hanbury
Ballroom closed
it’s doors for the
last time in August, many
locals were sad and angry
at the prospect of losing
the jewel of Kemp Town,
one of Brighton’s best
music venues. News that
it is to become a members’
drinking club has been met
with suspicion.
Yes, the Hanbury will be
a members club but new
owners, Chris Edwardes
and Amanda Blanch of
Blanch House assert that
it will be “an affordable
and accessible local club
for local people” – as far
away from the image of
cigar-smoking pretension
as possible. The Hanbury’s
walls will still reverberate
from the sound of live
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music and DJs, and the
dancefloor will still see
many a toe being stepped
on!
The Hanbury Ballroom
was built as a mausoleum
in the 1800s by Sir
Albert Sassoon, a British
Indian philanthropist
and merchant. Sir Albert
was a great benefactor
to Bombay, and his love
for the Indian city shows
in the architecture of the
Grade I listed building. It
was eventually sold by the
Sassoon family and turned
into a Gentlemen’s club
in the 1950s, with a huge
horseshoe-shaped bar and
open fireplaces. It was used
for private parties until it
became a nightclub and
live music venue, known
for hosting alternative

nights and smaller, up-andcoming bands. Brighton has
65 music/club venues, so
there is room for this one
being a bit different.
Knowing what Chris
Edwardes and Amanda
Blanch are involved in
currently, give an indication
what the Hanbury Club will
offer.
The couple own and run
the boutique hotel Blanch
House, in Atlingworth
Street, Kemp Town. The
Grade II listed Georgian
terraced house has 12 ensuite rooms, a restaurant
and bar. Chris Edwardes is
certainly a man who knows
how to mix a good drink.
Previous exploits include
managing the Groucho
Club bar, Damien Hirst’s
Pharmacy, opening the

Pure in spirit
MINT Bar is keeping its drinks fresh, local and organic
HE MINT Restaurant
Music Bar has
launched a new
drinks menu, designed to
complement both the food
on offer, and the company
ethos. Organic tipples are
now at the forefront of the
MINT beverage list, and
products and suppliers
are being kept as local as
possible in an effort to
reduce the carbon footprint
of the business.
The spirits list now
includes organic Juniper
Green gin, bottled in
London and with a zestful
flavour, provided partly
by a hint of coriander.
“Customers have said that
the organic spirits taste
very pure and clean,” says
MINT co-owner Amanda
Jones. The MINT wine list
now extends only to the
European variety, although
there are still plenty of
fine wines to choose from,
and you can even enjoy
one from this country.
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The sweet and moreish
Broughton Pastures
Elderflower wine is not just
organic, but also Fairtrade
and made in Hertfordshire.
Those wanting something
more traditionally suited
to the Raciones MINT
specialises in can order
an organic Rioja from
Spain. “We’re reducing
air miles and we’re still
complementing our
Mediterranean menu,” says
Amanda. “We always use
free-range meats, and local
produce where possible..”

Infinity Foods and Vintage
Roots source food and wine
for the bar. Amanda says,
“It’s easier to go with the
mainstream suppliers, but
it doesn’t sit very well with
your morals.”
With the relaxed, social
atmosphere provided by the
Art Nouveau décor and the
great amount of live music
events that take place at
MINT, a good evening’s
entertainment is sure to be
had, but the altered drinks
menu could be beneficial
to the morning after too,
as it is said that organic
drinks leave you with less
of a hangover. “We’d like
to think it’s true of the
wines, as there can be no
artificial tannins added,”
says Amanda. “Customers
are welcome to come along
and find out!”
Details:
www.littlefish.ltd.uk
Words: Mark Dishman
Pic: Jonny Ladd

Jazz Café and the Atlantic
in Piccadilly, London. His
new venture is Drink
Pimps International, a bar
consultancy, menu design
and Bar school. Thirty
years’ experience has
translated into numerous
awards; Blanch House has
been nominated or won
awards for Best Bartender,
Best Bar Team, Best Hotel
Bar, Best Bar in Britain,
Best Bar Menu and Best
Customer Service; I think
the Hanbury is in good
hands, don’t you?
When the doors of the
Hanbury reopen in three
weeks time, it will be as
The Hanbury Club. It will
be a club for grown-ups
who still want to go out,
but maybe not to a sweaty,
crowded, noisy place like
the seafront nightclubs.
The emphasis is on
entertainment. The Club
will be open every night
until 2am, with no plans for
it to stay open later. During
the weekends, there is a
planned ‘Supper Club’, with
the chance to enjoy good
food, and be entertained.
There will be a pianist
when you arrive, a cabaret
act (changed weekly) after
the meal, followed by a
house band or DJs, with
them the chance to dance!
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During the week
there will be Jazz Night
on Mondays, as there
always used to be at the
Hanbury ballroom, a
Cinema Club, a Games
Night, and Dance Themed
Nights. For example there
might be a Tango Night,
where you will have the
chance to be taught how
to Tango by a professional
teacher, then the chance
to put your steps into
action accompanied by an
Argentinian Tango band.
Chris stresses that the
membership is there to
ensure like-minded people
will join. Membership
will be exclusive but

with no restrictions,
nor committees to face.
Annual membership will
be £25, available on the
night, and includes two
free cocktails as well as
exclusive invitation to
events at the Hanbury
Club. “Membership will
encourage a community
feel to the Club, because
we will rely on members
getting involved and telling
us what they want - we
need their input because
this is all new to us.”
Details: Blanch House
01273 603504
Words: Calandra Balfour
Pic: Ian Williams
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Where to find your
Insight City News
BN1
Abbey Hotel
Norfolk Terrace
3 Star budget hotel in the heart of
Brighton, Ideally located for all city
attractions
Adelaide
Regency Square
Traditional, regency style town
house hotel waiting to welcome you
Alive Fitness & Natural Health
Castle Street
Stay Alive at Alive, come to our Gym
Aruna News
Gardner Street
Petite Aruna’s newsagent
ASB Law
Queens Road
One of the biggest – and best – law
firms in the south east.
Belgrave
Kings Road
Three-star plus superior hotel on
Kings road Brighton Seafront a
stone’s throw from the conference
centre and close to all city centre
amenities.
Brighthelm Centre
North Road
Brighton’s best kept secret – large,
friendly, centrally located community
centre with café, pre-school and
space to hire for community and
commercial groups (theatre facilities
available).
Brighton House
Regency Square
Brighton’s best-loved organic guest
house.
Brighton Station
Queens Road
Café Motu
Trafalgar Street
Café Motu is like a warm and
friendly capsule of Brighton life,
allegedly serving the best breakfasts
in the city.
Café Nero
Prince Albert Street
Caxton Arms
36 North Gardens
Back street local in the city!
Cecil House
Kings Road
Circus-Circus
Preston Circus
Corks are popping, beer is flowing
just tell everyone where you’re

going, Circus Circus, Preston Circus
is where to be seeing us at double C.
Costa Coffee
Dyke Road
Dome Box Office
New Road
From alternative rock to orchestral
classics... cutting edge comedy to
modern dance... tickets for all the
hottest shows in the city.
Dorset Arms Pub
North Road
Good moods, delicious foods!
Due South
Kings Road Arches
Duke Of Yorks Cinema
Preston Circus
Local alternative cinema Duke of
York’s “Stimulates you in places
other cinemas can’t reach!”
Earth and Stars Pub
Windsor street
Green and Eco, the place to go!
Earth and stars the pub with the
planet at heart!
Easy News
30 Trafalgar St
End of the Lanes Café
Meeting House Lane
A hot chocoholic’s paradise.
English’s Café
East Street
Enterprise Unlimited
16 Preston Street
Evening Star Pub
Surrey Street
Evolution Centre
Silwood Rd
Arts and Health Charity: Brighton’s
most popular alternative therapies
and art courses – concessions for
students and the unemployed. Check
out www.evolutionarts.co.uk or call
01273 204 204
Eyesite
North Street
The most important thing is your
Eyesite
Fiddlers Elbow Pub
Boyces Street
Fish Bowl Pub
East Street
Fitzherbert’s Pub
New Road
Food For Friends
17–18 PRINCE ALBERT STREET
25 years and still friends!

Frankinsteine
Old Steine
Full Moon Pub
Boyces Street
Small atmospheric pub in the centre
of town.
Gardner Arts Centre
Sussex University Campus
Granville
Kings Road
Great Eastern
Trafalgar Street
Ha-Ha Café
Pavillion Buildings
Headroom Hairdresser
22 Victoria Rd
The Traditional Barbershop.
Healy’s
8 Old Steine
Creative legal solutions.
Holiday Inn
Kings Road
Hop Poles Pub
Middle Street
Hotel Du Vin
2–5 Ship Street
Indoor Market
Ship Street
Ju-Ju
24 Gloucester Road
Jubilee Library
North Road
The 21st century, award winning,
eco-friendly Jubilee Library offers
choice, comfort, variety, access and
space with a wide variety of modern
and more traditional services. www.
citylibraries.info/libraries/jubilee.asp
Juice Radio
North Street
Kayes News
Duke Street
Leek & Winkle Pub
39 Ditchling Road
Lion & Lobster Pub
Silwood Street
Media Centre
Middle Street
Serviced office space with a smile
Metropole
Kings Road
More Bar
Trafalgar Street
Friendly relaxed bar restaurant near
the station.
Neal’s Yard Remedies
2a Kensington Gardens
Where else but Neal’s Yard to
nurture your soul and your feet!
News in the Valley
Pool Valley
Preston Foods
Preston Drove
A great local community store.
Prince Albert Pub
Trafalgar ST
Prince George
Trafalgar Street
Prince Regent
Regency SQ
Redeli
Ship Street
Riddle & Finns
Meeting House Lane
Riki Tiks
Bond Street
Riptide Gym
Kings Road Arches
Robin Hood Pub
Western road
Britain’s first charity pub - where
drinking makes a real difference!
Seaside News
Brighton Square
Stanmer House
Stanmer Park
Starbucks
Western Road
The Grand Hotel
Kings Road

The Old Ship Hotel
Kings Road
The Point
71 Trafalgar St
The Pond Pub
49 Gloucester Road
The Tin Drum
Dyke Rd
Thistle Hotel
Kings Road
More than just accommodating!
Tourist Information Centre
Town Square
Trafalgar News
95 Trafalgar Street
Trevor Sorbie
The Lanes
Victoria Road General Stores
Clifton Hill
The best, friendly, courteous and
humble newsagents, confectioners
and Grocers in the seven dials area!
Video Paradiso
1 Powis Grove
Walkabout Bar
West Street
Waterstones
North Street Corner
A bookshop that sells more than just
the Da Vinci Code!
Westbeach Hotel
Bottom of Preston Street
Brighton’s friendliest seafront hotel
BN2
Ascott House
21 New Steine
Blanch Hotel
17 Atlingworth Street
12 en-suite hotel rooms, a 70s
lounge-chic cocktail bar, and a
fabulous in-house restaurant.
Bona Foodie
St James Street
Brighton Pavillion
7 Charlotte Street
Brighton University
Cockcroft Lewes Road
Cherry Tree
St James Street
Cineworld Cinema
Brighton Marina
Concorde 2
Madeira Drive
Brighton’s number one venue for live
music and club nights – they play
here first!
Dragon Pub
St Georges Rd
Fine wines, good ales new extended
menu
EF Language Centre
2 Sussex Square
Goa Spice of Life
4 Richmond Parade
Jalaram Newsagents
53 St Georges Rd
Joogleberry
14–17 Manchester Street
Kemp Town Crypt Community Centre
& Cafe
St Georges Rd
Probably the cheapest tea & coffee
in town!
Madeira Hotel
Marine Parade
Marina Estates Office
Brighton Marina
Brighton’s Hottest Destination
New Steine Hotel
12a New Steine
New Vic Pub
31 Richmond Road
Paskins Hotel
Charlotte Street
Patel Newsagents
71 St Georges Road
Phoenix Community Centre
Grand Parade
Phoenix Gallery
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Grand Parade
Polar East
St Georges Road
Fantastic games pub with pool
bar, footie, live sports, quizzes with
great food and great local vibes.
Something for everyone.
Ranleigh Pub
St James Street
Small & friendly but lively
atmosphere!
Rendevous Casino
Brighton Marina
More than just a casino!
Rock Pub
Rock Street
Quirky, quaint and full of fun with
fabulous food and beer everyone
has a good time
Sidewinder Bar
St Georges Rd
Superdrug
25/27 St James St
The Amsterdam Hotel
Marine Parade
Brighton’s premier gay hotel, sauna
and restaurant! A non attitude,
hassle free environment for all!
The Btn 21 Hotel
21 Charlotte Street
The Constant Service
Islingwood Road
The Geese
Southover Street
The Katerina
Brighton Marina
The Setting Sun Pub
1 Windmill Street
Watch the sun setting over Sussex
in the pub with the view!
The Square Hotel
4 New Steine
The Terrace Bar
Marine Parade
Tin Drum Kemptown
St James Street
BN3
A1 Newsagent
Blatchington Rd
Suburban newsagent with drinks,
ice-creams, sandwiches &
newspaper delivery as well as off
licence!
Bagelman
Church Road
The optimist sees the bagel the
pessimist sees the hole!
British Study Centre
41 Medina Villas
English language training for
international students!
City Books
23 Western Road
The finest Book emporium in the
South!
Co Op
Portland Road
The Addictive supermarket
Connaught Centre
Connaught Road
All the seriousness of learning
with the fun of a jolly good social
occasion
Coolburys News
Montefiore Road
Cornerstone Community centre
Corner of Church Rd & 1st Avenue
Is a lively community centre located
in central hove which hosts 50
community groups a week.
Cottingham Store
Church Road
Local store with treats and more!
Courtlands Hotel
15/27 The Drive
Harry’s English Restaurant
41 Church Road
Family-run English restaurant
Hove Station
Goldstone Villas
Jasmin Greengrocers

133 Dyke Road
Joeies
2 Blatchington Road
King Alfred Leisure Centre
Kingsway
Still open Brighton & Hove City
Council’s largest indoor sports
centre
La Bordeaux
Bottom of Hove Street
Gastro pub, lounge bar & fine dining
restaurant!
Meeting Place Café
Hove Seafront
Mishion Mackay
Church Road
Newstop Newsagent
71 Western Road
Planet Janet
Church Road
Prior’s Estate agents
Western Road
Sanctuary Cafe
51 Brunswick Street East
Spar Shop
Portland Road
Sussex House
75 Church Road
Pop in, pay your rent, deal with your
landlord direct.
Texaco Garage
Kingsway
Texaco Garage
Hangleton Road
The Juggler
Western Road
The Lansdowne Hotel
Lansdowne Place
The Old Market Theatre
Market Street
The City’s most vibrant and intimate
venue for the Arts, Education and
Community
Walk In Wardrobe
Western Road
ZT Fitness
Hove Business Centre, Fonthill Rd
Get back into shape with ZT fitness
minimum train maximum gain.
BN41
Rivervale Mazda
Victoria Road, Portslade
For sales, service, spares and
satisfaction, Zoom-Zoom down to
Rivervale Mazda
BN7
Avantgarde
28 High Street, Lewes
Bills
56 Cliffe High Street, Lewes
Café Nero
161/162 High Street, Lewes
Cancer Research UK
214 High Street, Lewes
Together we will beat Cancer!
Lewes Station Bookshop
Station Road, Lewes
Mays General Stores
49 Cliffe High Street, Lewes
Robsons of Lewes (The epicurean
catering company)
22a High Street, Lewes
Lewes’s finest independent Coffee
house!
The Rainbow
179 High Street, Lewes
Lewes may not be the place to be,
but the Rainbow most certainly is!
The Snowdrop
119 South Street
BN8
American Express
Edward Street

Art will be
displayed
anonymously at a
new exhibition at
Crane Kalman

art’s most democratic
medium. We all take pictures, and all
have photographs adorning the walls of
our homes. We all know something about the
mechanics of taking a picture – and are eager to
use it to capture every moment of our lives.
Today’s society is a highly visual one.
Images surround us in our every day life
– in newspapers, magazines, on advertising
hoardings.
The photographic image has become a vital
language to communicate the world around us
in today’s rapid-paced culture.
Photographic images are no longer visible
just in our photo albums or in the media,
but also now in gallery spaces. This has not
always been the case. At the beginning of the
20th century photography was only seen in
magazines and newspapers in its documentary
rather than artistic form.
However, in more recent years, photography
has become a highly respected and extremely
collectable form of art – taking its place
alongside more traditional artistic mediums.
Most major galleries and museums now
regularly featuring exhibitions of photography,

P

HOTOGRAPHY IS

and photographers are putting their stamp on
the contemporary art world.
Photography is a very different medium
from all the other art forms. It has an ability to
capture a moment in time; the time before and
after the trigger was released is never explained.
This leaves room for intrigue and mystery that
allows artists to capture viewers’ imaginations.
Photography will always remain a very powerful
tool of expression for many artists.
To celebrate photography, and Brighton’s
current position as a centre for photographic
talent, the Crane Kalman Brighton Gallery will
be launching a new exhibition modelled on
the hugely popular Royal College of Art event,
‘Secret’.
Invited photographers who are based, or
make their living locally, along with a number
of well-known Brighton figures, will all
contribute a work to the exhibition themed
‘Things we love’. All work will be displayed
anonymously and at the same price. Only
after the sale of the photograph will the buyer
discover whether they have purchased work by
a very established name or an up-and-coming
young talent.

Resturant - Bar- Nightclub
www.plaza-brighton.co.uk

Christmas Evening Menu

cream of asparagus soup (v)
slices of parma ham and pearls of melon around a crisp leaf salad
smoked salmon garnished with shredded capers with sliced brown bread
a terrine of spinach and cheshire cheese (v)
french bread will be served with your starters
■■■
roasted breast of turkey with a bacon roll, sage and onion stuffing,
roast turkey jus and fresh vegetables
baked supreme of scotch salmon with oats on braised leeks surrounded
by a cider sauce with seasonal vegetables
char-grilled fillet of beef covered with brie and rosemary sauce ,
savoyard potatoes with fresh vegetables
slow cooked lamb shank with aubergine caviar, grilled potatoes and fresh vegetables
vegetarian red onion, aubergine and feta cheese parcels on a sun-blushed tomato salad
■■■
traditional christmas pudding with brandy sauce
exotic fruit salad with lemon grass syrup
caramelised sweet lemon cream with raspberries and casis
selection of cheese and biscuits
Monday & Tuesday - £24 - Wednesday & Thursday - £30.00 - Friday & Saturday - £38
all prices include VAT, 10% cover charge to be added
To make a reservation simply call us on 01273 232222
or email christmas@plaza-brighton.co.uk
to check the availability of your chosen date.

The exhibition will take place in February
2007 and proceeds from the sale of the works
will be donated to local children’s charities.
Insight City News is fully supporting the
exhibition and acting as media partner and
sponsor. Creative Director John Jolly said,
“Everyone on our publication is a keen supporter
of photography as an art form and we all love the
concept of this show.”
“Photography is really coming of age in
the UK. More and more people are visiting
photography exhibitions and collecting
photography than ever before. Brighton has
a burgeoning photography scene with a lot of
photographers making their home here, a great
course at Brighton University and now the
Brighton Photo Biennial too. I think events like
this show can only help people take interest and
engage with photography.” Polly Borland
Polly Borland’s exhibition Carousel runs from
3 October to 5 November at Crane Kalman
Brighton, 38 Kensington Gardens, Brighton
BN1. For further information, contact 01273
697096 or visit www.cranekalmanbrighton.
com
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Events & Spoken Word
7 Saturday

A LAPSE OF MEMORY: After sunset
screenings of a newly commissioned
film by Fiona Tan in which a solitary and
lonely man is held captive in the Royal
Pavilion unable to discern past from
present and reality from fiction. Royal
Pavilion Gardens, Royal Pavilion, Brighton.
Daily until 29 Oct, time tbc. free. 01273
290900.
MIND BODY SOUL EXHIBITION: A vast
array of therapies and products, from
aromatherapy, reiki and reflexology to
meditation and yoga. Plus demonstrations
and workshops. Brighton Racecourse,
Freshfield Rd, Brighton 10:00 £4.50/£3.50
or £7.50/£5.50 (2 day pass) 02087
227423.
TALK: ALFREDO JAAR: 2006 Biennial artist
Alfredo Jaar in conversation with Gilane
Tawadros, Curator of Brighton Photo
Biennial 2006. Tickets 01273 685861.
Brighton Unitarian Church, New Rd,
Brighton 10:00 £5/£3.
A RARE STORYTIME TREAT: Storyteller Peta
Taylor brings to life best-loved classics
such as Edward Lear’s original 1899 Book
Of Nonsense. Followed by a tour of the
library’s rare book collection. Jubilee
Library, Jubilee Sq, Brighton. 10:30 free.
01273 294071.
JILL EDWARDS’ STAND UP COMEDY
WORKSHOPS: Run by one of the UK’s
leading stand-up comedy coaches, this
course offers the opportunity to explore,
play, experiment and find your “inner
comic”. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 13:00 £144/£134. 01273
647100.
TALK: GILANE TAWADROS & DAVID A
BAILEY: Gilane Tawadros, Curator of
Brighton Photo Biennial 2006 and David A
Bailey, co-curator of the exhibition Voodoo
Macbeth explore some of the themes
and ideas raised by the exhibition. De La
Warr Pavilion, Marina, Bexhill. 13:45 free.
01424 229111.

Listings
and psycho music to stir your very soul.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
20:30 £6. 01273 709709.

Dome, Church St, Brighton. 15:30
£13/£11. 01273 709709.

9 Monday

22 Sunday

MIGRANT ENGLISH PROJECT: English
lessons and drop-in conversation for
asylum seekers and refugees. Information,
support and advice given. Children
welcome. Cowley Club, London Rd,
Brighton. 13:00 free.

STRANDED IN CANTON: A rare screening of
William Eggleston’s classic experimental
documentary directed by the American
photographer in 1974. Duke of York’s
Cinema, Preston Circus, Brighton. 12:00
£3-£6. 01273 602503.

MAGICAL KEYS FOR THE LIBERATING PATH:
The story of Inca wisdom. Cornerstone
Community Centre, Church Rd, Hove.
19:00 free. 01273 386700.

23 Monday

11 Wednesday
JOHN MORTIMER: Join the prolific author,
dramatist and raconteur as he unveils his
latest Rumpole novel; Rumpole and the
Reign of Terror. Jubilee Library, Jubilee
Sq, Brighton. 19:00 £10. 01273 294071.
12 Thursday
VAL BROWN: Val Brown launches her new
book, Women’s Hospitals in Brighton &
Hove, published by Hastings Press. The
Old Market, Upper Market St, Hove 18:30
free. 01273 736222.

DRAWING CONVERSATIONS: Angela Rogers
invites visitors to engage in a dialogue
with her, using brush, ink and paper, or
with a digital pen and WACOM tablet. In
association with current exhibition, The
Drawing Room. Phoenix Arts, Waterloo Pl,
Brighton. 11:00 free. 01273 603700.
WRITING WORKSHOP AGES 13-16: Mal Peet,
winner of this year’s Carnegie Medal,
hosts this workshop as part of the Asham
Trust’s scheme for young writers. Jubilee
Library, Jubilee Sq, Brighton. 11:00 free.
01273 294071.
AN AUDIENCE WITH NED SHERRIN: The
satirist, radio presenter and theatre
director looks back on his life and career
with inimitable wit and a good deal of
wisdom. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 15:30 £13/£11. 01273 709709.
15 Sunday
CRYSTAL CABINET HARVEST FESTIVAL 2006:
The second annual all-dayer in a candlelit venue decorated in full harvest garb
with fresh local produce. All guests are
requested to bring a tin of food for the
Brighton Housing Trust. With bands from
Brighton and further a field and guest
DJ sets. The Hope, 10-12 Queens Rd,
Brighton. 14:30. 01273 325793.

17 Tuesday

MIND BODY SOUL EXHIBITION: A vast
array of therapies and products, from
aromatherapy, reiki and reflexology to
meditation and yoga. Plus demonstrations
and workshops. Brighton Racecourse,
Freshfield Rd, Brighton 10:00 £4.50/£3.50
or £7.50/£5.50 (2 day pass) 02087
227423.
THE BABY WARHOL EXPERIENCE:
Voodoo Vaudeville presents a specially
commissioned cabaret brimming with
bizarre characters, junk films, crazy horse
dancers, Siamese twins, special guests

AL-SADDIQ AL-RADDI: The acclaimed
Sudanese poet performs in Arabic,
translated by acclaimed UK poet Sarah
Maguire. Part of Black History Month.
Jubilee Library, Jubilee Sq, Brighton.
19:00 £3.50. 01273 294071.
19 Thursday
TALK: GILANE TAWADROS ON ALFREDO
JAAR: Curator of Brighton Photo Biennial
2006, Gilane Tawadros, discusses the
work of Biennial participant Alfredo Jaar.
Fabrica, 40 Duke St, Brighton 18:00 free.
01273 778646.
PHRASED & CONFUSED: What means more
to you, the music or the words? Well here
you can have both. Poetry and music
collide, sit side by side, whisper sweet
nothings and size each other up in this
special one-off show. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £7/£5. 01273
647100.
20 Friday
ART MEETS SCIENCE: Join Rachel Cohen to
take part in experiments and games using
language and memory. In association
with the current exhibition, The Drawing
Room. Phoenix Arts, Waterloo Pl,
Brighton. 14:00 free. 01273 603700.
21 Saturday
THE ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC OPEN DAY:
Tasters, classes in yoga and tai chi and
free chats to therapists. Therapy taster
sessions include deep tissue massage, hot
stone massages, indian head massage,
reflexology, aromatherapy, ante-natal
massage and shiatsu & seiki. The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 10:00-1700. therapies £10/classes
£3/talks free. 01273 722422.
AN AUDIENCE WITH CLIVE JAMES: A rare
chance to see the Australian humorist,
writer and TV critic best known for his
TV appearances and caustic wit. Brighton
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graveside with writer and historian Rose
Collis, whose work in progress, The
Brighton Book of the Dead, lifts the lid
on memorable memorials, myths and
mortals. Jubilee Library, Jubilee Sq,
Brighton. 19:00 £3.50. 01273 294071.

energy multimedia performance fusing
Argentinean tango with dance–theatre,
poetry, new digital technologies and
live music. The Gardner Arts Centre,
University Of Sussex Campus, Lewes Rd,
Falmer. 20:00 £12.50/£10. 01273 685861.

1 Wednesday

18 Wednesday

REGENCY SOCIETY LECTURE: On Thomas
Hope, the Regency Collector at the V&A
Museum. The Old Market, Upper Market
St, Hove 19:00 £5/free to members.
01273 736222.

AMY’S VIEW: See above. Mats Thu & Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:45 £15-£25. 01273 328488.

3 Friday

AMY’S VIEW: See above. Mats today & Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:45 £15-£25. 01273 328488.

PYROPHONIC!: Live performances by
musicians and visual artists ranging
from primitive fire making to improvised
electronica and visuals. The Old Market,
Upper Market St, Hove 20:00 £7. 01273
736222.

Theatre & Dance

25 Wednesday

HEROES: Oscar-winning writer Tom
Stoppard has adapted Gerald Sibleyras’
hilarious comedy about three First World
War veterans who pass their days in a
military hospital. Starring Art Malik and
Christopher Timothy. Mats 14.30 on Thu
& Sat. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:40 £15-£25 01273 328488.

AMY’S VIEW: See above. Mat Sat 14.30.
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton. 19:45
£15-£25. 01273 328488.

93.2FM: A sharp new comedy from
up-and-coming writer Levi David. The
Gardner Arts Centre, University Of
Sussex Campus, Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00
£12.50/£10. 01273 685861.
11 Wednesday
HEROES: See above. Mats Thu & Sat at
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:40 £15-£25 01273 328488.
93.2FM: See above. The Gardner Arts
Centre, University Of Sussex Campus,
Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00 £12.50/£10.
01273 685861.

MEERKAT MAIL: Brighton’s own Emily
Gravett invites you to discover how she
puts the pictorial pizzazz to her latest
creation. Suitable for ages 4-8 years.
Jubilee Library, Jubilee Sq, Brighton.
10:30 £3. 01273 294071.
30 Monday
CARTOON COUNTY: Relaxed monthly
meeting held by the association of
cartoonists and comic artists for anyone
who uses the cartoon art form in their
work, or has an interest in that area of
illustration. The Sussex Arts Club, Ship
St, Brighton. 18:30 free. 01273 778020.
31 Tuesday
JOHNSON BEHARRY: City Books presents
the only living person since the 1960s
to be awarded the Victoria Cross for two
acts of extreme bravery. Here he talks
about his book ‘Barefoot Soldier’. The Old
Market, Upper Market St, Hove 18:30 £6.
01273 736222.
HALLOWEEN EVENT: Peep into Brighton’s

STEPTOE AND SON: Jake Nightingale and
Harry Dickman star in the West End stage
version of this television classic. Mats
Thu & Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:45 £15-£24. 01273 328488.
24 Tuesday
DREAMING: A dynamic and unique musical
production of Shakespeare’s classic love
story, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The
Old Market, Upper Market St, Hove 19:30
£10/£8. 01273 736222.
STEPTOE AND SON: See above. Mats Thu
& Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:45 £15-£24. 01273 328488.
25 Wednesday

ALL WEAR BOWLERS: Performed to rave
reviews in New York and at Aurora
Nova, this is a hilarious new piece of
physical comedy and vaudevillian theatre.
Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St, Brighton.
20:00 £15/£12. 01273 647100.

HEROES: See above. Mats today & Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:40 £15-£25 01273 328488.

HEROES: See above. Mat Sat 14.30.
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton. 19:40
£15-£25 01273 328488.

AMERICA, SEEN THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS,
DARKLY: A range of internationally
renowned speakers drawn from across
the fields of art history, literary and
cultural studies debate the question of
the imaging of America through both
historical and contemporary photographic
practices. Pavilion Theatre, New Rd ,
Brighton. 10:30 £30/£20. 01273 709709.

23 Monday

12 Thursday

EAST SUSSEX DECORATIVE & FINE ARTS
SOCIETY: An illustrated lecture on the
genius of Rembrandt, given by Mrs Shirley
Turner MA Oxon. Hove Town Hall, Norton
Rd, Hove 20:00 £5. 07746 185927.

28 Saturday

AMY’S VIEW: See above. Mat today 14.30.
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton. 19:45
£15-£25. 01273 328488.

DREAMING: See above. The Old Market,
Upper Market St, Hove 19:30 £10/£8.
01273 736222.

TEATRO DELUSIO: See above. Komedia, 4447, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £15/£12.
01273 647100.

PORTFOLIO DAY: Brighton Photo Biennial in
collaboration with Brighton Photo Fringe
provides local photographers with an
opportunity to discuss their work with a
variety of professionals in photographic
publishing and exhibiting. Brighton
Unitarian Church, New Rd, Brighton
10:00 free.

21 Saturday

TEATRO DELUSIO: Familie Flöz creates
theatre that blends acting, dancing,
acrobatics, masks, slapstick and music
into a new art form with a unique quality
all its own. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:00 £15/£12. 01273 647100.

THE FIREMASTER’S MISTRESS: A reading
from Christie Dickason’s gripping new
retelling of the Guy Fawkes story, partly
set in Brighton. Jubilee Library, Jubilee
Sq, Brighton. 19:00 £3.50. 01273 294071.

27 Friday

5 2 10: An evolutionary journey through
human emotions with fervent, powerful
live music and dance of heart–stopping
athleticism and beauty. Performed
by a company of seven dancers. The
Gardner Arts Centre, University Of
Sussex Campus, Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00
£12.50/£10. 01273 685861.
20 Friday

HEROES: See above. Mats on Thu & Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:40 £15-£25 01273 328488.
“I’m an adult thumbsucker myself,
but if you asked me a year ago, I
would have fervently denied it,” writes
Elizabeth Gordon on her website. In
that year her attitude has radically
changed, and she’s now exhibiting
photographs of herself and other
adult thumbsuckers. Her aim is to
help lift the stigma behind it through
intimate and revealing portraits of
volunteers, giving hope to others who
feel ashamed about their habit. Her
pictures give a fascinating glimpse
into the lives of ordinary people,
compelling the viewer to think twice
about how they look at others.
Mark Dishman
Adult Thumbsuckers, 6 – 29
October 9am-5pm Monday-Friday.
Hove Town Hall, Norton Road,
01273 292910. Free.

19 Thursday

9 Monday

10 Tuesday

14 Saturday

CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY AND SPIRITUAL
SOCIALISM: Empire in the Andes
video screening and talk. Cornerstone
Community Centre, Church Rd, Hove.
19:00 £5/£4. 01273 386700.

8 Sunday

VIDEOCLUB: A showcase of new artists’
film, video and moving image selected
and curated from the Videoclub open
submission. The Gardner Arts Centre,
University Of Sussex Campus, Lewes
Rd, Falmer. 19:30 free, tickets must be
reserved. 01273 685861.

CREATIVE LIQUID: A unique open-mic night
purely for original music only, where
we actually listen to the acts! Singersongwriters John Pring and Mike Williams
take over MC. duties. All welcome. Cella
@ The Sanctuary, Brunswick St East,
Hove 20:30 free. 01273 770002.

16 Monday

With the ever-rising popularity of
acupuncture, it’s nice to know that
you don’t necessarily have to break
the bank to be able to afford it. One
such place to visit is The Acupuncture
Clinic in Hove, where it’s possible
to have an individualised treatment
for as little as £12. The Clinic is run
by Chris Dance & Soreh Levy, both
committed to making the highest
quality of acupuncture accessible to
all. This is largely made possible
because several people are treated
at the same time in the same space.
Don’t let this put you off (if the needles
haven’t already) as modesty is always
respected and the atmosphere is both
welcoming and relaxing.
Cassian Ledger
Low Cost Acupuncture at The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland
Road, Hove. 01273 722422. See
listings for full details.

AQUARIUS: PROFOUND MEANING MESSAGE
OF OUR TIMES: Talk and live music from
Solas Amaru. Cornerstone Community
Centre, Church Rd, Hove. 19:00 £5/£4.
01273 386700.
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STEPTOE AND SON: See above. Mats Thu
& Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:45 £15-£24. 01273 328488.

13 Friday

STAND: A provocative and uplifting piece
from The Shout, exploring work and
protest, solidarity and frustration. Music
by Orlando Gough, Richard Chew and
members of The Shout. The Gardner Arts
Centre, University Of Sussex Campus,
Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00 £14/£12. 01273
685861.
14 Saturday
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE: Stunning new
children’s production inspired by an
Irish folktale. The Gardner Arts Centre,
University Of Sussex Campus, Lewes Rd,
Falmer. 14:00 £8/£30 family ticket. 01273
685861.
HEROES: See above. Mats today 14.30.
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton. 19:40
£15-£25 01273 328488.
TEATRO DELUSIO: See above. Komedia, 4447, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £15/£12.
01273 647100.
15 Sunday
OPERA BABES: From 19th century Parisian
decadence to the fiery passion of the
Arabian Nights, the show brings together
thrilling music and dazzling vocal
prowess. With a full supporting company
of dancers. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:30 £16-£20. 01273 328488.
16 Monday
AMY’S VIEW: Felicity Kendal stars in this
enthralling and witty drama by David
Hare, about the power of love and loss.
Mats Thu & Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal,
New Rd, Brighton. 19:45 £15-£25. 01273
328488.
17 Tuesday
AMY’S VIEW: See above. Mats on Thu
& Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:45 £15-£25. 01273 328488.
ROMANCE D’CARNAVAL: Tiempo de
Tango presents this dramatic, high–
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26 Thursday
DREAMING: See above. The Old Market,
Upper Market St, Hove 19:30 £10/£8.
01273 736222.
STEPTOE AND SON: See above. Mats on
today & Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New
Rd, Brighton. 19:45 £15-£24. 01273
328488.
ALL WEAR BOWLERS: See above. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00
£15/£12. 01273 647100.
27 Friday

REGINALD D HUNTER - PRIDE & PREJUDICE
& NIGGAS: Brilliantly unpredictable
comedy. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 21:15 £12/£11. 01273 709709.

Russell Brand, Jimmy
Carr and Paul Merton are
just some of big names
appearing at this year’s
comedy festival

STEPTOE AND SON: See above. Mat Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:45 £15-£24. 01273 328488.

The premise of having film characters
burst through the silver screen into
real life made for a great action
movie in the shape of Arnold
Schwarzenegger vehicle Last Action
Hero, and now mayhem-makers
Rainpan 43 are taking the concept
one step further. Emerging from a
silent picture to find themselves in
front of a live audience, two Laurel
and Hardy-like characters entertain
both themselves and the audience in
their quest to return to Tinseltown.
Ventriloquism and bowler hats with
a nod to Beckett, Magritte and, at a
push, Arnie – what’s not to like?
Mark Dishman
All Wear Bowlers, 25 – 28 October,
8pm (mat 2pm Sat). Komedia,
Gardner Street, Brighton. 01273
647100. £15/£12.

11 Wednesday

DIVINE COMEDY

The Brighton Dome’s Paramount Brighton Comedy Festival
is here, feather poised, for its ﬁfth year of funny bone
tickling. Despite its relative youth, a wide-ranging and high
proﬁle group of comics have gathered. Performances from
ranting stand-ups and slick double acts will be taking place
from 4-21 October, with a few comedy curveballs thrown
in.
Tight-trousered troubadour Russell Brand is seemingly
everywhere at the moment, and is adding Brighton to his
list of conquests with a performance at the Concert Hall on
18 October. Freed from Big Brother’s Big Mouth, he might
surprise a few people with his random, often abrasive, and
extremely intelligent wit. His show is entitled ‘Shame’, so
expect some startling confessions.
Other big names include the permanently archeyebrowed Jimmy Carr, foppish Popworld type Simon
Amstell, Late Luncher Sue Perkins, and Peep Show stars,
David Mitchell and Robert Webb. Their nerdy TV personas
mask true genius, and The Two Faces of Mitchell & Webb
will be worth catching just to see their bizarre snooker
commentary up close.
Music makes up a big part of this year’s festival, one of
the highlights being Rebecca Carrington, who performs
alongside Joe, her eighteenth-century cello (and lover,
apparently). Together, Rebecca and Joe perform a range of
musical spoofs, from bagpipes to Britney. The ukulele, an
instrument enshrined in comic history ever since George
Formby ﬁrst leaned on a lamppost, is currently undergoing
a resurgence at the hands of The Ukulele Orchestra of Great
Britain. Having appeared on Jools Holland’s Hootenanny at
the start of the year, their comic credentials are solid.
The best festivals always have something a little
diﬀerent, and here we have Paul Merton’s Silent Clowns, in
which the Just A Minute star presents a heartfelt tribute to
the funniest silent movie stars of the 1920s. Buster Keaton
and Charlie Chaplin feature, as does Laurel & Hardy’s
masterpiece Big Business.
Jenny Eclair and Judith Holder’s Grumpy Old Women
will be hitting the stage with an as-yet-unnamed cast, and

NOTHING LEFT TO LOSE: Company
Collisions presents this powerfully
performed seven-strong physical theatre
ensemble, that bristles with startling
visuals, bold choreography and original
music from award-winning composer
Jules Deering. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 20:00 £9/£6. 01273 709709.
ALL WEAR BOWLERS: See above. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00
£15/£12. 01273 647100.

12 Thursday
MARK THOMAS - AS USED ON THE FAMOUS
NELSON MANDELA: An insight into the
deeply funny, deeply disturbing journey of
Mark’s rampage through the arms trade.
Also on the 15th at 1800. Brighton Dome,
Church St, Brighton. 19:00 £14/£10.
01273 709709.
WILL SMITH - HOW TO BE COOL: 2005
Chortle Best Headliner Award-Winner
ponders on the definition of cool. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 19:00
£12/£11. 01273 709709.
PHIL NICHOL - THE NAKED RACIST: A one
man show from the award-winning
Glasgow-born Canadian stand-up.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
21:00 £13/£11. 01273 709709.
SIMON AMSTELL: Following his run at the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival, the witty TV
presenter turned comic does his stuff.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
21:15 £12/£11. 01273 709709.
13 Friday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: Zap and Off The
Kerb presents the cream of the crop of
new and established acts. Hot food and
refreshments available. Zap Club, Old
Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton 18:30
£18/£12. 01273 709709.

the less grumpy, but just as entertaining Funny Women
on Tour will also be making an appearance, hosted by the
fabulous Zoë Lyons. Mark Thomas recently set himself up
as an arms dealer and should have a few choice words,
while Jeremy Hardy is another master satirist.
For those who prefer their laughs gentler, Radio 4’s
Loose Ends presenter Ned Sherrin will be looking back over
his life and career in his own inimitable way and there’s
a chance to see Goodies Tim Brooke-Taylor and Graeme
Garden on stage. Bird buﬀ and colleague Bill Oddie will be
present via video footage.
And if none of these names tempt you, there’s a bulging
sack of relatively unknown talent waiting to be discovered.
Reginald D Hunter, Sarah Kendall and Mark Watson are
some of many wits worth watching. October is a miserable
month, divorced from both the excitement of Christmas
and the vitamin D-providing sun. These comedians are the
perfect tonic – go on, cheer yourself up a bit.
Details: www.brightoncomedyfestival.com
Words: Mark Dishman

01273 685861.
2 Thursday
SLAVA’S SNOWSHOW: See above. Mats
today & Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New
Rd, Brighton. 19:45 £16-£27. 01273
328488.
HOW TO LIVE: See above. The Gardner Arts
Centre, University Of Sussex Campus,
Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00 £12.50/£10.
01273 685861.
3 Friday

STEPTOE AND SON: See above. Mat today
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:45 £15-£24. 01273 328488.

OUR DAY OUT: Curtain call productions
presents this bitter sweet comedy about a
group of inner-city London school children
having a day out in Brighton. Mats Sat
& Sun at 14.30. Brighton Dome, Church
St, Brighton. 19:30 £8.50/£5.50. 01273
709709.

ALL WEAR BOWLERS: See above. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00
£15/£12. 01273 647100.

SLAVA’S SNOWSHOW: See above. Mat Sat
14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton.
19:45 £16-£27. 01273 328488.

28 Saturday

31 Tuesday
SLAVA’S SNOWSHOW: Melding hilarity
and poignancy with stunning spectacle
and breathtaking, fantastical images, the
show is an unmistakably unique comedy
masterpiece using water, cobwebs, dry
ice and bubbles. Mats Thu & Sat 14.30.
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton. 19:45
£16-£27. 01273 328488.
1 Wednesday
SLAVA’S SNOWSHOW: See above. Mats
Thu & Sat 14.30. Theatre Royal, New Rd,
Brighton. 19:45 £16-£27. 01273 328488.
HOW TO LIVE: Bobby Baker’s surreal
answers to one of life’s biggest questions.
Features a session with one of Baker’s
many patients, a frozen pea with a
personality disorder. The Gardner Arts
Centre, University Of Sussex Campus,
Lewes Rd, Falmer. 20:00 £12.50/£10.
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COMEDY
7 Saturday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: Zap and Off The
Kerb presents the cream of the crop of
new and established acts. Hot food and
refreshments available. Zap Club, Old
Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton 18:30
£18/£12. 01273 709709.
FUNNY WOMEN: A brilliant mix of female
comedy talent hosted by the fabulous
Zoë Lyons. Supporting ovarian cancer in
memory of the late Linda Smith. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 19:45
£12/£11. 01273 709709.
MARK WATSON: Latest show from the
comedian, novelist and two time Perrier
nominee who is currently making waves
in the comedy cosmos. Brighton Dome,

STRICTLY NEUROTIC: Storming back with
their well known brand of high energy
camp comedy, this brand new show
captures the best of Four Poofs & A
Piano’s musical diversity. Brighton Dome,
Church St, Brighton. 21:00 £13/£11.
01273 709709.
14 Saturday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: See above. Zap
Club, Old Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton
18:30 £18/£12. 01273 709709.
ROSS NOBLE - FIZZY LOGIC: Noble returns
home to the UK to unleash his all-new
characteristically freeform stand-up show
for 2006. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 19:15 £18/£16. 01273 709709.
15 Sunday
COUNT ARTHUR STRONG’S RADIO SHOW:
The showbiz legend and doyen on light
entertainment returns to Komedia with
his repertory company to record his hit
BBC Radio 4 series. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £3. 01273
647100.

THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: See above. Zap
Club, Old Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton
18:30 £18/£12. 01273 709709.
THE MAYDAY PLAYERS PRESENT THE
IMPROVISED COMEDY SHOW: Watch the
Mayday pull improv comedy genius out
of the hat every time using only audience
suggestions, their wits and singing voices.
Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes St,
Brighton. 20:00 £6. 01273 570028.
JIMMY CARR - GAG REFLEX: Returning
to what he does best with a new stand
up show. Also at 21.45. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 19:00
£17.50/£16.50. 01273 709709.
22 Sunday
MARK ALLEN’S QUITE GOOD BRITAIN: Fresh
from a run at the Edinburgh festival,
Mark’s debut solo stand up show looks at
whether the lack of a national birthday
party is another symptom of the current
British identity crisis. Marlborough
Theatre, 4, Princes St, Brighton. 16:00 &
20:00 £6/£5. 01273 570028.
23 Monday
MARK ALLEN’S QUITE GOOD BRITAIN: See
above. Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes
St, Brighton. 16:00 & 20:00 £6/£5. 01273
570028.
STEPHEN GRANT - UP FRONT: The Brighton
stand-up comedian and BBC radio
presenter comes of age with his best one
man show to date. Marlborough Theatre,
4, Princes St, Brighton. 21:30 £6/£5.
01273 570028.
25 Wednesday
IMPROVISATION SHOWCASE: Participants
of the Comedy Fringe improvisation
classes get the opportunity to put their
practice into performance. No props, no
script, no safety net. It could be painful...
Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes St,
Brighton. 20:00 £5. 01273 570028.
DANIEL KITSON: One of the UK’s top
stand ups who needs no introduction.
Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes St,
Brighton. 21:30 £6/£5. 01273 570028.
26 Thursday
THE CLAPPED OUT COMEDY CLUB: The best
in live stand-up. Line up to be confirmed.
The Sussex Arts Club, Ship St, Brighton.
19:30 £7/£5. 01273 778020.
YOUNG PUNS - BETTER THAN THE NAME
SUGGESTS: Three excellent but not quite
famous yet comedians, Jimmy McGhie
and Friends, Arnab Chanda and Joe
Wilkinson. Also at 22.00. Marlborough
Theatre, 4, Princes St, Brighton. 20:00
£6/£5. 01273 570028.

17 Tuesday
LUCY PORTER - THE GOOD LIFE: Sharp and
charmingly twisted comedy from the
observent comedienne. Brighton Dome,
Church St, Brighton. 19:00 £12/£11.
01273 709709.
18 Wednesday

Church St, Brighton. 21:15 £12/£11.
01273 709709.

JEREMY HARDY: Detailed and gently selfdepreciating humour from the veteran
comic. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 18:45 £15/£13. 01273 709709.
19 Thursday

TIM MINCHIN: (Corn Exchange) The
winner of the 2005 Edinburgh Festival
Perrier Newcomer Award covers
everything from childhood obesity and
spiders to evolution and Sigmund Freud...
amongst other stuff. Brighton Dome,
Church St, Brighton. 21:30 £13/£11.
01273 709709.

THE TWO FACES OF MITCHELL & WEBB:
The stars of Peep Show conjure a world
inhabited by gritty urban anti-heroes,
pantomime space villains and alcoholic
snooker commentators. Brighton Dome,
Church St, Brighton. 20:00 £19.50. 01273
709709.

8 Sunday

BRENDAN BURNS - SOBER NOT CLEAN:
Once again, a compelling and brutally
honest insight into the comedian’s life.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
21:00 £12/£11. 01273 709709.

JOHN HEGLEY - UNCUT CONFETTI: The
singer, poet and stand-up delivers a
mixture of reflective, detective and sweet
and sour rhyming delight. Suitable for
over 7 year olds. Brighton Dome, Church
St, Brighton. 18:00 £13.50/£11.50. 01273
709709.
INTRODUCING AN INTRODUCTION TO ALUN
COCHRANE’S IMAGINATION: Alun Cochrane
returns to Brighton after a period of top
secret preparation. Apparently. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 18:30
£12/£11. 01273 709709.
JERRY SADOWITZ - EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
OFFENDER: Scotland’s maverick comedy
guru returns with his most offensive
show to date. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 20:30 £13/£11. 01273 709709.
9 Monday
MARCUS BRIGSTOCKE: Star of BBC’s The
Late Edition and The Now Show performs
his subtle and intelligent brand of comedy.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
21:00 £12/£10. 01273 709709.
10 Tuesday
REBECCA CARRINGTON - MANY WAYS
TO PLAY YOUR LOVER: The world’s only
cellist-singer-impressionist takes us on
a musical, magical, often manic comedy
adventure. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 19:30 £12/£11. 01273 709709.

20 Friday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: Zap and Off The
Kerb presents the cream of the crop of
new and established acts. Hot food and
refreshments available. Zap Club, Old
Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton 18:30
£18/£12. 01273 709709.
JO CAULFIELD: Award-winning stand-up
famous for her legendary one-woman
shows and scriptwriting for Graham
Norton. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 19:00 £12/£11. 01273 709709.
RABBIT IN THE HEADLIGHTS: A monthly
stand-up comedy night for new comics
and new material. Hosted by the very
wonderful Katy Schute. Marlborough
Theatre, 4, Princes St, Brighton. 20:00 £5.
01273 570028.
21 Saturday
MARK ALLEN’S QUITE GOOD BRITAIN: Fresh
from a successful run at the Edinburgh
festival, Mark brings his debut solo stand
up show to the Brighton Comedy Fringe
and looks at whether the lack of a national
birthday party is another symptom of the
current British identity crisis. 20.00 Sun
& Mon. Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes
St, Brighton. 16:00 £6/£5. 01273 570028.

Hollywood. Home to film and glamour.
The budget of just one production
could feed a country for a year. But
what of other films? Yes, there are
others outside of La La Land, and
(whisper it) some of them might
actually be a little bit good. What’s
that you say? How can you find such
films? Well just pop along to videoclub,
a monthly celebration of raw artistic
talent showcasing works in film,
video and moving image. Thoughtprovoking and engaging, they may
not have Hollywood budgets, but who
needs money where art’s concerned?
Sit back, relax and let the magic roll!
Josh Winning
videoclub, 23 October; 7.30pm.
Gardner Arts Centre, University of
Sussex campus, Falmer, Brighton.
01273 685861. Free, but book.
27 Friday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: Zap and Off The
Kerb presents the cream of the crop of
new and established acts. Hot food and
refreshments available. Zap Club, Old
Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton 18:30
£18/£12. 01273 709709.
28 Saturday
THE ZAP COMEDY CLUB: See above. Zap
Club, Old Ship, Beach Arches, Brighton
18:30 £18/£12. 01273 709709.
JUST, YOU, ME AND THE MOUNTAIN GOAT:
Fresh from a successful debut run in
Edinburgh, Clint Westwood has come to
tell the tale of his intriguing yet imaginary
past. Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes St,
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Brighton. 20:00 £6/£5. 01273 570028.

11 Wednesday

17 Tuesday

Brighton. 19:30 £3. 01273 325793.

BRIGHTON COMEDY FRINGE SATURDAY:
Brighton favourite Zoe Lyons MCs a
late and lovely evening of comedy with
a handful of guests and a sprinkling of
Nicky Mitchell. Book Early! Marlborough
Theatre, 4, Princes St, Brighton. 22:00
£6/£5. 01273 570028.

PAOLO NUTINI: The singer-songwriter who
is hotly-tipped as Scotland’s great new
talent. Concorde2, Madeira Dr, Brighton.
19:30 £9. 01273 673311.

BASTARD SONS OF JOHNNY CASH: Playing
the finest, fiercest and freshest country
songs, all with the blessing of the Man in
Black himself. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner
St, Brighton. £12/£10. 01273 647100.

LEVEL 42: The Eighties Brit funksters do
their stuff. The Brighton Centre, Kings Rd,
Brighton. 20:00 £22.50. 0870 1602847.

29 Sunday
DO THE RIGHT THING: Fast rising star
Patrick Monahan’s Edinburgh show,
looking at the moral dilemmas we face in
everyday life. Also at 1600. Marlborough
Theatre, 4, Princes St, Brighton. 20:00
£6/£5. 01273 570028.
THE BRIGHTON COMEDY FRINGE FINALE
CABARET: Don’t Feed The Poets presents
a late night show featuring three superb
female comedians, surrealist patter and
oddball poetry champion, Liz Bentley,
Brighton’s very own Jo Neary and Josie
Long. Marlborough Theatre, 4, Princes St,
Brighton. 22:00 £6/£5. 01273 570028.

HUGH CORNWELL: The legendary frontman
of the Stranglers is one of the UK’s finest
song-writing talents and accomplished
live performers. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner
St, Brighton. 20:00 £13. 01273 647100.
WEDNESDAY SESSION: With Stenograph,
Mista Kite and Kinda Simple. Pavilion
Tavern, Brighton. 20:00 free. 01273
827641.
CELLAJAZZ: Mellow Standards with The
Rob Heasman Quartet, drawing from
the 1950s Miles Davis era. Cella @ The
Sanctuary, Brunswick St East, Hove 20:30
£5/£4. 01273 770002.

7 Saturday
DIASPORA: As part of the ever inventive
Brighton Early Music Festival, acclaimed
medieval/world music ensemble Joglaresa
presents an exploration of the passionate
music of the Sephardic and Oriental Jews.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
13:00 £10/£7. 01273 709709.
THE GASLIGHT CLUB: Fine acoustic blues,
country, indie and cross-genre acts,
inspired by the legendary New York
Gaslight club. Expect anything! Cella @
The Sanctuary, Brunswick St East, Hove
20:00 £5. 01273 770002.
THE MOODY BLUES: The return of the
classic rock greats, famed for their hit,
Nights In White Satin. The Brighton
Centre, Kings Rd, Brighton. 20:00 £27.50.
0870 1602847.
8 Sunday
SUNDAY COFFEE CONCERTS: Kick starting
the Master Piano Series, talented pianist
Paul Lewis performs a complete cycle of
the well-loved Beethoven Sonatas. The
Old Market, Upper Market St, Hove 11:00
01273 736222.
FIERCE CREATURES: Join the Brighton
Philharmonic Orchestra for a trip to the
zoo with this concert for people new to
classical music, young or just young at
heart! Conducted by Barry Wordsworth.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
11:30 £8/£5 children. 01273 709709.
BRIGHTON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA:
In this concert of glittering orchestral
textures Ravel and Saint-Saëns provide
music for traditional fairy-tale characters
and a procession of beasts that ranges
from the beautiful to the bizarre. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 14:30 £6£23. 01273 709709.
9 Monday
EPICENTRIC JAZZ: A regurgitation of
the classic late night jazz nights at the
Hanbury, this evening offers top jazz
artists at rock bottom prices. The Hope,
10-12 Queens Rd, Brighton. 19:30 £3/£2.
01273 325793.
SPARKLEHORSE: Sparklehorse gallops into
Brighton for an evening of alternative
country, celestial bodies and chemically
imbalanced rock. The Old Market, Upper
Market St, Hove 19:30 £13.50. 01273
736222.
THE RAPTURE: New York indie-dance
band sometimes referred to as ‘The
Disco Strokes’. Concorde2, Madeira Dr,
Brighton. 20:00 £12. 01273 673311.
10 Tuesday
BALLAD, BOTTLE & BLUES: New to The
Cella, a fascinating night of acoustic
finery from the South’s most eloquent
wandering balladeers, including Mary
Hampton, Mondesir, Freddy Keen and
Lucy Kitt. Cella @ The Sanctuary,
Brunswick St East, Hove 19:30 £4. 01273
770002.
TOM JONES: The enduring Welsh rocker
performs his hits, including the great,
What’s New Pussy Cat? and Delilah. The
Brighton Centre, Kings Rd, Brighton.
20:00 £38.50. 0870 1602847.
MATTY EELES & TOM PHELAN: Jazz music
from Eeles on vocals and Phelan on piano.
The Three And Ten, 3 Steine St, Brighton
20:30 free. 01273 609777.

THE YOUNG KNIVES: Witty, discordant
old-style popular punk-rock. Concorde2,
Madeira Dr, Brighton. 20:00 £8. 01273
673311.

GET CAPE.WEAR CAPE.FLY: Delicate guitar
melodies with intelligent lyrics and
electronic drum beats Concorde2, Madeira
Dr, Brighton. 19:00 £6. 01273 673311.

THE TREASON SHOW: The team trawl
far and wide to find the most up-tothe-minute gags and savage political
comment. MOVE TO COMEDY Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:45
£12.50/£10.50. 01273 647100.

Music

PHILIP JEAYS & FRIENDS: An evening
of words and music from this critically
acclaimed singer-songwriter. Plus special
guests. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:00 £5/£3. 01273 770083.

18 Wednesday

3 Friday

THE MAYDAYS: Improvised comedy
troupe with a similar format to Channel
4’s Whose Line Is It Anyway? Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 21:00 free.
01273 647100.

MARTHA TILSTON & THE WOODS:
Recreating the vibe of campfire music
sessions and woodland festivals, the
audience will be transported into an
imaginary world through music. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £10.
01273 647100.

WEDNESDAY SESSION: With Half Time
Oranges, End of Level Baddie and
Fractured. Pavilion Tavern, Brighton.
20:00 free. 01273 827641.

James Dean Bradfield is no stranger
to carrying a weight of responsibility.
In the early days of his band, Manic
Street Preachers, his musical ability
had to match up to the oftenoutrageous polemics of lyricists Nicky
Wire and Richey Edwards. Following
the disappearance of the latter, he
and the band continued stoically
under great pressure. So striking
out on his own while the Manics
take a break is no problem, and with
the accomplished album The Great
Western under his belt, live shows are
sure to be a treat, especially in this
close-up setting.
Mark Dishman
James Dean Bradfield, 15
October, 7:30pm. Concorde 2,
Brighton, 01273 673311. £12.50.
12 Thursday
IN THE NAME OF PEACE: A fundraising
night for Unicef featuring Kokopelli,
Fitsroy and DJs Grant Tozer and Craig
Price. The Hope, 10-12 Queens Rd,
Brighton. 20:00 £5. 01273 325793.
THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE: With Grelch, Fuji
Heavy and Boy Patient. Pavilion Tavern,
Brighton. 20:00 free. 01273 827641.
13 Friday
BRIGHTON JAZZ CLUB - DICK PEARCE
QUARTET: One of the finest and most
exciting trumpet soloists in jazz. The
Sussex Arts Club, Ship St, Brighton. 20:00
£10/£8. 01273 778020.
RACHEL MYER & THE RUE HORNE TRIO:
Utter bliss with the 1960s inspired Myer,
and the soulful beauty of The Rue Horne
Trio. Cella @ The Sanctuary, Brunswick St
East, Hove 20:00 £6/£5. 01273 770002.
14 Saturday
NME ON TOUR WITH KLAXONS: Also
featuring Shitdisco and Datarock.
Concorde2, Madeira Dr, Brighton. 19:00
£7. 01273 673311.
15 Sunday
PRINCIPAL PLAYERS OF THE HANOVER
BAND: Performing Mozart, Beethoven and
Schubert. The Old Market, Upper Market
St, Hove 11:00 £5-£20. 01273 736222.

K’NAAN: Catch this superb African rapper
before he goes big time. Hailing from the
most dangerous neighbourhood on the
planet, K’naan has recorded with some of
the biggest hip-hop stars known to man
and God. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 21:00 £8/£5. 01273 647100.
19 Thursday
LISA LI-LUND: The little sister of the
Herman Dune boys gives an intimate
performance that is reminiscent of Kate
Bush. Plus support from Oil Rig Catering.
The Hope, 10-12 Queens Rd, Brighton.
19:30 £7.50/£6.50. 01273 325793.
ROOSTER: The boy band who play guitars
return. Concorde2, Madeira Dr, Brighton.
19:30 £10. 01273 673311.
SMOKESTACK: Smokin’ blues. Arthouse,
10 Western Rd, Hove 20:30 free. 01273
770083.

JUAN CARMENO FLAMENCO GROUP: The
acclaimed flamenco guitarist and 2003
Latin Grammy nominee makes a rare visit
to our shores with his group. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 21:00 £15.
01273 647100.
21 Saturday
KROON KAT LOUNGE: As the sun goes down
slip on that gown and Jazz-sharp suit.
With Nicky Mitchell at the wheel we’re
driving through the night to Hepsville!
Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St, Brighton.
21:00 £15/£13. 01273 647100.
22 Sunday
NADINE KHOURI: Lovely music-maker
Khouri is comes down from London to
play for you. Also appearing are postrock twosome Meanwhiles. Cella @ The
Sanctuary, Brunswick St East, Hove 20:00
£5. 01273 770002.
23 Monday

PERE UBU: Described as the world’s only
expressionist rock ‘n’ roll band, this cult
underground outfit is a disorienting
mix of riff rock, found sound, analog
synthesizers. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:00 £12.50. 01273 647100.

TINA DICO: Already a household name in
her native Denmark, catch this beautiful
voice and major new talent on the rise.
With support from Sophie Barker from
Zero 7. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:30 £8. 01273 647100.

ENTER SHIKARI: Long before the recent
explosion of post hardcore screamo
bands these four guys were punching out
passionate tracks of this genre. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 19:30 £6.
01273 647100.

OTIS TAYLOR BAND: Nicknamed the
Malcolm X of the blues, playing intense,
passionate country blues tackling tough
subjects like slavery. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 20:30 £12/£10.
01273 647100.
24 Tuesday
THE AUTOMATIC: Four young men from
a small village in Wales who perform
hits from their energy saturated debut
album ‘Not Accepted Anywhere’. Brighton
Dome, Church St, Brighton. 19:00 £9.50.
01273 709709.
CHILDREN OF VOODOO: Saturn presents
a night of entertainment from five local
bands. The Hope, 10-12 Queens Rd,

LATIN JAZZ NIGHT: As you’d expect... latin
jazz. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:30 free. 01273 770083.

30 Monday

DA DOO RON RON 8TH BIRTHDAY
SHINDIG: DJs Chris ‘Da Doo’ King and
Simon Bridger spin their familiar mix
of sixties girly sounds from the likes of
The Supremes, Dusty Springfield, Nina
Simone, Nancy Sinatra, Petula Clark and
The Ronettes. The Sussex Arts Club, Ship
St, Brighton. 22:00 £5. 01273 778020.

NOTHING PERSONAL: Striking photography
by Walker Evans, William Eggleston, Andy
Warhol and Richard Misrach, provoking
questions about the state of the American
nation and about the USA’s current role
on the world stage. Open Sunday from
1400. Brighton Museum & Art Gallery,
Royal Pavilion Gdns, Brighton. 10:00 free.
01273 292882.

21 Saturday

Friday 6 Oct - Sunday 7 Jan ‘07

NOTHING BUT NIGHT: Nothing but...
Manchester tunes. Arthouse , 10 Western
Rd, Hove 20:30 free. 01273 770083.

VOODOO MACBETH: Film footage and
archive photographs of Orson Welles’
original theatre production of Macbeth,
plus screenings of the director’s films
and a video installation. Also featuring
new commissions by contemporary
international artists including Glenn
Ligon, Phyllis Baldino and Steve
McQueen. De La Warr Pavilion, Marina,
Bexhill on Sea, Brighton 10:00 free.
01424 229111.

THE FRATELLIS: The darlings of the music
press perform their catchy pop-rock hits.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
19:00 £11.50. 01273 709709.
EPICENTRIC JAZZ: A regurgitation of
the classic late night jazz nights at the
Hanbury, this evening offers top jazz
artists at rock bottom prices. The Hope,
10-12 Queens Rd, Brighton. 19:30 £3/£2.
01273 325793.
SCOTT MATTHEWS: A singer-songwriter
of enormous talent, Midlands-based
troubadour Matthews carves the same
kind of emotional shapes as the likes of
Nick Drake and Leonard Cohen. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 19:30 £8.50.
01273 647100.
31 Tuesday
RAZORLIGHT: The man in white and chums
play their popular brand of alternative Brit
pop-rock. The Brighton Centre, Kings Rd,
Brighton. 19:00 £21.00. 0870 1602847.

26 Thursday

BARB JUNGR: Cafe Prague’s own brings
her new show of blues and gospel to
Komedia. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:00 £12/£10. 01273 647100.

THE LONG BLONDES: The next chapter
in Sheffield’s idiosyncratic musical
heritage, the band fuse the suburban
disco fantasies of the Human League and
the seedy glamour of Pulp. Concorde2,
Madeira Dr, Brighton. 20:00 £12. 01273
673311.
LUKE RATTENBURY TRIO: Popular local
latin jazz outfit. Arthouse, 10 Western Rd,
Hove 20:30 free. 01273 770083.
NEARLY DAN: Acclaimed 10-piece tribute
performing note-perfect versions of
the legendary recordings of Steely
Dan including Babylon Sisters, Kid
Charlemagne, and Rikki Don’t Lose That
Number. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:30 £12. 01273 647100.
27 Friday
TOUCH OF CLASS: Special women’s night
with live music followed by soul and R&B
to dance the night away. Men welcome as
guests. Cella @ The Sanctuary, Brunswick
St East, Hove 20:00 £6/£5. 01273
770002.

BILLY COBHAM & ASERE: In a very special
collaboration, arguably the world’s
greatest living drummer combines his
dazzling rhythmic skills with those of
inventive and soulful Cuban seven-piece
Asere. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 20:30 £15. 01273 647100.
1 Wednesday
GRETCHEN PETERS: Possessing a rare
ability to drive a strong point, yet capture
it eloquently in song, Peters is hailed
by many as one of Nashville’s best
contemporary songwriters. Komedia, 4447, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £12.50.
01273 647100.
IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR: Memo Gonzalez
and his band promise another rip-roaring
mixture of dynamite blues, swing, and
rock’n’roll. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 21:00 £9. 01273 647100.
2 Thursday
YAMAS: Greek music and dancing with
live band Plastikes Karekles playing
Rebetiko, Greek Island and Dimotika
dances and songs. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £8. 01273
647100.

Nightlife
7 Saturday
NIHONGOGO: Playing an eclectic mix of
Japanese music, from Pizzicato Five to
Polysics. The Penthouse, 1 Pheonix Pl,
Brighton. 20:00 £2. 01273 603974.
Brighton & Hove hosts many diverse
music festivals over the course of an
exciting cultural year, but the Early
Music Festival can perhaps claim to be
the most eclectic. Celebrating simply,
“music from the past”, Aztec ritual
music, flamenco, jazz, Latin and folk
traditions are all explored. There are
performances from acts including the
choir and orchestra of Ex Cathedra,
and Harvey Brough of 80s band
Harvey and the Wallbangers. There’s
even recently discovered eighteenthcentury music from the Bolivian
jungle. Whichever concert you attend,
you are – perhaps strangely for an
event with this name – very likely to
hear something new.
Mark Dishman
Brighton Early Music Festival, 30
September – 29 October. See www.
bremf.org.uk for details.
28 Saturday
SOOKS: An intricate platter of thoughtful,
progressive instrumentals effortlessly
mixing post-jazz-experimentals with no
nonsense indie rock. Support from Shady
Bard and The Aaron King Band. The
Hope, 10-12 Queens Rd, Brighton. 19:30
£5 adv. 01273 325793.
CLARA SANABRAS & RETROSPECT: The
Catalan Singer and multi-instrumentalists
perform ‘Songs Through the Ages from
Spain & South America’. Part of The Early
Music Festival. The Old Market, Upper
Market St, Hove 20:00 £15/£10. 01273
736222.
29 Sunday
GUILLEMOTS: Radio 1 and 6 Music
favourites perform their epic rhythmic
sections, contrasted by deft and fragile
vocals, often featuring a procession
of clanking biscuit tins and childrens
instruments. Brighton Dome, Church St,
Brighton. 19:00 £12.50. 01273 709709.
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ACOUSTIC CHILL: Three hot new singersongwriters. Pavilion Tavern, Brighton.
20:00 free. 01273 827641.

THE LEGENDARY BEE’S MOUTH OPEN MIC:
The legend continues... Arthouse , 10
Western Rd, Hove 20:30 free. 01273
770083.

PEDRO LUIS FERRER: Tradition and
innovation in turn from the Cuban
musical master and sharp social critic.
Brighton Dome, Church St, Brighton.
20:00 £12.50/£10. 01273 709709.

16 Monday

TERRI WALKER: Winner of two MOBOs,
former backing singer for Paul Weller and
Mercury award nominee. Komedia, 4447, Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £10/£8.
01273 647100.

KEANE: Soaring melodica and catchy
pop from the soft rockers. The Brighton
Centre, Kings Rd, Brighton. 19:00 £21.30
0870 1602847.

MUSIC FOR AFRICA: Pay a small entrance
fee, drink and be merry and all money
raised will go towards instruments and
a music teacher for the Kenyan Primary
School! Organised by the irrepressable
Dani Wilde. Cella @ The Sanctuary,
Brunswick St East, Hove 19:30 £5. 01273
770002.

OXJAM: Oxfam fundraising event
introduces Parkbench. The Hope, 10-12
Queens Rd, Brighton. 19:30. 01273
325793.

MATT KEMP WITH EMILY BAKER & DAVID
ROSS: A trio of fine performers with
touches of indie, folk and blues all in
one evening. Cella @ The Sanctuary,
Brunswick St East, Hove 20:00 £5. 01273
770002.

25 Wednesday

20 Friday

JAMES DEAN BRADFIELD: Smouldering,
guitar-wielding Manics frontman does
his own thing. Concorde2, Madeira Dr,
Brighton. 19:30 £12.50. 01273 673311.

INME: Emo rock trio from Essex.
Concorde2, Madeira Dr, Brighton. 19:30
£10. 01273 673311.

TWISTED FOLK: Presenting Tunng, Jill
Barber and Brightblack Morning Light
mixing pop, folk and electronica to come
up with something twisted, yet gentle,
singalong yet disjointed. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 20:00 £8.50. 01273
647100.

Insight City News

LATIN JAZZ NIGHT: As you’d expect... latin
jazz. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:30 free. 01273 770083.
8 Sunday
NOTHING BUT NIGHT: Nothing but...David
Bowie. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:30 free. 01273 770083.
13 Friday
IT CAME FROM THE SEA: There’s no need
to sleep when bohemia-by-the-sea’s bestloved experimental disco comes to town!
Bringing hip-hop fashion pop electro
sleaze rock action like no other. Komedia,
44-47, Gardner St, Brighton. 23:00 £6/£5.
01273 647100.
14 Saturday
LATIN JAZZ NIGHT: As you’d expect... latin
jazz. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:30 free. 01273 770083.
15 Sunday
METALHEADZ SUNDAY SESSION RESIDENCY
LAUNCH: Goldie’s pioneering drum and
bass record label, is bringing its legendary
Sunday Sessions to Audio. Commix set the
pace, whilst the legendary Doc Scott will
follow with an extended set covering ‘10
years in 2hrs’. Above Audio, 10 Marine
Parade, Brighton. 21:00 £6/£5. 01273
766626.
NOTHING BUT NIGHT: Nothing but...Aphex
Twin. Arthouse , 10 Western Rd, Hove
20:30 free. 01273 770083.
20 Friday
SALSATRONIC: Modern Latin and future
world beats, playing the biggest Latin
flavoured sounds of the moment from
salsa and Rio hip hop to rai and Balkan
dance tunes. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner St,
Brighton. 23:00 £5/£3. 01273 647100.
21 Saturday
L’AMOUR ELECTRONIQUE: Pre-club synth
pop, French pop, and electro pop from DJs
Miss Pain. The Penthouse, 1 Pheonix Pl,
Brighton. 20:00 free. 01273 603974.

27 Friday
IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR: A hungry monthly
dancefloor demands the choicest cuts
and you can rely on DJs Little Rik and
Gentleman George Lovetrain to satisfy
that appetite. Komedia, 44-47, Gardner
St, Brighton. 23:00 £5/£3. 01273 647100.
28 Saturday
SWEDEN MADE ME: A celebration of the
best Swedish music around, with Swedish
cider, lager and snacks to boot. Prince
Albert, 48 Trafalgar St, Brighton. 20:00
£1. 01273 730499.
WHEN I PLUGGED HER IN SHE JUST BLEW
UP: From post punk to electro pop with
DJs Miss Pain and Heidi Heelz. The
Penthouse, 1 Pheonix Pl, Brighton. 20:00
free. 01273 603974.
F**K THE PAIN AWAY: Brighton’s most
favourite homo electro punk disco,
featuring special guest Viktor live. Candy
Bar, 129 St James’s St, Brighton. 22:00
£5. 01273 622424.

29 Sunday
NOTHING BUT NIGHT: Nothing but...the
mighty Smashing Pumpkins. Arthouse,
10 Western Rd, Hove 20:30 free. 01273
770083.
3 Friday
RESISTANCE: Get your eyeliner on for this
delectable concoction of goth, industrial
and alternative. Enigma, 10 Ship St,
Brighton. 23:00 £5/£4. 01273 328439.
RED SEA SOCIAL CLUB: A place to jive,
juice and jabber late in to the night,
with DJs Lornegerie, Stylus and Cruel
Jazz seduce your soul with merciless
foot-stabbing grooves. Komedia, 44-47,
Gardner St, Brighton. 11:00 £5. 01273
647100.

Art Exhibitions
Saturday 9 Sep - Saturday 21 Oct
THE DRAWING ROOM: Celebrating drawing
as a process, visual language and means
of communication and interaction, the
exhibition includes work by artists from
Phoenix and the local area covering a
range of media and approaches. Phoenix
Arts, Waterloo Pl, Brighton. 11:00 free.
01273 603700.
Tuesday 3 Oct - Sunday 5 Nov
CAROUSEL: An exciting new collection
of work by Austrailian photographer
Polly Borland inspired by the people of
her home town of Brighton, to coincide
with the Brighton Photo Biennial and
Photo-Fringe Crane Kalman Brighton , 38
Kensington Gdns, North Laine, Brighton.
10:00 free. 01273 697096.
Wednesday 4 Oct
PATRICK CAULFIELD - SOME POEMS OF
JULES LAFORGUE: A rare opportunity to
view the entire collection of 22 original
silkscreens produced in 1973 by one of
the UK’s most important artists, often
associated with the Pop Art movement.
O Contemporary, Trafalgar St, Brighton.
10:00 free. 01273 698500.
Wednesday 4 Oct -Tuesday 31 Oct
HOW NOW MAO: Australian photographer
Brad Rimmer documents China as it sheds
the remains of Chairman Mao’s influence.
His images contrast the remnants of
communist reign over the underlying
imperialist landscape, with its emerging
modern character. Jennie Ricketts Gallery,
8 Arundel Mews, Arundel Place, Brighton
11:00 free. 01273 232921.
Friday 6 Oct - Sunday 26 Nov
ENGLAND, 1973: A series of photographs
by American photographer Walker Evans
documenting his travels to England.
Subjects include the Royal Pavilion and
the Palace Pier. The Gardner Arts Centre,
University Of Sussex Campus, Lewes Rd,
Falmer. 10:00 free. 01273 685861.
Friday 6 Oct - Sunday 29 Oct
GABRIEL KURI: Taking as his starting
point a black and white image from 1956
of domestic tableware from the Design
Council Archive, Kuri’s work reflects on
the immaculate and unsoiled pictorial
aesthetic characteristic of the Design
Council’s post-war photography. Various
public venues. See www.bpb.org.uk for
details. 10:00 free.

Friday 6 Oct - Sunday 7 Jan ‘07

Friday 6 Oct - Sunday 5 Nov
THE SOUND OF SILENCE: The European
premiere of Alfredo Jaar’s dramatic new
installation focusing on the life of South
African photojournalist Kevin Carter.
Open Sundays from 1400. Fabrica, 40
Duke St, Brighton 11:30 free. 01273
778646.
Friday 6 Oct - Monday 23 Oct
VANISHING POINT: Marcus Haydock, Nigel
Green and Danny Wilson re-contextualise
their work in response to the Grey Area’s
unique gallery space. Expect examinations
of the mundane, ephemeral and the
everyday. Open at 1400 Sundays. Grey
Area, 31 Queens Rd, Brighton 12:00 free.

MBS Weekly Classes
Mondays
YOGA FOR BEGINNERS (SCARAVELLLI): With
Dot Bowen. The Acupuncture Clinic, 143
Portland Rd, Hove. 09:30 £7 drop in.
01273 722422.
HATHA YOGA: Weekly classes with
Maureen. Coral’s Health & Fitness Centre,
Nevill Rd, Hove. 11:15 £tbc. 01273
731262.
KID’S YOGA ARC: With Savita Burke (5-9
year olds). The Acupuncture Clinic,
143 Portland Rd, Hove. 16:00 £20 for 5
classes. 01273 722422.
DYNAMIC ASTANGA YOGA: Drop-in class
at all levels with Daniel Espino. Anahata
Health Clinic, 119-120 Edward St,
Brighton 18:00 £6/£5. 01273 698687.
YOGA FOR PREGNANCY: To keep fit and
achieve a natural birth. Cornerstone
Community Centre, Church Rd, Hove.
18:00 01273 386700.

45

Listings
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland
Rd, Hove. 18:45 £45 6 classes. 01273
722422.

SIVANANDA YOGA: Weekly drop-in class
at all levels with Anna Sundari. Anahata
Health Clinic, 119-120 Edward St,
Brighton 18:15 £6/£5. 01273 698687.

KOMAJA’S LOVE MEDITATION: A way to
happiness and inner harmony through
meditation, mantra singing and
discussion. 01273 711472. 21A Upper
Market St, Hove. 19:30 by donation.
01273 771472.

INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM AND
MEDITATION: Introductory classes for
beginners. For details call 01273 202871.
Diamondway Buddist Group, Hove. 19:30
free. 01273 542945.

WE-BOP HARMONY SINGING: Improve
technique and sing gospel, soul and
jazz in harmony with Rachel Myer.
Cornerstone Community Centre, Church
Rd, Hove. 19:30 £5/£4. 01273 386700.

WE-BOP HARMONY SINGING: Improve
technique and sing gospel, soul and jazz
in harmony with Rachel Myer. Park Hill
Church, Park Hill, Queens Park, Brighton.
19:30 £5/£4. 01273 622182.

TAI CHI & QI GONG: The Acupuncture
Clinic, 143 Portland Rd, Hove. 20:00 £7
drop-in. 01273 722422.

YOGA (SCARAVELLI INSPIRED): With Katie
Sollohub. The Acupuncture Clinic, 143
Portland Rd, Hove. 19:30 £35 5 classes/£8
drop-in. 01273 722422.

Wednesdays

Thursdays

HATHA FUSION YOGA: With Anika Grimm.
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 09:30 £6 drop-in. 01273 722422.
KUNDALINI YOGA: Experience the power of
this wonderful technique, bringing peace,
harmony and joy into your life. With Heidi
and Ishwara. Orchid Health Clinic, 10
The Drive, Hove. 09:30 £7/£6. 01273 710
638.
LUNCHTIME BREATHING MEDITATION:
Unwind on your lunchbreak with this free
session. Boddhisattva Buddhist Centre, 3
Lansdowne Rd, Hove. 12:30 free. 01273
732917.
RESTORATIVE YOGA: With Jo Tytherleigh.
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 12:30 £7 drop-in. 01273 722422.
YOGA WITH JOANNE: Join her for this
weekly class. Coral’s Health & Fitness
Centre, Nevill Rd, Hove. 13:15 £tbc.
01273 731262.
PILATES: With Andrew Staib. The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 18:15 £40 5 classes. 01273
722422.

HATHA FUSION YOGA: With Anika Grimm.
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 09:30 £6 drop-in. 01273 722422.
LOW COST ACUPUNCTURE: With Soreh
Levy and Chris Dance. The Acupuncture
Clinic, 143 Portland Rd, Hove. 13:00 £15
first session/£12 follow up/£6 ear points.
01273 722422.
DYNAMIC ASTANGA YOGA: Drop-in class
at all levels with Daniel Espino. Anahata
Health Clinic, 119-120 Edward St,
Brighton 18:00 £6/£5. 01273 698687.
BUDDHIST MEDITATION CLASSES: With
Buddhist nun Gen Thogme. Boddhisattva
Buddhist Centre, 3 Lansdowne Rd, Hove.
19:30 £7/£4. 01273 732917.
Fridays
HATHA YOGA: With Jo Edwards. The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 09:30 £30 6 classes/£6 drop-in.
01273 722422.
SCARAVELLI YOGA: All level yoga with Dot
Bowen. Anahata Health Clinic, 119-120
Edward St, Brighton 18:00 £7 drop in/£36
for 6. 01273 698687.

ICN talks to Gardner Arts
Director Sue Webster about
this autumn’s dynamic
programme of contemporary
arts.

HATHA YOGA: Weekly class with Maureen.
Coral’s Health & Fitness Centre, Nevill
Rd, Hove. 19:10 £tbc 01273 731262.

Can you brieﬂy explain what your role within the
organisation involves?
I am the Director of The Gardner Arts Centre and
that encompasses the role of Artistic Director and
Chief Executive, so I lead a team of people doing the
programming.

Tuesdays

POSTNATAL & BABY YOGA: Teach your
baby yoga from a young age. Cornerstone
Community Centre, Church Rd, Hove.
15:30 01273 386700 01273 386700.
ANTE-NATAL PILATES: With Kerry
Ashdown. The Acupuncture Clinic, 143
Portland Rd, Hove. 17:30 £45 6 classes.
01273 722422.
YOGA FOR PREGNANCY: To keep fit and
achieve a natural birth. Cornerstone
Community Centre, Church Rd, Hove.
18:00 01273 386700.
SCARAVELLI YOGA: Weekly drop-in yoga
class at all levels, with Suzy Daw. Anahata
Health Clinic, 119-120 Edward St,
Brighton 18:15 £6/£5. 01273 698687.
MODERN PILATES: With Kerry Ashdown.

DYNAMIC ASTANGA YOGA: Drop in class
at all levels with Daniel Espino. Anahata
Health Clinic, 119-120 Edward St,
Brighton 10:30 £8/£7. 01273 698687.
VINYASA FLOW YOGA: Weekly class with
Tara Stevensen. Planet Janet, 86 Church
Rd, Hove. 10:30 £42 6 wks/£8 drop in.
01273 738389.
YOGA: A weekly class with Maureen.
Coral’s Health & Fitness Centre, Nevill
Rd, Hove. 12:00 £tbc. 01273 731262.

MBS Workshops
24 Tuesday
SING-A-LONG-A-SANDWICH: Billy Bragg’s
singing teacher and cabaret performer,
Lorraine Bowen, gets you going in
your lunchtime with a series of singing
workshops. Expect a structured session of
warm-ups, exercises, rounds and songs in
unison and parts Brighton Dome, Church
St, Brighton. 12:15 £25 (5 wks) 01273
709709.
31 Tuesday
SING-A-LONG-A-SANDWICH: Billy Bragg’s
singing teacher and cabaret performer,
Lorraine Bowen, gets you going in
your lunchtime with a series of singing
workshops. Expect a structured session of
warm-ups, exercises, rounds and songs in
unison and parts Brighton Dome, Church
St, Brighton. 12:15 £25 (5 wks) 01273
709709.

and her show is How To Live. This is the only place that
she is playing in the South East, so that is going to be a
very big event. We’ve been working hard with her on
doing something that ﬁts our stage...
Because it’s such an unusual building, I suppose all that
needs to be taken into consideration?
Yes, it does, and we also collaborate with other venues
in Brighton, for example Komedia, and if we are oﬀered
something that we’d really like, but is more suited to
their scale or programming then we’ll speak to them,
and they’ll do the same for us. You get better results if
you do it that way.

It’s not an area that we’re specialised in, but there does
seem to be a need for a live music venue of this size.
There are also a really talented group of young music
promoters based in Brighton, who, again, work closely
with us to ﬁnd the right bands. The building seems to
lend itself well and it’s created a good atmosphere so
far.

WOMEN’S YOGA: With Nikki Ball. The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 18:30 £9 drop-in/£32 for 4 classes.
01273 722422.

LOW COST ACUPUNCTURE: Drop in clinic
with Soreh Levy and Chris Dance. The
Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 09:30 £15 first session/£12 follow
up/£6 ear points. 01273 722422.

VAJRASATI YOGA: With Khadine Morcom.
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 09:30 £6 drop in/£5 conc. 01273
722422.

You seem to be branching out into being a bit of a gig
venue as well, what with Martha Wainwright last season
and Ed Harcourt on the 6 October.

WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING: With Ali
Bangoura. Unitarian Church Hall, New Rd
, Brighton. 18:30 £tbc. 01273 605791.

KUNDALINI YOGA: Experience the power of
this wonderful technique, bringing peace,
harmony and joy into your life. With
Heidi and Ishwara. West Hill Community
Centre, Compton Ave, Brighton. 19:30 £6.
01825 750298.

Saturdays

ARTS THIS AUTUMN

VAJRASATI YOGA: All levels of Vajrasati
which combines clear asana instructions
with an emphasis on engagment and
release. Brighthelm Centre, North Rd,
Brighton. 18:30 £5/£4. 07818456688
07776 225645.

BUDDHIST MEDITATION CLASSES: With
Buddhist nun Gen Thogme. Boddhisattva
Buddhist Centre, 3 Lansdowne Rd, Hove.
19:30 £7/£4. 01273 732917.

VAJRASATI YOGA: With Khadine Morcom.
The Acupuncture Clinic, 143 Portland Rd,
Hove. 18:30 £6 drop-in/£5 conc. 01273
722422.

As usual it’s a jam packed season with something for
everyone. Is diversity a main consideration when
programming?
Yes, absolutely. Brighton is a very unusual place in
terms of the arts, in that there are several venues but
we are all concentrating on diﬀerent art forms. Gardner
Arts is the only specialist contemporary performance
space in the city, but we are still looking to push the
boundaries within that genre as well.
Is there anything in the new season that particularly
excites you?
That is a dreadful question to ask someone who’s
running a venue! Yes, there are several things! Stan
Won’t Dance with their new show Revelations. I don’t
think there will be tickets left for that within the next
couple of weeks. Also another artist who we have spent
a long time nurturing a relationship with is Bobby Baker

And ﬁlm screenings are now a regular thing every
Sunday at 4pm and 7pm?
Yes indeed. In the past we had been screening ﬁlms
as an add on to the live programme and because the
equipment is very expensive, we had second hand
ﬁlm equipment from India, which had been screening
Bollywood ﬁlms for years. When it ﬁnally gave up, we
did some fundraising and now we have top of the range
screening equipment, as well as one of the largest
screens in the region.
Any other exciting plans in the pipeline beyond this
season?
We have lots of exciting plans, particularly on how
we are going to upgrade the building. This is an
amazingly unconventional grade 2 listed building,
designed by Basil Spence in the 1960s, and while it’s an
inspirational building, it does need modernising. We’ve
been working with the Heritage Lottery Fund and the
University of Sussex to ﬁnd out exactly how we can go
about it, so watch this space!
Details: Gardner Arts Centre, University Of Sussex,
Falmer. 01273 685861
See listings for full details of the Autumn season.
Words: Cassian Ledger
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At The Unitarian Church Hall
New Road, Brighton

01273-605791
07791-722093
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PUBLIC NOTICES

West African Drumming
With Ali Bangoura
Every Monday 6.30 – 9pm

Insight City News

LICENSING ACT 2003

LICENSING ACT 2003

(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement
TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I Leonie Claire Limited do hereby give notice that it is our intention to apply
to Brighton & Hove City Council in the county of East Sussex for the grant
to the existing premises licence to use or permit the use of premises known
as Leonie Claire, 46 Upper North Street, Brighton BN1 3FH for the following Licensable Activities which it is proposed will be carried on, on or from
the premises: Between 0900 and 2000 daily to allow the sale of alcohol at
any time the shop is open for consumption on the premises.
Any person who desires to make a representation to the variation, should
send to Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health & Safety and Licensing,
Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square,
Brighton, BN1 1JP no later than 28th of October 2006 a brief written
statement of the grounds of his/her objection. Copies of the register and
applications may be viewed at the above council office during normal office
hours; summaries are available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is
liable on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000 [level 5].
Dated this: 3rd day of October 2006
Signed Leonie Woodland

LICENSING ACT 2003
(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement

(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement

TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We yellowave beach sports do hereby give notice that it is our
intention to apply to Brighton & Hove City Council in the county of East
Sussex for the grant of a premises licence so as remove all the current
embedded restrictions and to allow the use of the premises to be known
as Yellowave beach sports, former peter pans playground, Maderia drive
BN2 1PS for the following Licensable Activities which it is proposed will
be carried on, on or from the premises: Between 1000 to 2215 daily, that
is the sale of Alcohol for consumption on the premises being restricted
to Café Bar
conditions, the provision of background recorded music and
together with some live music and occasional plays and dance with films.
Any person who desires to make a representation to the grant, should
send to Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health & Safety and Licensing,
Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square, Brighton,
BN1 1JP no later than 26th of October 2006 a brief written statement of
the grounds of his/her objection. Copies of the register and
applications may be viewed at the above council office during normal
office hours; summaries are available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is
liable on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000 [level 5].

TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We Drum at the Dials Ltd do hereby give notice that it is our intention to
apply to Brighton and Hove City Council in the County of East Sussex for
the variation of a premises license certificate to use or permit the use of
premises known as :
The Tin Drum Kemp Town, 43 St James Street, Brighton BN2 1RG
for the following licensable activities / proposed variation which it is proposed will be carried on, on or from the premises:
Monday to Saturday inclusive: Playing of amplified live music from 12.00
till 1.00
Sunday: Playing of amplified loud music from 12.00 till 22.00
Any person who desires to make a representation to the variation should
send it to the Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health and Safety and Licensing, Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square, Brighton BN1 1JP no
later than 8th October 2006, with a brief written statement of the grounds of
his / her objection. The register and records of applications may be viewed
at the above council office during normal working hours; summaries are
available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is
liable on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000.
Dated this: 21st day of September 2006
Signed Dave Racke, Tin Drum Ltd

Dated this: 4th of October 2006
Signed

Your Advert will
be seen by over
80,000 people!
Ring
01273 765207

Yellowaves ltd

LICENSING ACT 2003
LICENSING ACT 2003

(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement

(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement

TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We Festival Wines Limited do hereby give notice that it is our
intention to apply to Brighton & Hove City Council in the county of East
Sussex a new premises licence to use or permit the use of premises known
as Festival Wines, 13 Ship Street Gardens, Brighton, BN1 1AJ for the
following Licensable Activities which it is proposed will be carried on, on or
from the premises: Between 1000 daily and 1800 on Monday to Thursday
and 2200 on Friday & Saturday to allow alcohol to be sold at any time the
shop is open for consumption ‘Off’ the premises or ‘On’ the premises as
described in the Operating Schedule, that is primarily for tasting purposes.
Any person who desires to make a representation to the variation, should
send to Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health & Safety and Licensing,
Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square,
Brighton, BN1 1JP no later than 28th of October 2006 a brief written
statement of the grounds of his/her objection. Copies of the register and
applications may be viewed at the above council office during normal office
hours; summaries are available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is
liable on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000 [level 5].
Dated this: 27th day of September 2006

TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We David Roy & Randa Isaac do hereby give notice that it is our intention
to apply to Brighton & Hove City Council in the county of East Sussex
for the Variation to the existing premises licence to use or permit the use
of premises known as Smart Shop, 9 Station Road, Portslade, Brighton,
BN41 1GA for the following Licensable Activities which it is proposed will
be carried on, on or from the premises: Between 0000 and 2400 daily to
allow alcohol to be sold at any time the shop is open for consumption off
the premises
Any person who desires to make a representation to the variation, should
send to Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health & Safety and Licensing,
Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square,
Brighton, BN1 1JP no later than 28th of October 2006 a brief written
statement of the grounds of his/her objection. Copies of the register and
applications may be viewed at the above council office during normal office
hours; summaries are available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is
liable on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000 [level 5].
Dated this: 27th day of September 2006
Signed Doug Simmonds ABII, Authorised Agent

Signed Doug Simmonds ABII, Authorised Agent

LICENSING ACT 2003
(PREMISES LICENCES AND CLUB PREMISES CERTIFICATES)
REGULATIONS 2005
Regulation 25 Advertisement
TO : WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I Nick Jenks do hereby give notice that it is my intention to apply to Brighton
& Hove City Council in the county of East Sussex for the Variation to the
existing premises licence to use or permit the use of premises currently
known as Café Cubano and now to be known as ‘Kitchen Bar’ 36, Preston
Street, Brighton, BNI 2HP for the following Licensable Activities which it is
proposed will be carried on, on or from the premises: Between 1000 daily &
0100 the following morning on Sunday to Wednesday and 0200 on Thursday to Saturday; Allow alcohol to be sold with the premise remaining open
for a further 30 minutes to allow drinking up and for the sale of late night
refreshments all operating under Café Bar conditions at the premises additionally to play recorded background music inside the premises at all times
and some very limited live music between 1900 and 2400 on occasions.
Any person who desires to make a representation to the variation, should
send to Assistant Director, Public Safety, Health & Safety and Licensing,
Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square, Brighton, BN1 1JP no later than
25th of October 2006 a brief written statement of the grounds of his/her
objection. Copies of the register and applications may be viewed at the
above council office during normal office hours; summaries are available via
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/licensing.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is liable
on summary conviction for the offence is currently £5000 [level 5].

Sarah Cheeseman HND MICHT

deep tissue massage | swedish massage | aromatherapy | reflexology
Qualified to advanced practitioner status

Call for £5 off your first treatment
07772 719213 info@puretherapy.net
puretherapy.net
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Coming soon…
The Brighton Film Festival
CINECITY, The Brighton Film Festival, launches its strongest programme ever
CINECITY will be showing the
best in international cinema at
a host of screens around the
city from 16 November to 3
December as part of its fourth
birthday celebrations.
Featuring premieres and
previews, classic re-issues and
treasures from the archive, filmmaker Q&A’s, the latest digital
adventures and artists’ moving
images, international guests,
shorts and documentaries, and
a special strand exploring the
‘cine-city’ of Shanghai, this year’s
festival is overflowing with talent.
Insight City News can bring
you the first details of some of
the planned highlights.
Don’t miss the opening
night film Babel on Thursday
16th November and the launch
of CINECITY itself. Screened
at Duke of York’s the film is
directed by Alejandro González
Inarritu and stars Brad Pitt,
Cate Blanchett and Gael Garcia
Bernal. Inarritu’s third film in a
trilogy after Amores Perros and
21 Grams continue to explore
the consequences of random acts,
and is marked by tremendous
performances throughout.
Architecture aficionados
(and Mr Pitt?) will be keen to
catch Sketches of Frank Gehry,
an acclaimed portrait of the
legendary architect behind
the proposed controversial
King Alfred Leisure Centre redevelopment made by Gehry’s

Sketches of Frank Gehry

friend Sydney Pollack (Out of
Africa).
And from Brighton to London,
or rather London To Brighton
a gritty thriller by director Paul
Andrew Williams that was an
award-winner at the Edinburgh
Film Festival.
London to Brighton commuters
may prefer an alternative route,
so why not take a nostalgic trip
down the Yellow Brick Road and
snap up tickets to the digital
preview of a restored Wizard of
Oz at the Duke of York’s.
And from Dorothy to the even
more surreal, don’t miss Lunacy
by director Jan Svankmajer.
The latest work by the Czech
surrealist is loosely based on
two short stories by Edgar Allan
Poe and the life of the Marquis

de Sade. The film combines
elements of live action and
animation.
Less animated are the
druggies, poseurs and dropouts
featured in Art School
Confidential by director Terry
Zwigoff. This superb film stars
John Malkovich, Anjelica Huston,
Sophia Myles, and Jim Broadbent.
As in previous years the
festival has a strong focus on
music and music documentaries,
this year encompassing
everything from hip-hop to
the Rolling Stones, including a
premiere of a live music and film
event, Tiny Colour Movies, staged
by synthesiser pioneer John Foxx.
Black Gold, an exploration of
the global coffee industry from
Brighton-based directors Marc

and Nick Francis has gone down
a storm on the festival circuit and
will be followed by Q&A with the
directors.
CINECITY expands beyond
the borders of Brighton & Hove
this year with screenings at the
modernist masterpiece De La
Warr Pavilion in Bexhill-on-Sea.
A special Brighton to Bexhill Film
Bus with on board screenings and
live commentary from film-maker
Andrew Kotting will be followed
by a screening of his feature
Gallivant at De La Warr
Crossing borders again this
year’s festival will dedicate a
strand to Shanghai. A progamme
of events, including a UK
premiere of Stanley Kwan’s
Everlasting Regret at Cineworld,
will unfold across the City.
Look out for a series of artists’
installations and moving image
pieces which celebrate this
incredible metropolis.
So some very exciting new

Tiny Colour Movies

features and premieres and some
old favourites also return.
THE BASEMENT SCREENINGS

Supported by Arts Council
England, CINECITY is once again
creating a ‘micro-cinema’ in
The Brighton Fringe Basement,
complete with old plush red
velvet theatre seats bought
from eBay, to screen a diverse
selection of moving images. Join
us for drink and discussion after
the screenings at Fringe Bar
and Restaurant, supporters of
CINECITY.
The Brighton Documentary
Film Festival (SEE) returns for
its second year, kicking off with
Ghosts, documentarist and SEE
Festival Patron Nick Broomfield’s
second fiction feature. Visit www.
seefestival.org for the lowdown.
And finally, FRIGHTFEST, the
very popular horror and fantasy
film festival, returns to the Duke
of York’s for an evening’s minifestival. Be afraid…
CINECITY is produced in
partnership with the Duke of
York’s and Screen Archive South
East and University of Brighton.
Details: Visit www.cine-city.co.uk.
The full CINECITY brochure
will be available from the end of
October. For more information
contact info@cine-city.co.uk
Pics: Tiny Colour Movies, John
Foxx; Frank Gehry Sketches,
Artificial Eye.

INSIGHT CITY NEWS COMPETITION

Dated this: 25th day of September 2006
Signed
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Doug Simmonds ABII, Authorised Agent

Brought to you courtesy of Mojo’s – oﬃcial CINECITY
Festival Club Sponsor – Asahi beer, and Hotel Una.

Do You Like This Car?
INFO RIVERVALECARSCOM
WWWRIVERVALECARSCOMPRESTIGE
6EHICLE $ETAILS
-AKE -ERCEDES "ENZ
-ODEL 3, WITH !-' !LLOYS AND "ODY +IT
#OLOUR "RILLIANT 3ILVER
4RIM 'RAPHITE ,EATHER
9EAR 
#APACITY  CC
/DOMETER   -ILES
%NGINE 0ETROL
3TYLE #ONVERTIBLE
4RANSMISSION !UTOMATIC
0RICE '"0  

WIN a pair of tickets to the launch of CINECITY and
screening of opening night ﬁlm BABEL at Duke of
York’s Picturehouse on Thursday 16 November
Afterwards enjoy a Champagne Dinner for two at
Mojo’s restaurant and bar, then stay overnight at the
luxurious and contemporary Hotel Una in Regency
Square.
To enter email info@cine-city.co.uk, or write to us
with your name and address, telling us why you
would like to join us at the launch.
CINECITY
University of Brighton
Grand Parade
Brighton, BN2 OJY

Terms and conditions .One entry per person is permitted. Open to UK residents only. No cash alternative available.Closing date as specified. No responsibility can be acacepted
for entries that are lost, delayed or damaged. CINECITY’s decision is final – no correspondance will be entered into. CINECITY reserves the right to amend or cancel the
competition at anytime. Entering this competition means you accept these terms and conditions.
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Simon Circus Street
Says
Development to benefit environment and economy

Buyers beware! Do you
own your garden?
Arguably one of the
most important parts
of any residential
lease (apart from its
unexpired term) is the
lease plan itself. This
identiﬁes exactly what
is being sold and it is
this and this alone that
will be registered to a new purchaser at HM Land
Registry as their ownership.
A lease plan is ostensibly a drawing
showing the layout of the ﬂat. The boundaries
(ownership) will be enclosed in red lines. Any
external areas such as gardens or balconies will
be enclosed in a diﬀerent colour, probably in
green. Everything within these lines is what is
being purchased, anything outside these lines
WILL NOT BE INCLUDED.
Any solicitor acting on the purchase of a
leasehold ﬂat will receive a copy of a lease and
the accompanying lease plan. What he or she is
most likely to do is to send it to the purchaser
and ask them to conﬁrm it represents exactly
what is being purchased.
This sounds straightforward enough – if
you understand lease plans that is! As a ﬁrst
time buyer there is every chance that the lease
plan will seem as clear as mud, so if you are in
the process of purchasing a ﬂat with a garden
(including patios, front and rear), balcony, car
parking space or roof terrace, ensure that you
inform your solicitor of this. Remember, solicitors
do not have the beneﬁt of having seen the ﬂat,
so if they don’t know that the property might
include any of these areas; they will not be
looking for it within the
lease plan.
Penny, a distraught ﬂat seller, visited me last
week. She only bought her ﬂat in January of
this year, a very nice lower ground ﬂoor ﬂat in
Brunswick Square with a private patio garden.
The solicitor acting for her buyers, mindful of
the fact a garden was to be included in the sale,
noticed that the lease plan did not include the
patio garden. Essentially she was selling her ﬂat
without legally owning the garden! I advised
her to contact the owner of the garden (in this
case the freeholder) ask for a deed of variation
to be issued, and to have the lease plan redrawn
to include the patio garden. This can be done;
however the freeholder could ask for a premium
and additional legal costs will accumulate.
In Penny’s case she had actually purchased
her ﬂat from the Freeholder in the ﬁrst place
so her deed of variation should have been
free of any premium. Most buyers won’t be so
fortunate so remember to give your solicitor
as much information as possible and take time
to carefully study your lease plan. If you are in
any doubt whatsoever then ask your solicitor to
conﬁrm the outside space included.
Contact: Simon Caplin
simon@cherrywoodinvestments.co.uk

new environmentally
sound and artistically friendly
development is on the cards for a
tired and decrepit area of central Brighton.
Brighton & Hove City Council is in
negotiations with independent developers
Cathedral and the University of Brighton
about the future of the area around the old
municipal fruit and veg market, in Circus
Street. According to a recent council
report on the issue, the ambitious £100m
plan could bring in around £20m a year
to the local economy and create hundreds
of new jobs and training opportunities for
Brighton residents.
If all goes to plan, the regeneration will
include 180 brand new homes. But it’s not
all going to be wealthy London commuters
moving in – of these, 70 will be set aside
for local people who are currently on the
waiting list.
They will also be among the first new
build homes in Brighton & Hove to earn
the government’s ‘excellent’ eco-rating.
The plan is for the entire project to be
carbon neutral; meaning the process of
building it will not release carbon into the

A

N EXCITING

atmosphere and thus won’t contribute to
global warming.
Cathedral has pledged to hire a
community worker to liase with the
nearby Tarner estate and make sure
that its residents also benefit from the
improvements. Tarner’s young people have
already helped to brighten up the North
Laine area by painting some fabulously
colourful murals on walls that were once
magnets for messy graffiti.
Brighton University looks set to
benefit hugely from the scheme, which
encompasses its Circus Street annexe. As
well as getting a new library, the university
will be offered workspace for talented
design graduates. Not only will this help
the newly graduated get on their feet, it’ll
also keep some of this talent local – which
should eventually provide more jobs.
Rod Mallinder, the university’s Director
of Estate and Facilities Management,
says, “The university is committed to
providing the best resources and facilities
for its students, and over the past ten
years we’ve invested over £100m into
our estate. The project at Circus Street

is an exciting opportunity to work with
the council to regenerate and bring high
quality design to the area.”
The cultural life of the North Laine as
a whole will be boosted by the scheme.
There is room for some new shops, and
the regeneration plans include a public
events square and studios for South East
Dance.
As well as the university annexe, the
plan encompasses the market and the
NCP car park. The developers will consult
local residents and shop owners before
submitting a formal planning application.
If all goes to plan the new site could be
underway in March 2007, and finished two
years after that.
Brighton & Hove City Council’s leader,
Simon Burgess, is chairing the Circus
Street project board. He says, “It’s a great
plan that will show you can bring new life
to an unattractive backwater in an entirely
sustainable way.”
Words: Nicky Falkof
Pic: Courtesy of Alan Stone, Brighton &
Hove City Council

Speak to the rental experts
and deal with your landlord direct
No agency fees No contract fees. No renewal fees.
Phone now for an up-to-date list of our latest properties.
Investment properties always required. Immediate decisions given, the right price paid!

Sussex House Property Division
01273 724 300
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at the Grand
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A Dirty Weekend
9–10 September saw some of the UK’s finest skateboarding and BMXing talent hit the beach
distance it was a
strange sight. From almost
as far as the Palace Pier, if
you looked towards the West Pier,
you could catch a glimpse of a
skateboarder flying five metres
into the air. But only for a split
second, as if you’d imagined it.

F

ROM A

Double whammy
for Sussex
Sussex County Cricket Club celebrate the end of a victorious season
UPPORTERS GATHERED in droves at Hove Town Hall to
cheer and congratulate Sussex stars as the team
celebrated this season’s unsurpassed double victory.
The two trophies – The Cheltenham & Gloucester
Pro40 and the Liverpool & Victoria County Championship
– were hoisted high by Captain Chris Adams and his
team-mates during their open top bus parade.
Around 200 fans found time during Monday lunchtime
to congratulate, and take pictures of, the victorious team
before the open top bus took them to a civic reception at
the Thistle Hotel.
With four games left in the season Adams predicted
they needed to win at least three to clinch the
Championship. He said, “I told the boys this and they
delivered the wins.”
Adams has captained the team to six pieces of
silverware in his nine years of captaincy and deems this
year’s championship the hardest yet. “It was tough. When
Mushy (Mushtaq Ahmed) got the last wicket it was a great
feeling.”
The Sussex team was the favourite to win the title but
Lancashire was chasing them all the way. Skipper Adams
said, “It was a real grind all the way to the finish – it was
a fantastic to win the C&G trophy but four-day cricket is
the most demanding, both physically and mentally.”
They made winning the championship look easy,
thrashing Nottingham by an innings and 245 runs. Their
largest win margin of the season was largely down to star
spin bowler Mushtaq Ahmed.
Spin king ‘Mushy’ was not able to take part in the
victory parade. Unfortunately he had to fly to Pakistan for
coaching duty in his role as assistant coach.
Ahmed was elated when he took the last wicket. He
dropped to his knees, kissed the ground and prayed. After
the match he said, “we worked hard and performed at our
best from day one - and in the end we needed three wins
out of four and we achieved that. It was a team triumph.”
Adams said, “We’re a small, family club and this is a
massive achievement for us – Mushy was brilliant but it
was a team effort.”
Ahmed ended a fantastic season and broke several

S

records. For the second time in his career he took over
100 wickets in the season – an achievement which was
last reached by Courteney Walsh. In the final match
Mushy took 13 wickets for just 108 runs. He bowled 9-48
in half an hour.
James Kirtley got the only other wicket that day. Kirtley
won man of the match at Lords where they won the pro40
trophy.
Kirtley was delighted to have put another
Championship to his name. “What we accomplished at
Lords and Trent Bridge is really special,” he said. “It’s
been a tough 12 months.”
Adams reiterated, “We’re the best side in the country
– we’ve worked really hard and we deserved to win the
title.” Their achievements this season affirm this.
After unforeseen success Adams is optimistic about
the future. He believes Sussex’s success owes a lot to the
youth system. “With quality young players we have the
basis of a successful side in the future. Eleven of our 18
players have come through the youth system.”
The rise of Sussex as a successful County Cricket Club
has been relatively recent. Last month they won their
second Championship in four years but had to wait 166
years for their first.
In a press conference after the match skipper Adams
spoke of his future at the club. “I think I have done
everything possible to represent the county in the right
way. And the achievement of winning the C&G Trophy
and Championship this season is everything I could have
hoped for.
“If the club want me to do another year as captain and
I feel I still have the respect of the other guys then fine.
“It could be someone else’s turn after that and it would
be nice to finish with two or three seasons without the
responsibility of captaincy.
“We have achieved a lot but the time is right for me
to start looking at other things and new challenges,
hopefully with Sussex.”
Words: Archie McGhee
Pic: Ian Williams

But imagine it you didn’t,
because last month saw the
biggest vert ramp (also known
as a half-pipe) in the UK set up
on Brighton seafront for the
first Extreme Dirty Weekend
– a weekend of skateboarding,
BMXing and all round extreme

From left: Lloyd Ellet, Ben Murphy, Marcus Heaton, Navid Iran, David
Nutley, Scott Welch, Antony Brown.

The De Vere Grand hotel is hosting an
evening of boxing with the legendary
Sugar Ray Leonard.
N SATURDAY 14 October, 350 guests will gather for
an evening of boxing at Brighton’s premier fivestar hotel. The evening kicks off with a champagne
reception, followed by a three-course meal and a question
and answer session with arguably the world’s greatest
ever pound-for-pound boxer, Sugar Ray Leonard. Six
bouts of boxing follow, featuring rising stars from the
amateur ranks. A charity auction of sporting memorabilia
will also be held.
Hove’s Amateur Boxing Champions Lloyd Ellet and
Ben Murphy will feature, but the main fight is between
heavyweight Neil Baker and the appropriately-named
Tyson Fury.
Fury is 17 years old, stands at 6ft 6in and weighs
over 17 stone. He’s being tipped to win gold at the
2008 Olympics, and his trainer Steve Egan said, “I don’t
normally like to shout about my fighters, but this lad is
something special. He’s huge and hits hard, but he moves
beautifully. With the heavyweight scene the way it is, he
could hit the top and stay there for 20 years.”
Baker, 29, isn’t fazed. When I asked him if he had
a message for Tyson Fury he held up his clenched fist,
pointed at his white knuckles and snarled, “that’s my
message, he’ll get my message on the night.”
Fury’s opponent Baker is trained by Scott Welch at
Hove ABC who believes Fury will not have an easy fight.
“Neil is a tough fighter, he’ll give Tyson a hell of a fight
– this is Neil’s chance to shine”.
Brighton-born boxing champ Scott Welch is promoting
‘An Evening with Sugar Ray Leonard’. The ex-professional
boxer is also a trainer at Boxing Club, once held the WBO
Intercontinental Title and featured in Guy Ritchie’s film
Snatch.
He has promoted several fight nights in Brighton,
featuring Mike Tyson, Evander Holyfield, Nigel Benn and
Steve Collins. After ‘An Evening with Sugar Ray Leonard
he hopes to add Lennox Lewis to the list.
Ticket sales are nearing capacity but there are still
tables available for the evening.

O

Details: Tickets cost £85–125. Call the booking office on
01273 775503 or email: welchboxing@hotmail.com
Words: Archie McGhee
Pic: Ian Williams
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action hosted by Ground Zero, a
new Brighton-based action sports
event management agency.
Brighton’s skate community
was out in force to watch
international skateboarding and
BMX professionals Pete King,
Andy Scott, Zach Shaw and Jon
Taylor pull off some amazing
tricks on the monster ramp,
which is the biggest portable
ramp in Europe and measures a
massive 15m long x 12.5m wide
x 4.5m high.
Although Brighton has
nationally renowned skate parks,
it doesn’t have a vert ramp, so to
see legends such as Pete King,
who travels the world taking part
in competitions and shooting
for magazines, demonstrate
their amazing skills on the ramp
alongside local riders Justin
‘Pasty’ Ashby and RJ, was a rare
treat.
Andy Scott stole the show
by winning the Best Trick
competition on both Saturday
and Sunday, first with a ‘tail slide

shove-it’, and then with a huge
‘540 varial’.
On Saturday Jason Lunn won
the Highest Air competition with
a massive ‘9 foot air’.
On Sunday, 14 year old Sam
Beckett won the under 16s high
air competition with a stylish ‘6
foot air’ and Sean Goff won the
professional high air comp with a
‘9 foot air’.
As well as the extreme sports
action there were DJs and
MCs providing an entertaining
soundtrack to proceedings and
an ‘extreme exhibition’ featuring
exhibitors including Nike 6.0,
Ubisoft and npower Urban Cricket
as well as action sports stores.
All the action was filmed by
the Extreme Channel for its most
popular programme, Genex,
which is broadcast to 55 million
viewers in 22 countries.
Words: Poppy Smith
Pics: Justin Ashby and Jason
Baney

do you really need
scaffolding?

powered access
can work out
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Call now to find out how much you can save
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3COTT 7ELCH 0ROMOTIONS
)N ASSOCIATION WITH !NTHONY "ROWN 0RESENTS
!N EVENING WITH ,EGENDARY

3UGAR 2AY ,EONARD
3PONSORED BY * $AVIES "UILDING ,TD

#ONTINUING OUR RECENT SUCCESS IN BRINGING SOME OF THE GREATEST 3PORTING (EROES TO "RIGHTON WE ARE DELIGHTED TO INVITE YOU TO SHARE AN
EVENING WITH NO OTHER THAN A BOXING LEGEND 3UGAR 2AY ,EONARD 4HE MAGNIFICENT FIVE STAR $E 6ERE 'RAND ON "RIGHTON 3EAFRONT HAS BEEN
SELECTED AS THE VENUE FOR THIS GREAT OCCASION WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE ON TH /CTOBER 

#HAMPAGNE RECEPTION TO INCLUDE A COMPLEMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH WITH OUR QUEST OF HONOUR 3UGAR 2AY ,EONARD 0LATINUM 4ICKET HOLDERS ONLY
! 4HREE COURSE DINNER DANCE THAT INCLUDES  COMPLEMENTARY BOTTLES OF WINE PER TABLE
3IX BOUTS OF BOXING FEATURING RISING STARS FROM THE AMATEUR RANKS
! QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION WITH 3UGAR 2AY ,EONARD
#HARITY AUCTION OF 3PORTING -EMORABILIA
4HE WORLD &AMOUS 'ROUP 4HE $RIFTERS SINGS A SELECTION OF THEIR HITS FROM THE S
! $ISCO WILL ROUND OFF THE EVENING PROVIDING MUSIC TO DANCE TO UNTIL THE EARLY HOURS OF 3UNDAY MORNING
0LATINUM a PER QUEST AND INCLUDES ADMITTANCE TO THE PRE DINNER CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION
'OLD a PER QUEST TO INCLUDE ALL THE EVENINGS ENTERTAINMENT EXCLUDING THE CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION
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A club house of our own October sport

New training facility at Hove Park means safer sport for local kids
FTER A ten-year campaign,
Brighton & Hove Hockey
Club has finally been
granted planning permission
to build a state of the art £2m
training facility.
“Everyone involved is
delighted at the prospect of
having a Club House to call their
own,” said Development Officer
Cameron Heath. “The site will
also benefit local schools, but we
still have to raise the £2m – so
the campaign isn’t over yet.”
Cardinal Newman Catholic
School, and Brighton & Hove
Sixth Form College will share use
of the facility with the hockey
club.
“Brighton & Hove is crying
out for decent, safe facilities
and schools will have priority
over both pitches from 9am to
4pm,” said B&H Club member

A

Linda Musco. “There is also an
opportunity for other sports clubs
or community groups to use the
pitches.”
The plans include two
all-weather pitches and an
environmentally friendly sports
pavilion. The innovative architect
and designer of the sleek
glass-fronted building is Nicola
Thomas. “The pavilion will be
built into a slope; the roof will be
covered in earth where grass can
grow,” said Nicola. “This will be
very cost-efficient insulation and
a superb viewpoint from which to
watch the games.”
The hockey club currently
boasts eight men’s teams, six
women’s teams and a junior
section. For a long time now
they have all been suffering
from having to split their teams
between two venues every week.

MAJOR EVENTS

“The change will see great
improvement in the junior
teams,” said Cameron. The club
will be easy to get to on foot,
and public transport is easier. We
hope we will attract more new
young players.”
Cameron and the other club
members are taking the project
very seriously and are pulling
together to raise the £2m as
quickly as possible.
“We’re applying for funding
from the lottery and other major
fund raising organisations. We’re
doing everything we can.”
If you, or someone you know,
can help with fundraising or if
you are a company interested
in sponsoring the hockey club
contact Cameron Heath: 07970
068160 or email: cameron_
heath@standardandpoors.com
Words: Archie McGhee

Football
SAT 7
Euro 2008 Qualifiers
TUE 17
UEFA Champions League Fixtures
(First Phase) Groups E, F, G, H
WED 18
UEFA Champions League Fixtures
(First Phase) Groups A, B, C, D

SAT 21
Brighton v Northampton
Withdean Stadium League One

Motor Racing

SAT 28
Huddersfield v Brighton
Galpharm Stadium League One

SUN 8
F1 Grand Prix
Suzuka, Japan

SAT 14
Champions Day
Newmarket

16 - 22
ATP Masters Series
Madrid.

Fixed contract term 12 months

Come in to your local branch at 153 North St, Brighton
Call 08455 840 127
Click hsbc.co.uk

Issued by HSBC Bank plc. For further details of the above and other benefits see our Passport brochure. Passport is subject to status and is
only available to customers aged 16 or over. Passport and the products/services available through Passport are subject to terms and
conditions which you will be given when you apply. A Flexible Saver and Bank Account must be opened as part of Passport. Textphone
1800 108 457 125 563. Lines are open 8am to 10pm every day (except Christmas Day, Boxing Day and New Year’s Day). To help us
continually improve our service, and in the interests of security, we may monitor and/or record your telephone calls with us. AC3786

Golf
5-8
European Tour Dunhill links
championship
Old Course St. Andrews,
Carnoustie and Kingsbarns.
Scotland.

Brighton’s Sol Gilbert competed for the British Welterweight Cage Rage title at Wembley Arena

S

Brighton Race Course
FRI 13
Lucky For Some Race Day!
Flat Racing. First Race: .
2.25pm Last Race: 5.15pm
THU 19
Flat Racing. First Race: 2.20pm
Last Race: 5.30pm

Brighton and Hove
Hockey Club
Men’s 1st X1- Premier 1
SAT. 7 13:30
Brighton v Staines
Sussex University
SAT. 14 14:00
Spencer v Brighton
Battersea Park
SAT 21 13:30
Brighton v Sevenoaks
Sussex University
SAT. 28 13:30
Chichester v Brighton
Kingsham
Details: Ladies Club Captain:
Wendy Russell tel: 07980 433 832
Men’s Club Captain:
Alistair Thomson tel: 01273 566 905

Cage Rage
OL ‘ZERO Tolerance’ Gilbert was down but
not out after losing out on his challenge
to win the Cage Rage welterweight title
against Paul ‘Sandtex’ Daley.
“I’ve had these niggling injuries,” said Sol,
“but I convinced myself that I was all right
to fight. Perhaps I should have listened to my
body.”
Cage Rage, also known as Ultimate
Combat, takes place in a caged octagonal ring
and is governed by a minimal set of rules to
prevent serious injury. The contestants wear
light fingerless gloves and are permitted to
box, wrestle, and kick.
The fight took place at Wembley Arena
on Saturday 30 September in front of an
estimated audience of 13,000.
According to a report on ironlife.com, Paul

SAT 14
Scunthorpe v Brighton
Glanford Park League One

WED 1 NOV
UEFA Champions League Fixtures
(First Phase) Groups E, F, G, H

Tennis

Passport includes:
• Bank account with international debit card
• UK relocation guide and online advice
• World money transfer discounts
• Low cost international and UK mobile calls
• Flexible savings account
• All for just £50 or £5 per month

SUN 8
Brighton v Blackpool
Withdean Stadium League One

TUE 17
Brighton v Boston Utd
Withdean Stadium
English Football League Trophy

Horse Racing

Just arrived in the UK?
Start banking the easy way
with Passport from HSBC.

Brighton & Hove Albion FC

TUE 31
UEFA Champions League Fixtures
(First Phase) Groups A, B, C, D

SUN 22
F1 Grand Prix
Interlagos, Brazil

4O BOOK YOUR TABLE OR FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR BOOKING OFFICE ON  
OR E MAIL US AT WELSHBOXING HOTMAILCOUK

LOCAL SPORTING
EVENTS

Daley put on a very solid performance to
knock Sol Gilbert unconscious with punches
on the floor midway through the second
round.
“He was looking to take me down while
my plan was to keep standing,” said Sol. “And
in the first round, he did get me down but
I managed to get up again and land some
punches.
“In the second round, I took him down but
he caught me with a good shot followed by a
good knee, and then another good shot.”
Sol’s immediate plans are to have a
holiday, preferably somewhere warm, to give
him time to reflect on the future.
He runs the very successful ZT Fight
Skool, and has just opened up ZT Fitness with
partner, David Rummery. Both are taking up

more and more of his time, leaving less and
less for the punishing training regime he
needs to follow if he is to remain at the top of
his sport.
“I always vowed to myself to leave on
the top. But even if I had won I would have
had to think hard about my future,” he
said. “Trouble is I am a showman. I love
to entertain the crowds. And to watch my
fighters and not fight myself would be like
standing behind a bar full of punters and not
having a drink myself.”
It’s a difficult decision he faces, but he’s
faced tougher.
Words: David O’Connor-Thompson

Brighton Rugby Club 1XV
SUN 1
Bognor v Brighton
Bognor
SUN 8
Brighton v Purley
Brighton RC
FRI 22
Brighton v Lordwood
Brighton RC
SAT 29
Old Dunstonian v Brighton
Old Dunstonian
Phone: 01273 562 729
Email: clubhouse@brightonrugby.
org.uk
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Cosmic Debris
Alan Card’s astrological forecast
FULL MOON: 7 Oct 3.14am GMT - 14 degrees Aries
NEW MOON: 22 Oct 5.15am GMT - 28 degrees Libra
TRANSCENDENTAL LOVE: 24 Oct. Sun, Venus, Mars in conjunction with Scorpio

ARIES 21 Mar – 20 Apr
Any contentious relationship
issues you’ve tried to brush
under the carpet could suddenly
surface under the glare of this
month’s full moon in Libra. There’s
a vital element in the way you
originally set things up that just isn’t
serving you or a partner. There’s no
need to feel crestfallen. Later in the
month a blissfully harmonious new
moon will help sort out this tangle
of emotional misunderstandings.
Around the 22nd just be honest
about the deeper expectations you
have of each other and everything
will get back on track.

TAURUS 21 Apr – 21 May
Brooding silences and deeply
meaningful gazes can be
so magnetic and deeply attractive
to you. Well someone thinks they
are! Hey, isn’t it time you set them
straight about their projections?
Mercury is now scything its way
through Scorpio – the awful truth
is about to present itself! Luckily,
the truth is that any relationship
needs a certain amount of verbal
rapport. A good old cards-on-thetable, no-holds-barred talk is what’s
needed now, if you’re to sort out the
romantic fact from fiction.

GEMINI 22 May – 22 Jun
What? Of course you can
do it! But do you want to?
That’s the point. Your ruler, Mercury,
is transiting ruthlessly righteous
Scorpio. It’s time to downsize.
Yes, life is once again intoxicating,
but in a fit of enthusiasm you’ve
committed to far too many diverse
calls on your time. Don’t worry about
pruning back your obligations, what
remains will flourish, far beyond your
current expectations. Your love life
will be reaching an ecstatic plateau
very soon. In the meantime, try to
suppress that silly grin or you’ll give
the game away.

CANCER 23 Jun - 23 Jul
Sensuality that borders on
obsession is so seductive!
Steady on, remember how easily
heightened emotions can affect your
physical and mental equilibrium!
Any torrid or exquisitely romantic
episode has got to be kept in check
by your sense of the ridiculous. Yes,
this year of creative and romantic
enlightenment is reaching a
crescendo. The reward for all that
earlier pain and suffering is becoming
obvious - surely you realise what your
new role in the world now must be?

LEO 24 Jul – 23 Aug
Neptune’s deceptive dream
weaving does a spectacular
about face on the 29th, finally
putting pay to any fantasy element in
an associate’s game plan. From then
on you could become more engaged,
more hands on, professionally and
romantically. Inspiration is wonderful
but now perspiration has its part
to play. Are you prepared to do a
balancing act between your ideals
and ‘the rock and a hard place’? Sure,
love for you is all about commitment,
but it could get surprisingly steamy
around the 24th.

VIRGO 24 Aug – 23 Sep
Okay, okay, you’ve got a
point, but please, there’s no
need to be spiteful about it! With
your ruler Mercury transiting lasersharp Scorpio your usually critical
turn of mind could have an even
more incisive edge. Fine, you have
been a bit of a pushover recently,
or so it would seem! Ahh! You see?
Some people, for all their bluster,
are just paper tigers! Your diligent
service needs acknowledgement.
You’re being more vehement? That’s
okay! Yes it’s time to set the record
straight, but do it as graciously as
you can.

LIBRA 24 Sep – 23 Oct
What a conundrum you are
in right now. All those longed
for ambitions are being actualised,
yet some intangible feeling of
incompleteness could bubble up over
the full moon. Life operates on so
many levels. Yet this month you can
surface an emotional issue that has
subconsciously sabotaged you. Deal
with it, so that by the new moon in
your own sign, you feel purged and
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ready to focus on that romantic, as
well professional, upgrade.

SCORPIO 24 Oct – 22 Nov
So you’re in the mood for
love? Well if you aren’t, you
sure will be after the 25th when
Venus, Mars and the Sun passionately
intertwine through your sign! It’s
the archetypal aspect for love and
creativity. It’s your chance to plant
the seed of positive change. A time
of renewal, when you can define your
new understanding of the world both
spiritually and emotionally. Sure, this
month could turn out to be a ride
though an erotic theme park! But it’s
depth and meaningful connection
that you’re pursuing right now.

SAGITTARIUS 22 Nov – 21
Dec
You’ve an almost hypnotic
attraction to someone or something?
Why you’re so attracted could be
hard to define. But whatever it is,
you’re feeling like a bunny in the
headlights. Everything in reality is a
reflection of our own mindset at that
moment. This adoration is actually
just telling you that a neglected part
of yourself needs acknowledgement.
These subtler understandings can
empower you. You’re the heroine or
hero in this drama of life after all!

CAPRICORN
22 Dec –30 Jan
Every year when the lunar
cycles peak in Libra your career and
home life seem to polarise. This
year though you’ll get an extra bit
of goading to seek equilibrium. The
solution lies in seeing the problem
from the other person’s perspective.
That doesn’t mean that you just roll
over and concede. No, it’s a question
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of understanding each other’s point
of view so that a viable compromise
can take place. A magnetic attraction
after the 22nd has an exquisite
hidden agenda - but then you’re not
a fatalist are you?

AQUARIUS 21 Jan – 19
Feb
Love? Yeah, love! Venus
transits the philosophical area of
your world. The goddess of love, all
gorgeously alluring from her transit
through Libra, is ready for seduction
– in a coolly elegant way, no doubt!
There’s no denying it, your emotions
have always been your Achilles heel.
Fantasy isn’t always completely
harmless, but you’ve still got to dip
your toes in the romantic whirlpool.
Once Neptune re-focuses on the 29th
you’ll have a more integrated vision
of where you’re going and who’s got
the right chemistry to go with you.

PISCES 20 Feb – 20 Mar
Bingo! Suddenly things are
beginning to make sense!
You’ve been experiencing life on
number of shifting levels. Some say
it’s an illusion but you know there’s
a deeper, sweeter answer than that.
Maybe it’s a foreign love affair or a
creative teaching that’s the cosmic
trigger, but however it comes, some
kind of exquisite experience is on
its way. It mightn’t be a material
thing, but however abstract it
seems to others; to you it’ll feel like
you’ve made a very tangible heart
connection.
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Private readings:
01273 725166
or 07946 097351
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Let’s connect
Our new approach to banking
• One-to-one banking
• Fast, local decision-making
• Access to an expert team of
financial specialists
• Competitive, flexible solutions
• Global expertise & backing
• Free conference & meeting room
facilities throughout
the UK

One team, one focus: you.
That’s the essence of the fresh approach to
banking we’ve developed.
We’ve been looking closely and listening
carefully. The result is a return to traditional
levels of personal attention, combined with
the best of today’s
facilities and specialist knowledge.

And all delivered through our local Financial
Solutions Centres - a place where our
customers are treated as members.
Call Chris Rigby, Senior Partner and his
team on 07770 700 376 today,
and let’s connect.
When it’s important to you, you need a
bank with expertise.

www.CBonline.co.uk
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